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Preface 
The research on aperiodic crystals of the last two decades has shown the many-sided aspects 
of the physical phenomena occurring in these crystals. This thesis presents a study of the 
structure and dynamics of the Sn2P2Se6 group, which incorporates crystals with a modulated 
incommensurate phase. 
The motivation for the study has been twofold. First, basic aspects of the structure 
and dynamics, necessary for understanding the physical properties of the interesting crystal 
family (Pb¡,Sni_¡/)2P2(Si_iSeI)e, were insufficiently known. A number of complimentary 
experimental techniques is used to clarify these. Secondly, the study wants to contribute 
to the understanding of the phenomena occurring in incommensurate crystal structures, 
and to the search of common origins of incommensurate phase transitions. It is hoped to 
motivate further experimental and theoretical research on the crystal group, which may well 
be combined. For example, the mentioned crystal family may be used as a model system to 
study order-disorder effects in mainly displacive transitions. 
The thesis has three parts. First, the structure is discussed. Then the lattice dynamics is 
studied with inelastic neutron scattering, Raman spectroscopy and infrared reflection mea-
surements. Finally, two pinning effects of the modulation wave are described, as observed 
in dielectric experiments. 
The study has been accomplished by the efforts of many people. I want to thank Dr. 
P. van Loosdrecht for the introduction in Raman spectroscopy, and Dr. A. Gerrits for ad-
vise in the infrared experiments. In particular I wish to acknowledge Dr. M. Maior for 
introducing me to the subject and for the many, regularly returning pleasant collaborations 
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Vysochanskii for the discussions on the physical properties of the crystal group. The stimu-
lating collaborations with (a.o.) Dr. J.E. Lorenzo and Dr. P. Saint-Grégoire in the inelastic 
neutron scattering experiment are gratefully acknowledged. The X-ray diffraction experi-
ment has been performed by J. Smits, and I wish to acknowledge R. Israël, Dr. R. de Gelder 
and Prof. P. Beurskens for solving the crystal structure and discussions. G. Nachtegaal, 
J. van Os, Prof. B. Meier and Dr. A. Kentgens are thanked for the collaboration in the 
NMR-experiments. 
I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. M. Quilichini for the critical reading of the 
manuscript. I am grateful for the many discussions with Dr. R. Currat, without whose 
stimulating and precise comments the study would not have reached its final scientific level. 
I appreciate the working spirit of the departments Experimentele Vaste Stof Fysica 2 
ν 
and Theoretische Vaste Stof Fysica (Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen), all whose members 
have contributed in a way to the establishment of the book. Moreover, I want to emphasize 
the technical support of the Faculteit der Natuurwetenschappen, K.U. Nijmegen. 
The work has been accomplished by international collaboration. I want to thank in 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In many crystals the atomic arrangements are changed, when passing a critical value for 
a thermodynamic variable, for example temperature or pressure. Then, a structural phase 
transition occurs, which can be accompanied by a change of crystal symmetry [1]. 
A well known example is the reconstructive transition from '3'C (graphite) to '4'C (di-
amond), in which the bond types are changed, transforming the 3-fold coordination into a 
4-fold coordination. The properties are markedly different, as can be seen immediately by 
eye. 
The high-temperature-low-temperature transition in quartz is an example of a displacive 
transition, in which the overall topology is not changed. The transition is here clearly 
observable by the huge increase in light scattering, resembling critical opalescence ('fog'-
like). In steel industry, the martensitic transition in steel with small admixtures of carbon 
is of utmost importance. 
One of the basic physical problems is to connect the structural phase transition to its mi-
croscopic origins, for example to the balance of interatomic bond forces (lattice instabilities) 
or electronic instabilities (Peierls instabilities) [2]. 
A special class is formed by proper ferroelectric phase transitions, characterized by a uni-
form spontaneous polarisation in the low-symmetry phase, and the divergence of the dielec-
tric constant on approaching the transition from both sides. The polarisation occurs either 
because of the alignment of a lattice of electric dipoles or by homogeneous displacements of 
charged ions from their centrosymmetric positions (figure 1.1). Besides structural studies, 
much insight in the origins of ferroelectric transitions has been obtained from spectroscopic 
studies of the lattice dynamics [3], in particular concerning displacive versus order-disorder 
mechanisms. 
Polar dielectrics are now widely applied in modern society. Examples are the use of pyro-
and piezoelectric properties for infrared detectors and micromechanics, the use of electro-
optic and photorefractive effects for manipulation of light and the use of ferroelectricity in 
data-storage and printing processes. 
In this thesis, the structural and dynamical properties of the crystal family Sn2P2(Si_xSex)6, 
a group of uniaxial proper ferroelectrics [4, 5] is studied by various experimental techniques. 
This crystal family is particularly interesting because part of the crystals show the presence 
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Figure 1.1: Relative displacements of the atoms in the paraelectric, ferroelectric and 
incommensurate phases. 
of an incommensurately (1С) modulated phase, intermediate the paraelectric and ferroelec­
tric phases. 
In a rough classification, incommensurate crystals occurring in nature can be divided into 
two classes (see e.g. [6],[7]). Crystals of the first class consist of at least two interpenetrating 
sublattices, whose lattice parameters have an irrational relative value. Therefore, the local 
atomic geometry is nowhere in the crystal exactly the same. 
The second class is formed by modulated incommensurate crystals, in which the regular 
crystal structure is deformed by a static displacement wave (figure 1.1) or occupational wave. 
The 1С phase is here usually a consequence of a structural phase transition from a high-
symmetry 'normal' parent phase, and is only stable in limited temperature Г or pressure ρ 
ranges, in contrast to crystals of the first class. 
In figure 1.1 the atomic configurations are schematically drawn in the paraelectric, fer­
roelectric and intermediate incommensurate phase. The ferroelectric phase is characterised 
by a homogeneous relative shift of the two oppositely charged sublattices, producing a ho­
mogeneous polarisation. In the incommensurate phase, in contrast, both sublattices are 
deformed by a sinusoidal deformation, usually occurring in all displacive 1С systems close 
to T,. An interesting aspect is the fact that incommensurate phases are not rare in nature. 
Perhaps closest to daily life is the example of dehydrated sodium carbonate ( ^ г С О з ) or 
'soda', which is incommensurate at room temperature. 
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Modulated incommensurate crystals in turn have been divided in two subclasses, deter-
mined by the shape of the thermodynamic potential. As a consequence, the temperature 
evolution in the lower part of the incommensurate phase is markedly different [1],[8]. 
Examples of the so-called type I incommensurate phases, which have been extensively 
studied, are RbîZnCL; [9], which shows an order-disorder transition, and rv2Se04 [10],[9], 
which shows a displacive transition. In the thermodynamic potential a Lifshitz invariant is 
present [1]. The behavior near the incommensurate-to-ferroelectric transition in this crystal 
class is typically characterised by the formation of a domain-like 1С structure (solitone). The 
softening of the discommensurations leads to a nearly continuous transition. The transition 
leads to a multiplication of the unit cell. 
In contrast, type II 1С systems have been studied in a smaller number of crystals. Ex­
amples are here NaNOj (order-disorder) and SC(NH 2 ) 2 (Thiourea, displacive). Here, the 
Lifshitz term is absent. Throughout the incommensurate phase, the modulation remains in 
many cases practically sinusoidal. The transition to the ferroelectric phase (at the Brillouin 
zone center) is usually distinctly first order. 
The absence of a Lifshitz invariant, which stabilizes the modulated deformations in 
type I phases, raises the question why an incommensurate phase occurs in type II systems. 
Moreover, anomalies in the low temperature part of the incommensurate phase are observed 
in several cases, which might point to the role of discommensurations in the transition to the 
ferroelectric phase. It is clear that the detailed balance of the various interatomic forces play 
an important role in these issues [11],[12]. Interesting questions are therefore: what are the 
exact structural and dynamical changes at the phase transitions? and why do they occur? 
The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant in the incommensurate phase, finally, 
could not be explained in models which predict the behavior of the modulation correctly 
[13]. An example of such a model is described in [13] for NaNOj. 
The crystals S112P2S6, S^PîSee, РЬгРгЭв and РЬгРгЭев were first synthesized by Car-
pentier and Nitsche (1974) [14] by a vapour transport technique. This led to an early 
recognition of the ferroelectric properties of Эп^РгБв [15]. The structure of Sn2P2S6 at room 
temperature (ferroelectric phase) was subsequently solved by X-ray methods by Dittmar 
and Schäfer [16] (1974). 
In 1977 the Solid State Physics Department of the Uzhgorod State university started 
what has become today a two decades long project on the various properties of ЭпгРгЭб 
type ferroelectrics. The project showed that the family has a number of interesting prop­
erties. In 1983 it was discovered that in ЭпгРгЭеб an intermediate phase exists between 
the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases. Barsamian et al. [17] proved by X-ray studies the 
incommensurability of this intermediate phase. 
Studies of the composition-temperature phase diagram of ЭпгРг^і-хЭе^б by various 
properties revealed the presence of a Lifshitz point (Gommonai [18], 1981). Such a Lifshitz 
point, at which a second order phase transition line splits into a first order and a second 
order transition line, all of which are tangential, is quite rare in nature: besides the magnetic 
system MnP there are a few realisations in the (B,T) phase diagram of liquid crystal systems. 
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Sn2P2(Si-xSea.)e is therefore an interesting model system to study crystal properties in the 
neighborhood of such a multi-critical point. In particular an enhancement of fluctuations is 
present. Deviations in the critical exponents from mean-field (Sn2P2Se) or 3d-XY (Sn2P2Se6) 
values are predicted by theories and have been observed [19]. Moreover, the system is shown 
to be close to its tricritical point, allowing for the first time to study properties close to a 
tricritical Lifshitz point [5]. 
The substitution of the 'ferro-active' cation Sn by Pb (a heavier element of the same 
periodic system column) results in a dilution effect on the ferroelectric transition [20],[4]. The 
incommensurate and ferroelectric transitions are pushed towards low temperature, where 
quantum mechanical effects are expected to be of importance. 
Next to the lattice vibrations, the electronic subsystem seems to be important in these 
semiconductors, as revealed by modifications of the phase diagram by light illumination [21]. 
Moreover, an intermediate, probably incommensurate phase appears in S112P2S6 when the 
temperature is stabilized close to the paraelectric-to-ferroelectric phase transition [22]. 
Besides the mentioned phenomena, important from a scientific point of view, the crystal 
family's properties are useful for applications. Important are the electro-optical, electro-
acoustical and photorefractive effects, as well as the strong piezo- and pyroelectricity. 
Notwithstanding this wealth, important aspects of the proto-type crystal ЗпгРгЭеб re­
main unknown. In particular, the structural changes between paraelectric, incommensurate 
and ferroelectric phase are undetermined; and the microscopic origins of the transitions can 
only indirectly be speculated on. The thesis presented here is intended to elucidate essential 
aspects, by the use of a suitable combination of experimental techniques. Moreover, it is 
hoped to contribute to the interpretation of future research on this diverse crystal family. 
The thesis is organized as follows. 
In chapter 2, X-ray refinements of the room temperature and ferroelectric structures of 
Sn2P2Se6 are compared. The geometrical changes, which reflect changes in the local atomic 
bonding configuration, are compared to those occuring in Б^Ргйе. 
The temperature evolution of atomic displacements in the incommensurately modulated 
phase is investigated by single crystal NMR (chapter 3). The sensitivity of NMR to the 
local geometry of a nucleus allows to determine in a relatively direct manner changes in the 
local environment of the atoms of a particular chemical element. 
The satellite Bragg reflections, reflecting the new periodicity in the incommensurate 
phase, are studied by elastic neutron scattering (chapter 4). The main object of the neutron 
study is a study of the lattice dynamics, in search for the mechanism leading to the incom­
mensurate transition in БпгРгЗев, and not in БпгРгЗб. A comparison of the two crystals is 
presented in the various phases, providing insight in the occurrence of the Lifshitz point. 
The soft mode spectral features in the ferroelectric phase are elucidated by Raman 
spectroscopy (chapter 6). The incommensurate deformation demonstrates its effect by the 
occurrence of folded acoustic modes and changes in the dynamics of the Рг8е 6 group. One 
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of the new excitations of the incommensurate phase, the amplitudon, is studied. 
The influence of the electronic subsystem on the incommensurate modulation is shown 
in a dielectric study of the memory effect in the incommensurate phase (chapter 7). The 
modulated density of trapped electrons results in the appearance of a new phase inside the 
incommensurate phase, in which the modulation wave vector is locked. 
In chapter 8, an investigation of low frequency excitations in the low temperature phase 
of (PbySni-y^PîSee is presented. The thermal excitations of the frozen modulation wave 
are studied, revealing a complicated domainwall-like dynamics. 
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Chapter 2 
Crystal s t ructures of Sn2P2See in t h e 
ferroelectric and paraelectric phase 
Abstract 
The crystal and molecular structure of Б^РгБев in the low temperature ferroelectric phase is 
determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction techniques. These results are compared with the 
crystal structure of the same compound in the paraelectric phase, which was redetermined at room 
temperature. 
In both phases, the structure crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The ferroelectric phase with 
a=6.8145(3) Â, b=7.7170(3) Â, c=11.694(l) A, /3=124.549(4)°, space group Pc, V=506 52(6) Â3, 
Z=2 was determined at T=173 К and the paraelectric phase with a=6.808(2) A, b=7.682(3) A, c= 
11.667(7) Â, /3=124.75(6)°, space group P2i/c, V=501.4(5) Â3, Z=2 was determined at T=293 
K. Both structures were solved by automated Patterson methods and refined by least squares 
methods. For the ferroelectric phase final refinement resulted in R=0.038 for 3763 reflections 
(with Ι>2σ(Ι)). Refinement of the paraelectric modification revealed disorder of the Sn 2 + cations 
(the two Sn sites being separated by approximately 0.34 À) and resulted in R=0.062 for 2211 
reflections (with Ι>2σ(Ι)). 
Comparison of the two structures showed that the tin ions shift from an individual disorder-
site in the high temperature phase (paraelectric) to the corresponding tin position in the low 
temperature phase (ferroelectric). The displacements are about 0.13 A. The shift from the average 
Sn-position in the paraelectric phase to the Sn-positions in the ferroelectric phase is about 0.30 
A (on average 10° off the vector 3+c), and is clearly related to the spontaneous polarization. 
Moreover, the average direction of these displacements is perpendicular to the modulation wave 
vector direction in the incommensurate phase, showing the prime importance of such movements 
to the incommensurate phase formation. 
R Israel, S W Η Eijt, R de Gelder, J M M Smits, Paul Τ Beurskens, Th Rasing, Η van Kempen, 
M M Maior and S F Motnja, Zeitschrift fur Kristallographie, accepted 
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2.1 Introduction 
Sn2P2Se6 is one of the members of the family of proper ferroelectrics Sii2P2(Si_ ISex)6 [1], 
which is of interest for both fundamental and practical геаъопь. 
Offundamental interest is the presence of a Lifshitz point in the composition-temperature 
phase diagram [1]. The occurrence of an incommensurate phase in ЯпгРгЗев and its gradual 
vanishing with increasing sulphur concentration (and disappearance at the Lifshitz point 
X£=0.28, T Í , = 2 9 5 K) is expected to originate from a change of interatomic forces with 
composition x. This has motivated phonon investigations by Raman, inelastic neutron and 
infrared spectroscopic studies on Sn2P2(Si_ ISe r)6 crystals [2]-[6], in which clear soft mode 
behavior has been observed related to the phase transitions. However, electronic properties 
may also be of importance, since the compounds are semiconductors. For example, the 
modulation wave vector in the incommensurate phase in Бп^РгЗев can be stabilized in a 
small temperature interval by manipulating the population density of electrons in trapping 
levels [7]. 
In this context, it is important for structural studies to compare the crystals ЗпгРгЭев 
and ЗпгРг^в to show detailed changes in the interatomic distances and angles, and to study 
the structural changes going from the paraelcctric to the ferroelectric phase. This knowledge 
is necessary to study the microscopic changes in interatomic forces, as for example was done 
for K'2Se04 and CsjSeO^ [8]. 
From an application point of view, the di-tin-hexa(thio-seleno)hypodiphosphate's strong 
piezoelectric [9, 10] and photorefractive properties [11], resulting from a combination of 
ferroelectric and semiconductive properties, could make the crystal useful for devices. 
Sn2P2¡3e6 exhibits three phases; at room temperature it is paraelectric (P2i/c) [12], at 
221 К a second order transition to an incommensurate phase occurs, and at 193 К the crystal 
shows a first order lock-in transition to a ferroelectric phase (Pc). In contrast, БпгРгЭб only 
shows a second order phase transition directly from a paraelectric phase (P2i/c) [13] to a 
ferroelectric phase (Pc) [14]. In Sn2P2Se, the transition is mainly displacive, in which the 
four Sn 2 + cations move pairwise in opposite directions along b and in the same directions 
approximately parallel to a+c,1 resulting in a macroscopic polarization [15]. 
One of the goals of this study was to extend the structural information of the pure 
compounds ЗпгРгЭев and S112P2S6 [12, 13, 14]. Attempts to determine the structure of 
the incommensurate phase failed, because the crystals available did not show sufficiently 
resolved satellite peaks in the proper temperature range, despite many trials with different 
crystal batches. The temperature dependence of a small set of satellite reflections has been 
studied by Barsamian et al. [16, 17] (1986,1993), showing the incommensurability of the 
intermediate phase. 
An X-ray diffraction study was performed to establish the crystal structure of the title 
compound in its ferroelectric phase (low temperature) and, for comparison, the crystal 
"Note that in the original papers a different setting is used Throughout this chapter we have converted 
some different 'literature' settings to our setting (Table 1) in order to facilitate the discussion In the other 
chapters the pseudo-orthorombic setting [26] is used (see chapters 3,4) 
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structure in the paraelectric phase (room temperature) was redetermined. 
The present compound is compared with Sn2P2S6 by studying the translations of the 
Sn2+ cations and the movements and deformations of the [P2Se6]4~ anions going from the 
paraelectric structure to the ferroelectric structure. The obtained atomic displacements may 
further be related to (differences in) the paraelectric soft phonon normal coordinates. 
2.2 Experimental 
Suitable crystals were obtained by vapor transport growth [18]. In dielectric studies the 
phase transitions of the crystals studied did not show a noticeable smearing, indicating that 
the concentration of impurities and defects was very low. 
The crystal data and a summary of the data collection, the structure solution and refine-
ment of both the structures in the ferroelectric phase (Pc, T=173 K) and paraelectric phase 
(P2i/c, T=293 K) are given in Table l.2 The structures were solved by automated heavy 
atom Patterson interpretation from the program system DIRDIF-95 [19], and were refined 
with the least-squares refinement program SHELXL [20]. For the non-centrosymmetric fer-
roelectric phase the handedness was refined using the Flack parameter [21]. The result 
(0.50±0.02) showed that the crystal was a composite (twin) of the two enantiomeric ferro-
electric domains. Refinement then continued using the SHELXL twin option; the R thereby 
reduced from 0.0570 to 0.0385. The room temperature structure determination led to large 
vibrational parameters of the Sn2+ ions which suggested disorder in its position. Therefore 
the Sn2+ was refined at partially occupied positions (denoted Sn( l l ) and Sn(12)). Refine-
ment of the occupancy factors led to a 45/55 % occupancy, whereafter equal occupancy 
(50/50%) was assumed. The R value reduced from 0.068 to 0.062. The Hamilton test [22] 
showed that this change in the R value is highly significant. Due to the correlation be-
tween the two disordered sites, their positional and vibrational parameters are relatively 
less accurate. 
Calculations with PLATON [23] revealed no higher symmetry and no solvent accessible 
areas for either structure. The final atomic positional and isotropic vibrational parameters 
are given in Table 2. The anisotropic vibrational parameters are given in Table 3. 
2.3 Results and discussion 
The structures and atomic numbering are presented in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Bond lengths 
and angles of the [P2Se6]4 - anions are given in Table 4. Geometrical calculations [24] 
revealed neither unusual geometric features, nor unusual short intermolecular contacts for 
both structures. We found that the room temperature structure was in good agreement 
with a previous determination [12]; bond lengths of the latter are also present in Table 4 
for comparison. Detailed discussions of the geometry of the isostructural compounds of the 
Sn2P2S6 group have been presented in [12]-[14]. 
2The tables are placed at the end of the chapter. 
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ЗД) 
S«2) 
Sn(2) 
Sn(l) 
S<K6) 
Figure 2.1: Plot of Si^PìSee in the ferroelectric phase (173 К). Thermal ellipsoids are 
at 50 % probability level. Program: PLATON [24]. 
Se») 
Sn(12') 
Sum» 
Sn(Il) 
Se<3') 
Figure 2.2: Thermal ellipsoid plot of Sr<2P2Se6 in the paraelectric phase (293 K) (Ther­
mal ellipsoids as in Fig. 2.1). Primed atoms are related by inversion center. Sn(ll) 
and Sn(12) are disordered positions. 
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Sc(2> 
Se(3) 
Se(l) 
PU) 
Sn(av) 
Figure 2.3: Thermal ellipsoid plot of Sn2P2Se6 in the paraelectric phase (293 K) before 
splitting up the disordered Sn2+ cation (Thermal ellipsoids as in Fig. 2.1). Sn(av) is 
the average of the Sn(ll) and Sn(12) positions in Fig. 2.2. 
At room temperature the [P2Se6]4_ units are located at inversion centers. The Sn2+ 
cations are at general positions. The P-P bond lengths in the ferroelectric and paraelectric 
phase are nearly the same. The P-Se bond lengths also differ only slightly for the ferroelectric 
phase and the paraelectric phase (average values with rms errors are: 2.188±0.006 Â and 
2.181±0.006 Â, respectively). 
A small deformation upon the ferroelectric transition, where the [РгЗеб]4 - anion loses 
its crystallographic center, is seen in the Se-P-P-Se torsional angles, where opposite Se-
atoms distort from 180° in the paraelectric phase to relatively rotated positions in the 
ferroelectric phase of about 2°. The Se-P-P bond angles show small changes up to I o : Se(l), 
Se(3) and Se(5) move inward, while Se(2), Se(4) and Se(6) move outward of the molecule. 
Notwithstanding this deformation, in first approximation the [РгЭеб]4- molecule can be 
considered as rigid. The major deformation from the room temperature structure is caused 
by a displacement of the disordered Sn 2 + cations relative to the anions. 
Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 display the structures in the ferroelectric phase, and in the 
paraelectric phase after and before splitting up the S n 2 + position, showing their thermal 
ellipsoids. Before splitting up, the atomic displacement parameters of the S n 2 + cations 
at room temperature were much larger than those of the other atoms; it was distinctly 
anisotropic with the major axis approximately along the vector a+c (see Sn(av) in Table 3). 
This reflects the average motion of the atoms, which often is related to lattice vibrations. 
The anisotropy and magnitude of the Sn 2 + atomic displacement parameter could therefore 
be caused by the presence of the soft optic phonon, observed in inelastic neutron scattering 
[6], which is polarized approximately along the a+c direction and has large displacements 
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mainly for the (relatively light and mobile) Sn 2 + cations. Optic vibrations usually have a 
relatively flat dispersion and are therefore expected to contribute to the atomic displacement 
parameter proportional to kgT/ω 2 . Inelastic neutron experiments have shown that at room 
temperature the soft mode is at a lower frequency (0.40 THz) than at 173 К (0.80 THz). 
The contribution of the soft optic phonon is therefore expected to be much larger at room 
temperature. 
The observed large anisotropic atomic displacement parameter of Sn(av), however, might 
also reflect a positional disorder and the refinement was performed as such. A similar 
procedure has been performed for example by Rasano et al. [25] for paraelectric K 2ZnBr 4, 
where an improvement of the structure determination was obtained incorporating a disorder 
of the Br atoms [25]. 
Comparison of the atomic displacement parameters (of the Sn atom in the two structures) 
shows that they are not proportional to the temperature. A simple Debye approximation 
for the contribution of the acoustic phonon predicts a dependence proportional to the tem­
perature < u 2 > « Τ [26] (for Τ » θ0; θη=75 К and 45 К for Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 and Sn 2 P 2 S 6 , 
respectively). In Figure 2.4 the (equivalent) atomic displacement parameters of the Sn 2 + 
cations are plotted at the temperatures of the structure determinations for Sn2P2S6 [14, 13] 
and Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 . The atomic displacement parameters of the tin atoms of both compounds in 
the ferroelectric phase are on almost the same (dashed) lines. The atomic displacement pa­
rameter of Sn(av) in the paraelectric phase is for both compounds significantly higher than 
the extrapolated lines of the ferroelectric phase (The same has been observed for two of the 
four Br atoms in K 2ZnBr 4 where it was related to disorder [27]). The temperature behavior 
of the soft optic phonon may also produce a similar variation of the atomic displacement 
parameter. The few measurement points prevent an unambiguous determination of the con­
tribution of the soft optic phonon or disorder to the average position. However, splitting 
the Sn 2 + cation into two equally partially occupied positions resulted in a stable refinement 
with a significant lower R-factor (going from 0.068 to 0.062), estabilished in the Hamilton 
test [22] on a > 99.5% confidence level, and lower atomic displacement parameters. This 
proves that the actual structure is disordered. 
The two sites for the disordered Sn positions are denoted Sn( l l ) and Sn(12) and are 
separated by approximately 0.34 A.(figure 2.5). In Table 5 the interionic (contact) distances 
for the disordered Sn position of the room temperature phase are compared with these for 
Sn(l) and Sn(2) of the low temperature phase (for the given enantiomeric form). It is 
concluded that the Sn( l l ) and Sn(12') coordination spheres resemble the Sn(l) and Sn(2) 
sites, respectively, more closely than the alternative possibility. (Of course, the alternative 
possibility will be true for the other enantiomeric form of the low temperature phase). 
Further, the final atomic displacement parameters (for Sn( l l ) and Sn(12')) are close to 
the line <u 2 >ocT through U(Sn(l)) and U(Sn(2)), respectively, in Figure 2.4. Table 6 
shows the S n 2 + movements, relative to the [P2Se6]4" anion, going from the paraelectric 
phase to the ferroelectric phase. We conclude that the short distances (0.117 A and 0.147 
A) represent movements of Sn atoms (relative to the coordinating atoms) going from the 
paraelectric phase to the ferroelectric phase (figure 2.5). The movement of Sn(12') results in 
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Figure 2.4: The isotropic atomic displacement parameters for the Sn 2 + cations plotted 
against the temperature of the structure determinations, а) БпгРгЗев, Τ, and T
c
 are 
the incommensurate and lock-in transition temperatures, b) ЭпгРгЗв (Dittmar et al. 
[14], Scott et al. [13]). To is the ferroelectric transition temperature. 
1/10 a 
A 
Sn(ll ') 
— 
Sn(12') 
О > · Sn(2) 
1/10 (a+ci) 
1/10 с 
Figure 2.5: Displacements of the Sn 2 + ions from the paraelectric disordered positions 
to the ferroelectric positions for one enantiomeric form, projected on the a-c plane (the 
disordered pair belong to Sn(ll') as well as Sn(2) have been shifted in the a-c plane 
to facilitate a comparison of the two displacements). 
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Figure 2.6: Representation of the Se-P-Se-Sn-Se- chain along the a-axis, which connects 
the [P2Se6]4_ molecular units in the ferroelectric phase. Program: PLUTON [24]. 
two relatively short Sn-Se bonds: Sn(2)-Se(l) 2.914(1) Â and Sn(2)-Se(2) 2.925(1) Â. These 
short Sn-Se bonds, connecting the [P2Se6]4- molecular units, give rise to the formation of a 
Se-P-Se-Sn-Se- chain along the a-axis (Figure 2.6). 
The total spontaneous polarization appearing in the ferroelectric phase is related to 
the movement from the average Sn2+ cation position in the paraelectric phase to the two 
ferroelectric positions. The tin movement results in two inequi valent sites. Sn(l) moves 
(with respect to the Sn(av) position) 0.31 A in a direction 20° off the vector a+c (109° with 
the a-axis), whereas Sn(2) moves 0.28 A in a direction -1.7° off the vector a+c. In Sn2P2Se 
similar movements of the Sn2+ cations are observed (Scott et α/., 1992): Sn(l) moves 0.32 
Â(17° off the vector a+c) and Sn(2) moves 0.23 Â(8.3° off the vector a+c). This indicates 
that the spontaneous polarization (15° off a+c) is of ionic origin. One may therefore expect 
that the polarization in Sn2P2Se6 will be at 10° off the vector 3+c, which is notably exactly 
perpendicular to the modulation direction in the incommensurate phase (9° off the a-axis). 
The obtained structures and structural changes related to the phase transition have 
much in common with those observed for the crystal structure of Sn2P2Se [13, 14]. First of 
all, the same symmetries and configurations are found. Further, the changes of the Sn2P2S6 
arrangement involve also a small change for the S-P distances and angles and for the most 
part a similar large translation of the Sn2+ cations relative to the [Р 28б] 4 _ molecular units 
along a+c. Also here two relatively short Sn-S distances are formed in the ferroelectric 
phase, forming a S-P-S-Sn-S- chain along the a direction. It has been argued [28], that 
an increase and change in frustration of the short range forces by substitution of S by Se 
(which is larger) rather than by dipolar forces solely [29] results in the stabilization of the 
incommensurate phase in Sn2P2Se6, and not in S^PiSe-
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Here it is found that, though in both compounds a chain is formed along the a-axis, the 
positional change of the Sn(2) atom relative to the Sn(av) position, which determines the 
contribution to the polarization, and results in the chain formation, is clearly different in 
both magnitude and direction in Sn2P2See compared to БпгРгЗб. In SnaPîSee, the Sn(2) 
movement is closer to the a+c vector, making a larger angle to (the polarization related 
to) the Sn(l) movement. In contrast, the Sn(l) positional change is rather similar in both 
compounds. In general, considering these displacements as resulting in dipoles, it would 
be energetically favorable to align, however the contributing short range forces prevent this 
from happening. 
Further, the shortest Sn(2)-Se bonds in the ferroelectric phase are relatively large, com-
pared to the same bonds in ЭпгРгБб (5% larger in БпгРгЗсб, whereas the other Sn-Se bonds 
are only about 1-3% larger), showing the stronger effect of the short range repulsion in 
Sn2P2Se6. 
Therefore, it is found here that both the direction between the polarization and the 
chain along the a-axis, as well as the character of the short range forces, change in БпгРгЗев 
relatively to БпгРгЗб· Both effects are expected to contribute to the appearance of an 
incommensurate phase in ЗпгРгЗев. 
2.4 Conclusions 
It is found that the main changes between the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases are the 
relative Sn displacements approximately along the vector a+c, producing a macroscopic 
polarization in the ferroelectric phase. The disorder found in the paraelectric phase shows 
the strong anharmonicity of the potential related to these displacements. This indicates 
that the transitions are not entirely displacive. 
The average direction of the displacements is exactly perpendicular to the modulation 
wave vector direction of the incommensurate phase. This shows the prime importance of 
such movements to the incommensurate phase formation. 
The paraelectric crystal structure of Sn2P2Se6 exhibits disorder of the tin atoms, estabil-
ished by the highly significant reduction of the R-value of the crystal refinement compared 
to an ordered structure. 
Further, the similarity of the two crystals Э^РгБев and ЗпгРгЭв indicate that also in 
the latter crystal disorder is likely to play a role of importance, regarding the large atomic 
displacement parameters in the paraelectric phase (as has previously been suggested by 
Scott et al. [13] for Sn2P 2S 6). 
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Table 1. Crystallographic data and summary of intensity data collection, structure solution 
and refinement in the ferroelectric (1) and paraelectric (2) phase. 
Crystal data 
Compound 
Color, shape 
Formula weight 
Crystal system 
Space group0 
Temperature (K) 
Cell constants'* 
a, A 
Ь, A 
с, A 
ß 
Cell vol(V), A3 
Formula units/unit cell (Z) 
Dcoic, g c m - 3 
Mucic, cm - 1 
F(000), electrons 
Intensity data collection 
Diffractometer, scan Enraf-Nonius CAD-4, ш/2 
Radiation, graphite monochromator MoKa (=0 71073 A) 
Crystal dimensions, mm 
Scan width, degrees 1 5 
Standard reflections 3, every 7200 seconds exposure time 
Decay of standards 
Reflections measured 
29-range, degrees 
Range of h,k,l 
Corrections 
Lorentz- polarization 
Reflections(obs , 10>2σ(1ο)) 
ftmerge 
DIFABS-correction range [30] 
Computer programs Enraf-Nonius and local programs 
Structure solution and refinement 
Structure solution Heavy atom Patterson interpretation 
Computer programs DIRDIF-95 [19] 
Structure refinement Full matrix least squares on F 2 
Computer programs SHELXL-93 [20]'' 
Weights [20] 
Shift/esd 
No of restraints/parameters 
Goodness-of-fit on F 2 
R index [Ι>2σ(Ι>] 
R indices (all data) 
Largest diff peak and hole, e A~3 
1 Ferroelectric 
SnjPîSee 
black, irregular 
773 09 
Monochnic 
Pc 
173(2) 
6 8145(3) 
7 7170(3) 
11 694(1) 
124 549(4) 
506 52(6) 
2 
5 069 
265 506 
667 84 
0 20 χ 0 22 χ 0 10 
~2 % 
8270 
< 69 88 
-10< h <8, 
12 <k <12, 
-15 <1 <15 
4290 (3763) 
0 0477 
0 202-1 000 
0 0505, 2 0922 
< 0 001 
2/92 
1 067 
R = 0 0385 
R = 0 0487, 
wR2 = 0 0940 
1 76, and -2 39 
2 Paraelectric 
S^PîSee 
black, irregular 
773 09 
Monochnic 
P2, /c 
293(2) 
6 808(2) 
7 682(3) 
11 667(7) 
124 75(6) 
501 4(5) 
2 
5 121 
268 225 
667 84 
0 2 5 x 0 3 1 χ 014 
~1 % 
4571 
< 70 15 
0 <h <10, 
-12 <k <12, 
-18 <l <15 
2211 (1724) 
0 0836 
0 086-1 000 
0 0952, 13 5056 
< 0 001 
0/56 
1038 
R = 0 0623 
R = 0 0802, 
wR2 = 0 1502 
3 36, and -3 33 
α To facilitate comparison with the structures presented in the literature we have chosen to use the (for this geometry) 
unconventional setting with the c-ghde plane, standard would be Pn and P2i/n with /?<120° 
b Least-squares refinement for 25 reflections, 15 8 <0< 23 9 and 12 8 <$< 18 8, respectively 
с r W ^ = a||F0|-<|Fo|>|/íT|Fo| 
d Using neutral scattering factors and anomalous dispersion corrections 
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Table 2. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters for the fer­
roelectric (1) and paraelectric (2) phase. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the 
orthogonahzed Uij tensor. Sn( l l ) and Sn(12) are disordered positions (occ. factor 0.5). 
1 
Sn(l) 
Sn(2) 
P(l) 
P(2) 
Se(l) 
Se(2) 
Se(3) 
Se(4) 
Se(5) 
Se(6) 
X 
0 4917(1) 
0 0486(1) 
0 4179(3) 
0 1670(3) 
0 1799(1) 
0 5864(1) 
0 6689(1) 
0 3969(1) 
0 0089(1) 
-0 0852(1) 
У 
1 1215(1) 
0 3689(1) 
0 6424(3) 
0 8537(3) 
0 4434(1) 
0 5509(1) 
0 7595(1) 
1 0592(1) 
0 9451(1) 
0 7441(1) 
ζ 
0 6794(1) 
0 1753(1) 
0 5222(2) 
0 3917(2) 
0 5119(1) 
0 4200(1) 
0 7253(1) 
0 4025(1) 
0 5005(1) 
0 1859(1) 
U(eq) 
0 014(1) 
0 012(1) 
0 005(1) 
0 004(1) 
0 006(1) 
0 006(1) 
0 007(1) 
0 006(1) 
0 006(1) 
0 007(1) 
2 
Sn(ll) 
Sn(12) 
X 
0 2324(6) 
0 1981(8) 
0 1254(3) 
-0 1079(1) 
0 2861(1) 
0 3788(1) 
У 
0 8731(7) 
0 8775(7) 
0 3938(2) 
0 1917(1) 
0 3022(1) 
0 5076(1) 
ζ 
0 2651(3) 
0 2288(3) 
0 0649(2) 
0 0562(1) 
-0 0415(1) 
0 2691(1) 
U(eq) 
0 027(1) 
0 022(1) 
0 005(1) 
0 009(1) 
0 010(1) 
0 009(1) 
Table 3. Anisotropic displacement parameters ( Â3 χ 10 3 ) for the ferroelectric (1) and the 
paraelectric (2) phase. The anisotropic displacement factor exponent takes the form: 
-2тг2 [ h 2 a*2 U l i + ... + 2 h к a* b* U12 + ... ] 
1 
Sn(l) 
Sn(2) 
P(l) 
P(2) 
Se(l) 
Se(2) 
Se(3) 
Se(4) 
Se(5) 
Se(6) 
U l i 
14(1) 
10(1) 
5(1) 
4(1) 
7(1) 
5(1) 
7(1) 
8(1) 
6(1) 
6(1) 
U22 
10(1) 
13(1) 
4(1) 
3(1) 
4(1) 
9(1) 
7(1) 
6(1) 
6(1) 
8(1) 
U33 
17(1) 
14(1) 
6(1) 
4(1) 
10(1) 
6(1) 
4(1) 
7(1) 
7(1) 
4(1) 
U23 
-3(1) 
-2(1) 
0(1) 
0(1) 
0(1) 
-1(1) 
-1(1) 
0(1) 
0(1) 
1(1) 
U13 
8(1) 
7(1) 
3(1) 
2(1) 
6(1) 
4(1) 
2(1) 
5(1) 
5(1) 
2(1) 
U12 
-1(1) 
-i( i) 
-i( i) 
1(1) 
-i( i) 
2(1) 
1(1) 
-1(1) 
1(1) 
-i(i) 
2 
Sn(ll) 
Sn(12) 
Si^av)" 
U l i 
24(1) 
17(1) 
31(1) 
5(1) 
11(1) 
9(1) 
9(1) 
U22 
22(1) 
24(1) 
23(1) 
5(1) 
8(1) 
12(1) 
12(1) 
U33 
24(1) 
22(1) 
61(1) 
3(1) 
10(1) 
7(1) 
4(1) 
U23 
8(1) 
-3(1) 
-2(1) 
0(1) 
1(1) 
1(1) 
2(1) 
U13 
7(1) 
10(1) 
30(1) 
1(1) 
6(1) 
5(1) 
0(1) 
U12 
3(1) 
-2(1) 
-2(1) 
-1(1) 
2(1) 
-2(1) 
-3(1) 
a Sn(av) is the 'original' (unsplit) Sn atom 
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Table 4. Bond lengths (Λ) and angles (°) for the PiSe6 molecular unit in the ferroelectric 
phase (1), the paraelectric phase (2) and the paraelectric phase as published in Voroshilov 
et at., 1988 (3). Note: P(2) = P ( l ' ) for the centrosymmetric structures (2) and (3). 
Bond lengths 
P(l)-P(2) 
Se(l)-P(l) 
Se(2)-P(l) 
Se(3)-P(l) 
Se(4)-P(2) 
Se(5)-P(2) 
Se(6)-P(2) 
Bond angles 
Se(l)-P(l)-Se(2) 
Se(l)-P(l)-Se(3) 
Se(2)-P(l)-Se(3) 
Se(l)-P(l)-P(2) 
Se(2)-P(l)-P(2) 
Se(3)-P(l)-P(2) 
Se(4)-P(2)-Se(5) 
Se(4)-P(2)-Se(6) 
Se(5)-P(2)-Se(6) 
Sc(5)-P(2)-P(l) 
Se(4) P(2)-P(l) 
Se(6)-P(2)-P(l) 
1 
2 225(2) 
2 187(2) 
2 192(2) 
2 185(2) 
2 182(2) 
2 198(2) 
2 184(2) 
110 20(10) 
116 70(9) 
113 37(9) 
102 67(8) 
107 36(9) 
105 42(9) 
107 74(9) 
115 82(9) 
115 10(9) 
106 05(9) 
104 22(8) 
106 90(9) 
2 
2 219(2) 
2 182(2) 
2 187(3) 
2 175(2) 
109 37(9) 
115 99(10) 
114 22(10) 
103 59(13) 
106 83(13) 
105 81(14) 
3 
2 222(1) 
2 181(1) 
2 191(1) 
2 189(1) 
109 25(1) 
116 07(1) 
114 19(1) 
103 59(1) 
106 45(1) 
106 24(1) 
Table 5. Inter-ionic distances (Â) between the Sn"*"1" cations and the Se atoms of the ^ S c e ] 4 -
anions in the ferroelectric (1) and paraelectric (2) phase. Primed atoms are related by 
symmetry by the inversion center." 
1 
Sn(l)-
Se(4) 
Se(3) 
Se(5) 
Se(6)6 
Se(l)b 
Se(4)6 
Se(5)b 
Se(2)6 
2 959(1) 
2 969(1) 
3 041(1) 
3 024(1) 
3 131(1) 
3 329(1) 
3 431(1) 
3 559(1) 
Sn(2)-
Se(l) 
Se(6) 
Se(2) 
Se(3)6 
Se^)" 
Se(l)" 
Se(2)6 
S e ^ ) 6 
3 554(1) 
3 060(1) 
3 420(1) 
3 120(1) 
3 335(1) 
2 914(1) 
2 925(1) 
3 082(1) 
2 
Se(l') 
Se(3) 
Se(2') 
Se(3')6 
Se(l)6 
Se(l')» 
Se(2')6 
Se(2)0 
Sn(ll)-
3 128(4) 
2 999(6) 
3 048(4) 
3 086(6) 
3 119(5) 
3 156(5) 
3 332(3) 
3 407(5) 
Sn(12)-
3 045(5) 
3 016(5) 
3 281(4) 
3 106(5) 
3 296(4) 
2 959(5) 
3 040(3) 
3 171(5) 
α e g Se(l') and Se(4) are equivalent sites 
b Bond distance to another [РгЯеб]4- unit 
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Table 6. Movement or displacement of Sn 2 + cation (i) (paraelectric phase) to S n 2 + cation (j) 
(ferroelectric phase), ARtJ , relative to the anion position, and the relative distance | Δ β ι ; | . 
Primed atoms are related by symmetry by the inversion center. 
AR,} 
Sn(ll) -> Sn(l) 
Sn(12') -» Sn(2) 
Sn(12) -> Sn(2) 
Sn(ir) ->Sn(l) 
(xj-x.)a 
-0 021 
-0 093 
0.211 
-0 325 
(УгУ.)Ь 
0.016 
-0 026 
-0.018 
-0 059 
(z_,-z,)c 
0.133 
-0.138 
-0.555 
-0.560 
AR.J (À) 
0.147 
0.117 
0.470 
0.465 
movement 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
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Chapter 3 
Local s t ructure of Sri2P2Se6 studied 
by solid s tate N M R 
Abstract 
NMR experiments on the modulated crystal ЭпгРгЭеб, which has a type II incommensurate (1С) 
phase, are reported. Single crystal rotational experiments in the paraelectric phase are consistent 
with X-ray structure determination. It shows that the tin disorder observed in a later X-ray 
structure refinement corresponds to a dynamical process with a characteristic time scale much 
faster than 10 kHz. 
Changes in the local structure upon transition to the incommensurate phase are studied for 
the Sn and Ρ lineshapes at a few fixed crystal orientations, which show the appearance of the 
characteristic two edge singularities lineshapes. Both the Sn lineshape and its temperature evolu­
tion are described in the local approximation, including linear and quadratic terms. The chemical 
shift edge-singularities separation follows a a(T, - T)13 power law with /3=0.45 ± 0.03, significantly 
higher than expected from a 3d-XY model. Therefore, only a small temperature interval of the 
incommensurate phase is critical, in contrast to what is found in many type I incommensurate 
crystals, such as Rb2ZnCl4. 
The 3 1 P lineshapes of the incommensurate phase show similar changes, resulting from a more 
complicated relationship between lineshape and local deformations, due to the simultaneous effects 
of the modulation of the chemical shift and homonuclear dipolar interactions. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance is one of the most suitable techniques for studying incom-
mensurately (1С) modulated crystal phases [1]. The intrinsic locality of the probe and the 
sensitivity of the resonance positions to deformations relates the NMR line shape to the mod­
ulation of the atomic equilibrium positions in an almost direct manner. Furthermore, NMR 
is one of the few experimental techniques suitable for studying the dynamical excitations of 
1С phases, in particular the phason [2]. 
The variation of the lineshape with temperature in the incommensurate phase reflects 
the growing of the modulated deformation. The relationship between the edge singularity 
separation, typical for the incommensurate phase, and the amplitude and phase of the 
modulation wave have been discussed in various approximations, mainly based on local 
versus nonlocal and linear and quadratic relationships to the atomic displacements [1, 3]. 
Current topic of interest is the rigorous validity of these approximations, which may be 
investigated by the temperature evolution of the lineshape, and by its rotational dependence 
[4]. Such investigations have been mainly performed for type I incommensurate crystals, for 
example Rb 2ZnCl 4, in the plane wave limit [5]. 
A second important subject, suitably addressed by NMR, is the dynamics in the incom­
mensurate phase. The temperature evolution of the spin-lattice relaxation time Ti may 
reflect the behaviour of the amplitudon and phason frequencies [2]. 
The so-called type II incommensurate phases, characterised by an incommensurate-to-
ferroelectric transition at the Brillouin zone center and a predominantly sinusoidal mod­
ulation, have been less well studied by NMR related to limitations on particular type II 
systems. For example, N a N 0 2 has a limited incommensurate temperature range of about 
1.5 К [6], and NMR-studies on SC(NH 2 ) 2 (Thiourea) suffer from a lack of H N NQR response 
in the incommensurate and paraelectric phases, related to 41 spin coupling [7]. 
Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 is a good candidate for such studies. It is the prototype of a large family of 
proper ferroelectrics (Pb¡,Sni_s,)2P2(Sei_ISj;)6, of which part of the members have a type 
II 1С phase in specific temperature and pressure ranges. The structural properties of the 
1С phase are only partially known. X-ray investigations [8] indicate a transverse plane 
modulation wave, mainly related to displacements of the tin cations relative to the P 2 Se 6 
molecules. 
In particular, the nature of the incommensurate-to-ferroelectric transition at T
c
 is un­
clear. Close to T
c
 anomalies have been observed in several techniques [9, 10]. A study 
of the shape of the NMR line might provide further insight in the transition and whether 
discommensurations exist in the low temperature range of the incommensurate phase [3]. 
In this study, chemical shift properties for the phosphor and tin atoms will be investigated 
in Sn2P2Sc6, and compared to the symmetry and atomic geometries obtained in X-ray 
structure determinations [11].[12]. In particular, the tin disorder in the paraelectric phase, 
observed in a recent X-ray refinement [12], will be discussed. 
The temperature dependence of the NMR lineshapes will be related to the order param­
eter behaviour, treating linear and quadratic contributions in the local approximation. 
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3.2 Experimental 
The experiments were performed on a cubic 3*3*3 m m 3 Sn2P2Se6 single crystal, grown by 
the Bridgmann technique. The sharp X-ray Bragg reflections, used to match the edges of 
the cube along the orthogonal Χ,Υ,Ζ axes, reflected the appropriate quality of the sample 
(the crystallographic axes are a=9.652 Â//X,o=7.679 Â/ /Y and c=6.810 Ä almost parallel 
to Ζ (/3=91.1°), i.e. pseudo-orthorombic setting as in Rizak et al. [13]). The crystal was 
oriented on a sample holder outside of the magnetic field and glued with paraffine. 
The experiments were performed in two experimental setups. The first consisted of a 
Chemagnetics CMX-400 (9.3935 T) NMR spectrometer, using a Chemagnetics probe-head 
with a built-in goniometer (reading accuracy of 0.2°) for rotations perpendicular to the 
static magnetic field. The sample holder was cooled by N"2(g) flow, using a Chemagnetics 
temperature controller. 
The second setup, a Bruker DMX-300 spectrometer (7.049 T), consisted of a home-
built probe-head with a glass sample housing, cooled with NVg) flow. Temperature was 
stabilized by an internal heater and registered by a Cu-Constantan thermocouple, positioned 
at about 2 cm from the receiver coil to avoid signal disturbances. Rotation of the sample 
was performed manually. The probe-head allowed to perform 3 1 P spin decoupling of the 
n 7 S n NMR response. 
Single crystal rotation patterns of 3 l P and 1 1 9 Sn in the XZ-plane and temperature de­
pendences of 3 l P and 1 1 9 Sn resonances were obtained in the first setup. 
The seond setup was used to obtain the temperature dependence of the 1 1 7 Sn resonance, 
decoupled from 3 1 P , and the XY-rotation pattern. 
NMR responses were obtained by single pulse excitation experiments, and single pulse 
experiments with 31P-decoupling. Typical 90° pulse lengths are 2.5 μβ (Sn) and 2 μβ (Ρ), 
with spectral widths of 100 kHz. Relaxation delay times of 30-120 s (Sn) and 600 s (Ρ) were 
used, averaging 15-60 and 2-4 spectra, respectively. 
The thermometry of the home-built probe-head was calibrated using an recently inves­
tigated, intrinsic NMR thermometer [14], based on the 2 0 7 P b chemical shift pattern of a 
powder of Pb(NC"3)2 (lead nitrate). Beliecki et al. [14] have demonstrated its applicabil­
ity as an NMR-thermometer, based on the strong, linear temperature dependence of the 
Magic Angle Spinning line (0.753 ppm/°C) . The powder spectrum showed the correspond­
ing characteristics: a strong shift of σ,50 and changes in the anisotropy value on changing 
temperature. Temperature was gauged by fitting of the uniaxial powder spectra [15, 16], 
and comparison to results from Bielicki et al. [14]. 
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Figure 3.1: 1 1 9Sn chemical shift rotation pattern in the XZ plane of Sn2P2Se6, room 
temperature (paraelectric phase, PE). 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Rotational chemical shift patterns 
The rotational dependence of the chemical shift of the elements Sn and Ρ for a few rotation 
axes at room temperature (paraelectric phase) is determined to compare the local symmetry 
properties to structural data obtained by X-ray diffraction [11],[12]. Figure 3.1 shows the 
rotational pattern of the tin chemical shift in the XZ glide plane, obtained by rotation 
around the Y axis, perpendicular to the static magnetic field Ho- Two Sn-resonance lines 
are seen. The lines are quite broad (9 ppm), partially related to the heteronuclear dipolar 
coupling to the 100% abundant 3 1 P nuclei (1=1/2). A 3 1 P decoupling experiment at room 
temperature showed a narrowing of 30% of the 1 1 7 Sn linewidth. 
In figure 3.2 the rotation in the XY plane around the Ζ axis is shown, where 0° corre­
sponds to the X-axis // H 0 and -90° corresponds to Y // Ho. Here, a single line is seen 
along the X and Y axes, which splits into two lines for intermediate directions, as expected 
from the symmetry. 
A previous X-ray structure determination [11] showed that the four tin atoms in the 
unit cell occupy general positions, symmetry related by the two-fold screw axis (along Y), 
the inversion and the glide plane (XZ-plane). Using the chemical shift tensor property 
<T(—r)=cr(r), it can easily be shown that in the XZ-plane a single line is expected. For 
orientations outside of the glide plane, only tin atoms related by the inversion have the 
same chemical shift, allowing two separate lines to be present. Parallel to Y, again one line 
must result as a consequence of the two-fold screw axis. Clearly, the rotation pattern in the 
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Figure 3.2: 1 1 7Sn chemical shift rotation pattern in the XY plane of БпгРгЭеб, room 
temperature (paraelectric phase). Notice the change in vertical scale compared to Fig. 
3.1. 
XY-plane agrees with this analysis. 
The relatively small (unexpected) splitting of the chemical shifts in the XZ rotation 
pattern can therefore be attributed to a small misorientation of the crystallographic axes 
with respect to the static magnetic field H 0 and the rotation axis. A comparison to the steep 
splitting of the chemical shift for the XY rotation close to the X-axis (figure 3.2) shows that 
such a splitting of the lines in the XZ-plane would correspond to a misorientation of the 
order of at most 5°. It will be shown that such a misorientation is also consistent with the 
observed 3 1 P rotational pattern in the XZ-plane. Clearly, two positions in the XZ rotation 
pattern exist where the two lines cross, one of them corresponding to the alignment of the 
static magnetic field in the glide plane, whereas the other is a coincident degeneracy. 
A comparison of the Sn-rotation patterns in the XZ- and the perpendicular XY-plane 
shows that the chemical shift variation is, remarkably, much smaller in the XZ-plane (Δσ=130 
ppm), i.e. the plane in which the largest tin displacements are expected upon transition to 
the incommensurate phase, than perpendicular to the glide plane (Δσ=630 ppm). The tin 
atoms are less electronically screened in this plane, which might be of importance for the 
phase transition mechanism. 
The rotational patterns may be expressed in the chemical shift tensor elements σ
υ
 using 
the Volkoff equations [17, 18, 19]: 
Δ " Ϊ ( < £ ) = -Λ^ζζ + σχχ) + -Á°zz - σ
χχ
)οο3(2φ
ν
) - azxsin{2(j>y) (3.1) 
for rotation of angle ф
у
 around the Y axis. Similar expressions exist for rotation around the 
Ζ and X axes. The atoms are on general positions, therefore all tensor elements σ
υ
 will be 
ι 1 Ι г 
J I I L 
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non-zero. Tabel I shows the extracted chemical shift values. 
Table I: Chemical Shifts Sn2P2Se6. 
elements 
Sn 
Ρ 
\(а
гг
 - σ
τχ
) (ppm) 
o l i l o 
-27 ± 4 
Ozi ( P P m ) 
— 11 zfc 3 
-8.0 ± 2 . 5 
\(σ
ΙΧ
 - σ„„) (ppm) 
299 ± 5 
aly (ppm) 
-66 ± 9 
Similar symmetry-relations are valid for the 3 l P chemical shift ellipsoids. In figure 3.3, 
the rotational spectrum of 3 1 P around the Y-axis at room temperatureis shown, in the same 
experimental run as the tin XZ-rotation. In contrast to symmetry arguments, which predict 
one line (as for tin), up to four lines are observed here. As in the case of the Sn-rotation 
spectrum, a splitting of the chemical shift lines into two is probably caused by a small 
misorientation of the sample. Further, the 100 % abundance and the close distance of two 
of the four P-atoms (2.222 A), connecting the two parts PSe 3 of the molecular structure, 
produce a system of spin 1/2 P-P pairs forming a coupled two-spin system, resulting in 
relatively large homonuclear dipolar interactions and splittings. This can be understood as 
follows. In the homonuclear dipolar coupling case, besides the Zeeman term in the magnetic 
field part of the Hamiltonian Hi a dipolar interaction part HOD is present [20]: 
H¡ = Hfiz + HDD (3-2) 
The term HDD is caused by the additional magnetic field acting on a nuclear spin μι pro­
duced by a nearby nuclear spin μ 2. The homonuclear dipolar part of the Hamiltonian is 
HDD = ij^[d'2(h • h) - 3(f, · d)(h • d)} (3.3) 
in which 7„ is the nuclear magnetogyric ratio, d is the vector connecting the two nuclei and 
/i and I2 are the nuclear spin operators. To first order approximation [20], one may rewrite 
HDD as follows: 
HDD = ^ £ ( 1 - 3cos2e)[IlzI2z - i(ƒ+/," + ^1+)} (3.4) 
in which I represent the usual spin operators (for 11,2=1/2), and which is diagonal in the 
triplet (1=1) and singlet states (1=0) formed by linear combination of the 1=1/2 eigenstates. 
This results in a splitting of the 3 I P chemical shift lines according to 
Δι/DD = 1 * ^ ( 1 - 3cos20) (3.5) 
depending solely on the angle θ between the magnetic field II0 and the vector connecting the 
two nuclei d. The dependence of AI/DD in Sn2P2Se6 for Y-axis rotation is readily calculated 
from the structural data [11], via a calculation of the phosporus distance dpp and orientation 
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Figure 3.3: 3 1 P chemical shift rotation pattern in the XZ plane of БпгРгЗеб, room 
temperature (paraelectric phase). The broken lines show the chemical shift pattern for 
each P-P bonded pair, which are splitted by the dipolar interaction (full lines). 
(ф
у
) (in which фу is the rotation angle in the XZ-plane), and knowledge of the magnetogyric 
ratio of 3 1 P . At 1^=161.89 MHz one obtains § ^ ^ 1 = 2 . 6 9 kHz (16.6 ppm). 
An analysis of the positions and relative intensity of the lines shows that the complex 
rotation spectrum of 3 1 P is composed of two chemical shift lines (dashed lines), which are 
each dipolar splitted (full lines). Important to notice is that the two close-by (bonded) 
phosphorus atoms forming a pair are related by inversion symmetry, thus possessing the 
same chemical shift. The total shift may therefore simply be calculated by 
Δί/ = σ{ί) ± -AuDD(i) (3.6) 
The calculated dipolar splitting for the rotation in the XZ-plane for phosphorus pair 
¿=1,2 respectively, starting from the structural data by Voroshilov et al. [11] and assuming 
a well oriented sample, agrees for both curves very well in the rotation angle area 80°-140°. 
However, the dipolar splitting of the upper curve is less in the region 0°-60° than for the 
lower pattern. The behaviour can, again, be understood, when taking a small misorientation 
into account. Dipolar interaction resulting from the presence of further separated P-P-pairs 
are expected to be relatively small ( | ¿з =0.9 ppm for the next closest distance dpp= 
5.879 A, for a pair in which each Ρ belongs to either one of the two former pairs in the 
unit cell). This signifies that the P-P pairs of one molecule can largely be considered as 
an independent spin system, with respect to dipolar interactions due to the other P-nuclei. 
The additional interaction has been checked to be too small to explain the difference. 
Calculations show that the difference in the splitting behaviour between the two P-
P pairs can be explained because the rotation is not exactly in the XZ-plane. In this 
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respect we assumed a small misorientation of the initial orthogonal axes (Χ,Υ,Ζ) relative 
to coordinates spanned by the static magnetic field (1), the receiver coil (rotation axis) (2) 
and a perpendicular orthonormal axis (3). The dipolar pattern was calculated, representing 
the misorientation by a transformation between the two coordinate systems by the Eulerian 
angles Щ ,ф,ф). Assuming a small misorientation of (θ=-1.7ο,φ=4°,ψ=0°) explains the 
observed pattern, as shown by the lines in figure 3.3, calculated using formula 3.6. 
The model predicts a crossing of the static magnetic field with the crystal XZ-plane 
at a rotation angle of about </>=105°, which could correspond to the crossing at 132±10° 
observed from the overlap of the Sn-resonance in the Sn-rotation pattern. A large separation 
of the two tin resonances occurs in the range around 0° (figure 3.1), consistent with the 
model prediction that the largest magnetic field component perpendicular to the XZ-plane 
is reached in the range around 5°-10°. Finally, the variation of the dipolar splitted chemical 
shift lines describe the obtained rotation patterns neatly. The corresponding tensor elements 
are displayed in table I. 
In conclusion, the observed rotation patterns of 3 1 P and 1 1 9 Sn are consistent with the ex­
isting crystal structure determination in the paraelcctric phase [11] (P2i/n), when assuming 
a small misorientation of the crystal in the NMR experiment. 
No indications (such as a doubling of the number of lines) for the presence of disorder 
can thus be observed in the rotational spectra. This is in contrast to an X-ray structure 
refinement [12], in which a disorder of the Sn-atoms between two closeby positions was 
found in the paraelectric phase. A static disorder should be clearly observable in the NMR 
experiment, since the separation between the two Sn-disorder positions is about 0.35 A (i.e. 
of the same order as in the ferroelectric phase, 0.60 A), and the corresponding splittings 
should be of same order as in the ferroelectric phase (where a doubling of the lines is observed 
with splittings of the order of 10 kHz, figure 3.4). 
Therefore, the apparent disorder in the X-ray determination likely is related to a dynami­
cal effect, characterised by a hopping, or relaxation movement between two quasi-equilibrium 
positions. Such a motion is typical for the presence of an order-disorder component in the 
mainly displacive phase transition [21]. In order-disorder behaviour, atoms jump locally 
between quasi-equilibrium positions. Close to the phase transition, the fluctuations become 
correlated, and on short timescales domains of atoms predominantly in one of the two fer-
rodistortive positions are found [21]. For example, in EPR experiments on KH2ASO4 and 
KD2ASO4 [22] such type of motions are relatively slow, resulting in a breaking of the local 
high temperature phase symmetry, in which particles in each domain are on one of the fer­
roelectric positions. In such case, the correlated fluctuations result in a splitting of the lines 
at a temperature T* above the transition temperature, when the characteristic (relaxation) 
rate is of the order of the line splittings т~1<Аи. 
No splittings can be observed from the NMR experiments in the paraelectric phase of 
Sn2P2Se6, showing that either no disorder is present, or that the relaxation takes place on a 
time scale much shorter then the chemical shift difference of the two possible sites : Tre¡<g. 
10~4 s for Au typically 10 kHz (deduced from the splitting in the ferroelectric phase). In 
such case, the lines are motionally averaged [16] ( r _ 1 ;§> Au). It shows that the time-scale 
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of the disorder behaviour in this mainly displacive system must be intermediate 10~4 s and 
typical phonon time-scales ( I O - 1 2 s). Typical time scales for order-disorder relaxation in 
ferroelectrics are indeed often found in the order of 1 0 - 8 s (for example in ВаТіОз [23], 
КТаОз [24]) . 
MAS experiments on the related compound Sn2P2Se show similar features [25]: in the 
paraelectric phase tin occupies one site, corresponding to an ordered state. 
3.3.2 Incommensurate phase 
In order to study the effect of the incommensurate modulation on the NMR-spectra of 
Sn2P2Se6, the NMR lineshape was studied as function of temperature at a few fixed crystal 
orientations with respect to the magnetic field. A study of the temperature dependence 
was performed for rotation angles in the XZ-plane of about ф= 163°, where the two tin 
lines are clearly separated (figure 3.1), and at φ— 135°, where one sharp line is observed 
in the paraelectric phase (figure 3.1). Typical 1 1 7 Sn spectra are shown in figure 3.4, for 
φ= 163°. The direction is close to the direction along which the largest tin displacements 
are expected (about the X-direction). Two sharp lines are observed in the paraelectric 
phase (figure 3.4). In the incommensurate phase, the two lines first broaden. At lower 
temperatures, the lineshape changes, and corresponds to the typical 1С lineshape with two 
edge singularities, as found in many 1С systems (figure 3.4). The spectra overlap at lower 
temperatures. Finally, in the ferroelectric phase (188 K) four sharp lines are observed. 
The lineshape in the incommensurate phase can be understood, assuming a 1-dimensional 
sinusoidal modulation of the atoms 8x
n
 = A
n
cos(qjcx
n
o + Φη)· The corresponding modu­
lated environment leads to the following equation for the resonance frequency of a particular 
nucleus in the plane wave limit for the incommensurate deformation, assuming a local rela­
tionship of the resonance frequency of the nuclei to the displacements [1]: 
ν - i/o + i/iCos(qICXno + Φο) + ^2C-os2(q,cxno + Φο) + • • • (3.7) 
The second and third terms correspond to linear and quadratic relationships of the NMR 
resonance frequency on the modulated displacements. The coefficients V\ oc A oc (Τ, — Τ)13 
and f2 ex A2 oc (T, — T)2/3 are related to the temperature dependence of the amplitude A of 
the modulation. Assuming only the linear term to be relevant, the density of atoms fQ(i/) 
with resonance frequencies in the interval ν and и + du is 
r , \ const ,„ „. 
f o { u ) =
 I г , ,2 ( 3 · 8 ) 
with two edge singularities at V=VQ±V\ . 
The lineshapes of Eq. (3.8) were convoluted with Gaussian response functions by con­
ventional FFT-methods [26]. Examples of convoluted line shapes are shown in figure 3.4, 
corresponding to the experimental data of figure 3.4. Clearly, they show the main features 
of the experimental data. 
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Figure 3.4: a) Temperature evolution of n 7 S n NMR line shapes, showing the broad­
ening and overlapping of the lineshapes in the incommensurate phase (193 К < T < 
221.5 K). b) Simulation of the 1 1 7Sn-lineshapes of part a in the local linear approxi­
mation, convoluted with the paraelectric lineshape, showing the edge singularity shape 
characteristic of the incommensurate phase. 
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figure 3.6 as function of temperature, following a a(T{ - Г)'3 power law with ;3=0.45 ± 
0.03. 
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The convolution is especially important in the temperature interval just below T,, since 
there the appearance of the typical 1С lineshape is obscured by the broad response line. A 
determination of the actual edge-singularity distance on the basis of the observed maxima 
may lead to severe underestimations, since the maxima are shifted from the edge-singularity 
positions. For example, the distance between the maxima is about 20 % lower than the the 
true edge-singularity distance for a Gaussian response with a width σ of about a quarter 
of the distance. Therefore, since a determination of β requires a precise knowledge of the 
temperature dependence of the edge-separation, they were obtained from a comparison of 
convoluted IC-lineshapes to the spectra. 
The sharp paraelectric lines first broaden and the edge-singularities gradually separate 
in the incommensurate phase. The lineshapes of the two lines start to overlap and the 
edge singularities cross each other (Fig. 3.4). At lower temperatures (213 K, 199 K), the 
peaks in the spectra clearly reveal the asymmetry characteristic of each edge singularity. In 
the ferroelectric phase, four relatively sharp symmetric lines evolve from of the four edge 
singularities. Here, a comparison between the theoretical lineshapes and the spectra shows 
the consistency with the presence of a commensurate phase. 
The positions of the maxima of the edge-singularities obtained from the analysis is plotted 
in graph 3.5. Here, the splitting is asymmetric. The separation of the lower lines (filled 
circles) is given in figure 3.6. The temperature dependence can be modelled by 
Δι/ = a(Ti - Tf (3.9) 
for a local linear behaviour. We find β = 0.45±0.03, in good agreement with determinations 
by birefringence [9] and Bragg satellite intensity [10] (neutron scattering experiments). The 
splitting is described by Eq. (10) throughout the incommensurate phase. The value for 
β deviates from the critical exponent expected in a 3d-XY model (/?=0.346±0.002 [27]), 
expected for a two-dimensional vector order parameter as in the incommensurate phase [28]. 
The coefficient β is therefore an averaged value, showing that the incommensurate phase is 
not critical in its entire temperature range. In contrast, in A2BX4 type I incommensurate 
phases, exponents close to the 3d-XY value have often been found for a large part of the 
incommensurate phase [29, 28]. 
The paralectric lines also show a temperature dependence: about 0.2 ppm/°C. One 
possible origin for this phenomenon would be a mechanical deformation of the setup, since 
the rotational anisotropy for Sn is very large (7 ppm corresponds to about 2° angular change). 
However, similar decreases of the chemical shift were observed in the other experimental 
runs on both the DMX-300 and CMX-400 setups, and in different orientations. It should 
further be noted that almost no temperature dependence of the 3 1P-lines is observed in the 
paraelectric phase (about 1.2 ppm). Furthermore, MAS studies [25] of ЭпгРгЭб show that 
the isotropic chemical shift of tin is rather sensitive on temperature as well. Therefore, 
the temperature dependence of the U 9Sn-spectrum in the paraelectric phase likely is a real 
intrinsic effect. The effect may well be related to a change in equilibrium position, since the 
Sn atoms are on a general position. They reflect the changes in interatomic forces, which 
may be large close to the phase transition. 
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Figure 3.7: Temperature evolution of the u 7Sn-edge singularities at rotation angle 
0=135° in the XZ-plane. The solid line in the 1С phase corresponds to a splitting 
following A(Ti - T)p, with /3=0.45. 
The combination of a strong temperature dependence of the Sn chemical shift and the 
presence of an internal temperature reference point suggest a possible application of Sn2P2Se 
type of materials as an intrinsic NMR thermometer, by measurement of either the MAS line 
or the powder pattern. 
Extrapolation of the paraelectric temperature dependence shows that the edge singu­
larity splitting is clearly asymmetric (figure 3.5). The exact magnitude of the asymmetry 
depends in a sensitive way on the orientation: in a separate experimental run at about the 
same orientation, a lower asymmetry was observed. The asymmetry can be caused by an 
admixture of a quadratic term (Eq. 3.2) to the linear case, leading to a broadening pref­
erence towards one side [3]. In that case, the intensities of the two edge singularities are 
expected to be different, with the less shifted edge more intense than the other edge. The 
experimental data indeed show evidence for such behaviour: in figure 3.4 the lower frequency 
edges are weaker than the higher frequency edges. In contrast, in the other experimental 
run the lineshapes are more symmetrical. The relative magnitude of quadratic and linear 
cases depend in general on the symmetry of the chemical shift tensor and of the modulation 
[1, 18, 19, 3], and thus on the orientation of the crystal with respect to the static magnetic 
field. 
We therefore repeated the temperature dependence for <^>=135°, i.e. where one resonance 
line is observed (figure 3.7), which is presumably exactly in the XZ plane. In this case, a 
symmetric splitting is observed, and the line-shape is close to a linear case. Figure 3.7 shows 
that also here a small temperature dependence of the tin chemical shift is observed in the 
paraelectric phase. All temperature runs at φ= 163° and at φ= 135° were consistent with 
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3— 0.45, which has also been found with other experimental techniques. 
We qualitatively determined the temperature dependence of the tin spin-lattice relax­
ation time. At room temperature, Ti(Sn) is about 60 s, whereas closer to T, it becomes 
longer (about 120 s at 253 К and 223 K), in contrast to the typical decrease of Ti on 
approaching the transition temperature observed in some other crystals [2] related to the 
influence of the soft phonon modes. 
We finally turn to the behaviour of the 3 1 P lines in the incommensurate phase. Figure 
3.8 demonstrates that the 3 1 P spectrum is also strongly influenced by the presence of the 
incommensurate modulation. At the orientation ф=-\2° (close to the X-direction, figure 3.1) 
the two lines at -39 ppm and -46 ppm correspond to the resonance of the dipolar split P-P 
pair ( я 63°), whereas the line at -62 ppm is of about double intensity, and corresponds 
to the response of the other unsplit P-P pair ( га 55°). The position of the lines show only 
small changes in the paraelectric phase, up to 1.2 ppm in the temperature interval studied. 
All three lines show clear changes in shape upon entering the incommensurate phase. 
The lower frequency curve splits symmetrically, and the same seems to occur for the other 
two curves. In the lower part of the incommensurate phase, one broad distribution is left due 
to overlap of the broadened lines, which transforms into four sharp lines in the ferroelectric 
phase. No features related to the possible presence of discommensurations are observable in 
the low temperature part of the incommensurate phase. 
Important to notice is that in this case the interpretation of the incommensurate line 
shapes is complicated, due to the influence of the modulation on both the dipolar splitting 
(for example by rotation of the P-P pairs) and the chemical shift. 
Assuming that the broadening results from the dipolar interaction solely (predominantly 
caused by angular rotation, since the change in l/dpp estimated by comparing the para­
electric and ferroelectric bond lengths [12] is of the order of 0.1 % only), one can estimate 
from Eq. 5.5 that the edge-singularity separation of the lower line would correspond to a 
modulation amplitude component perpendicular to the magnetic field of ¿öamp(Äi70 at 211 
К (The deformations at this temperature are about 60 % of the maximum value in the 
incommensurate phase). Such a rotation could also explain the size of broadening of the 
other two lines. 
Therefore, the line shape changes could in principle be used to study the rotation of the 
molecule in the incommensurate phase. Aligning the crystal with the P-P bond parallel to 
the static magnetic field (0=0°) allows to extract the amplitude of the rotations directly. 
Here, the lines should be strongly separated, and are expected to show a broad continuum 
distribution towards smaller splitting, from which the rotational amplitude can directly be 
calculated. 
Nevertheless, the temperature evolution of the resonances at the orientation of φ — 102°, 
where two sharp lines (dipolar splitting of 11 ppm) are observed in the paraelectric phase 
(figure 3.3), shows that the modulation has a strong effect on the 3 1 P chemical shift. In 
this position, the lines broaden asymmetrically mainly towards larger separations, up to 30 
ppm (203 K), which is much larger than could result from a possible dipolar interaction 
effect. Further, the dipolar splitting are here rather insensitive to P-P pair rotations as a 
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Figure 3.8: Temperature evolution of 31P NMR line shapes (ф
у
=-12°) in the paraelec-
tric, incommensurate (193 К < T< 221.5 K) and ferroelectric phase. 
consequence of the orientation of the P-P pairs (0 = 71°). The broadening ( Δ = 9 ppm 
at 211 K) is here mainly caused by the distribution in 3 1 P chemical shifts, which are thus 
clearly important in ЭпгРгЗеб. 
The exact interpretation of the spectra in the incommensurate phase is therefore compli­
cated, moreover since the two spins of the P-P pair may have a different chemical shift in the 
incommensurate phase. Consequently, equation 3.6 ceases to be valid. The eigenfunctions 
and energy levels are in such a case less simple, since both the chemical shift and the dipolar 
interaction determine the diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian in (3.1) in a non-trivial way. 
3.4 Conclusions 
The structural NMR study shows that the tin disorder in Sn2P2Se6 found by X-ray structure 
refinement corresponds to a dynamical process. The NMR lineshapes are consistent with the 
appearance of an incommensurately modulated phase in Sn2P2Se6. A power law exponent 
/?=0.45±0.03 is found for the temperature dependence of the edge singularity separation, 
showing that, in contrast to many type I 1С systems (e.g. Rb2ZnCl4 [29, 28]), only a small 
part of the incommensurate phase is critical. The lineshapes can be described in the local, 
mainly linear approximation. 
The incommensurate-to-ferroelectric transition shows no indication for discomrnensura-
tions. The edge singularities smoothly transform into sharp ferroelectric lines, which shows 
that tin displacements with respect to the P2Se6 molecule are of the same order in the 
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incommensurate phase as for the ferroelectric phase. 
It is shown that the 3 1P resonance lines are dipolar splitted, which allows, in principle, 
to determine the P-P pair rotations in the modulated phase. 
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Chapter 4 
Soft modes and phonon interactions 
in Sn2P2Se5 and Sn2P2Sg studied by 
neutron scattering 
Abstract 
This chapter presents an inelastic neutron scattering study of the proper ferroelectric S^I^See and 
elastic neutron scattering results on the satellite diffraction pattern which characterises the mod­
ulated phase. The temperature dependence of the satellite intensities and modulation wave vector 
is in fair agreement with results from previous X-ray experiments. Close to the incommensurate-
to-ferroelectric transition temperature T
c
, an unexpected intensity overshoot is observed, similar 
to that seen in birefringence and dilatation experiments. 
The relationship between lattice dynamics and the observed phase transition sequence is exam­
ined. The dispersion of the ferroelectric soft optical phonon (P
x
-polarisation) and of the acoustic 
phonons is followed along the a* and c* directions. In the ferroelectric phase, the TO mode shows 
a considerable softening as the incommensurate phase is approached from below. In the paraelec-
tric (T>T t) and incommensurate (T c <T<T t ) phases, the response from the TO (Px polarization) 
and TA ((du
x
/dz) strain) branches has been investigated with a series of constant-q scans in the 
c" direction (approximately, the modulation wave vector direction). The combined inelastic line-
shapes, as observed in a number of non-equivalent Brillouin zones, could all be analysed in terms 
of a coupled-mode damped harmonic oscillator model. In addition, a diverging, resolution-limited, 
central peak is observed close to T,. It is suggested that the TO-TA coupling is at the origin of 
the incommensurate instability. A phenomenological free energy is developed, in the continuum 
approximation, in which the TO-TA interaction is included via a pseudo-Lifshitz term of the type 
(du
x
/dz)(dP
x
/dz). 
For БпгРгЭб, the dispersion branches of the acoustic and lowest lying optical phonons have 
been obtained in the a*-c* plane in the ferroelectric phase for x-polarized phonons. Close to the 
phase transition a considerable softening is found for the lowest optical mode (P
x
) . As in Sn2P2Seg, 
a strong coupling between the TO and ТА phonons is found in БпгРгЗб- At low temperatures a 
negative LO-TO splitting is observed which can be explained by coupling of the x-polarized soft 
mode to the nearby z-polarized optical phonon. The temperature dependence of soft TO (P
x
) 
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damping and frequency at the zone center has been studied in both phases. The influence of 
piezoelectric effects on the limiting acoustic slopes in the ferroelectric phase is discussed. 
4.1 Introduction 
Ferroelectric phase transitions have received considerable attention with respect to their 
structural and dynamical aspects, as for example in ВаТіОз [1] and Thiourea [2]. In par­
ticular the existence of soft modes and/or order-disorder mechanisms has been the object 
of numerous optical and neutron spectroscopic studies. In certain systems, of which the so-
called type II incommensurate proper ferroelectrics are examples, an incommensurate (1С) 
phase appears between the high temperature (symmetric) phase and the ferroelectric phase. 
BCCD [3], NaNCb [4], Thiourea [2] and S^PìSee are examples of this class of systems. 
Type II means that the thermodynamic potential contains no Lifshitz invariant. Hence, in 
such systems the incommensurate phase is thought to arise [5] from the interaction of the 
ferroelectric soft optic mode with an acoustic mode [3] or with another optic phonon [6], 
creating an instability at non-zero wavevector. 
Electronic mechanisms may also be of importance for the transitions in the semiconduc-
tors Sn2P2(Si_ ISe r)6. For example, the memory effect [7] observed in the incommensurate 
phase has been shown to result from the trapping of charge carriers on modulated impurity 
levels. A similar mechanism is likely to be responsible for the induction by temperature 
stabilization of an intermediate, probably incommensurate, phase in S^PîSe , which nor-
mally undergoes a direct paraelectric-to-ferroelectric transition. The anomalous intermedi-
ate phase is observed when stabilizing the temperature in the paraelectric phase just above 
the phase transition temperature [8]. 
The Sn2P2(Si_xSei.)6 family of uniaxial ferroelectrics is an excellent model system to 
study the appearance of an intermediate 1С phase, since mixed crystals can be grown for all 
values of χ (0<х<1). ЗпгРгЭеб shows an intermediate incommensurate phase at ambient 
pressure, in contrast to ЭпгРгЭб (figure 4.1). The latter undergoes a direct second order 
phase transition at To=337 К between a paraphase (P2j/n) and a ferroelectric phase (Pn, 
n = ( i 0 | ) for both). The phase transitions in БпгРгЗев occur at T;=221 К and T
c
=193 K. 
The x-T phase diagram exhibits the rare Lifshitz point, at which the period of mod­
ulation is expected to become infinite [9]. For crystals with composition x < x i = 0.28 the 
phase transition occurs at the Brillouin zone center (q=0) and at q = q ; c 7^ 0 for x>x¿. The 
existence of the Lifshitz point is therefore closely related to the question of why the incom-
mensurate phase exists only in one part of the mixed crystals (x,T) phase diagram. To gain 
an understanding on this point we have initiated a lattice dynamical study of the two end 
members, by inelastic neutron scattering, which allows to probe phonons throughout the 
Brillouin zone. 
The results of the experiments are reported below. They show the feasability of further 
INS studies on mixed crystals, in particular on crystals with x-values close to the 'Lifshitz' 
composition, where fluctuations will be enhanced. Recent theoretical investigations predict 
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Figure 4.1: Composition-temperature phase diagram of Sri2P2(Si_ISeI)6 [9] 
a substantial deviation of the critical exponents from the mean field value [10] in the vicinity 
of the multicritical Lifshitz point. 
The changes in structure between the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases have been 
well studied for Sri2P2Se6 [11, 12] and ЗпгРгоб [13, 14] by X-ray structure determinations in 
both phases (figure 4.2). Throughout the chapter we use the pseudo-orthorhombic setting 
of Rizak et al. [15]: a=9.652 A, b=7.679 Â, c=6.810 Â, Q = 7 = 9 0 ° , /3=91.4 ° (Sn2P2Se6, 293 
K). The structure includes two [PîSeg]4- ionic units, each consisting of two trigonal PSea-
pyramids, rotated about the connecting phosphor pair. The two [P2Se6]4- units are related 
by a glide plane (a-c plane) in both phases. In the paraelectric phase the four tin atoms 
occupy equivalent general positions and are eightfold coordinated with the selenium atoms. 
Upon transition to the ferroelectric phase the Sn atoms move in-phase approximately along 
the a-axis (0.32 A for Sn(I) and 0.28 Â for Sn(II)) and with opposite phases along the b-
axis (0.04 A) relative to the rigid Рг8е 6 groups, destroying the inversion symmetry and the 
twofold axis. The displacements correspond to B
u
 symmetry and result in the appearance 
of a dielectric polarisation in the a-c plane at an angle of 10° with the α-axis. In addition, 
they give rise to two relatively short Sn-Se bonds, leading to the formation of chains of 
connected P2Se6 groups, parallel to the c-axis. Sn2P2S6 is isostructural to БпгРгЭеб in both 
the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases. 
The dynamics of both compounds have been studied both theoretically and experimen­
tally. Some important aspects, such as the mechanism of the incommensurate phase for-
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Figure 4.2: The superimposed structures of ЗпгРгЭев in the paraelectric and ferroelec­
tric phases [11,12], showing the main relative displacements of the Sn 2 + cations upon 
transition to the ferroelectric phase (indicated by the arrows). 
mation, remain however unclear. Lattice dynamical calculations based on a rigid ion model 
[15, 16] could simulate a soft B
u
 phonon in the Brillouin zone center in the paraelectric 
phase with ionic displacements mainly along a. The soft mode behaviour in ЭпгРгЗб has 
also been studied by Raman [17], Infrared [18] and dielectric spectroscopy [19]. The acoustic 
properties were investigated by ultrasound measurements [20, 21] and Brillouin scattering 
[22]. All experimental results indicate that the transition is mainly displacive. In БпгРгЗб 
the existence of a soft mode in the ferroelectric phase has clearly been demonstrated by 
Raman and Infrared spectroscopy. The soft mode appears not to soften completely (about 
0.35 THz at To). Infrared measurements in the paraelectric phase of БпгРгЗб indicate an 
overdamped B
u
 soft mode at about 0.4 THz, slowly varying with temperature. However, 
the analysis is difficult due to a strong low frequency wing partly obscuring the soft phonon 
response. The origin of the wing is still unclear and might reflect a coupling of the soft 
mode to a lower frequency excitation or an order-disorder component in the neighbourhood 
of T 0 . 
Further indications that the soft mode might contain an order-disorder component come 
from Brillouin scattering, where the LA(uzz) response shows evidence of a coupling to a 
low frequency excitation or a central peak close to To. Also, specific heat measurements 
[23] reveal a large transition entropy at the second order phase transition temperatures T,· 
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(crystals with x>x¿) and To (crystals with X<XL) , typical of an order-disorder transition. 
In contrast, at the lock-in transition (Tc) a much lower transition entropy was observed. 
In this study of SnjPîSe it is shown that the harmonic coupling of the soft optic phonon 
with acoustic and other optic phonons is strong and that a clear soft mode behaviour is 
observed in connection with the ferroelectric transition. 
In the mixed compounds Sn2P2(Si_ ISe I)6 a soft mode in the ferroelectric phase has 
previously been found in the range x=0 to x=0.6 by Raman spectroscopy [24]. Recently, 
new Raman experiments have shown that the soft mode can be observed in Sn2P2Se6 as 
well, softening from 1.20 THz to 0.72 THz (at Tc-4 K) [25]. 
The formation of the incommensurate phase has been simulated in lattice dynamical 
calculations, which found that the rotation of the anions (the P2Se6 molecular groups) 
might contribute to the formation of the incommensurate phase by optic-acoustic mode 
coupling. The instability was predicted to occur from the coupling of -j* and nxy. However, 
X-ray experiments [26, 27] show that the modulation wave vector of the incommensurate 
phase points in a direction close to the c-axis. Barsamian et al. [27] found evidence, via X-
ray study, that a plane transverse modulation wave appears in the a-c glide plane, in which 
mainly the Sn2+ cations move by in-phase displacements (in the [0 к 0] planes) approximately 
along the a direction. The transverse character is not imposed by symmetry, but may be 
related to the polar character of the displacements. 
The Raman investigations by Gommonai et al. [28] show that the soft mode (in Sn2P2Se) 
has a complicated temperature and directional dependence in the XZ, as well as, XY planes 
(here the orthogonalized coordinates Χ,Υ,Ζ are used, see chapter 3). There it could be 
attributed to strong anisotropic interactions of the soft TO (P
x
) mode with the nearby 
optical modes of Pj, and P
z
 polarization, and the LO-TO splitting giving rise to angular 
dispersion. This poses the further question whether in the similar compound БпгРгЗев the 
incommensurate phase formation is related to an optic-acoustic or to an optic-optic coupling 
mechanism. 
The dynamics in the incommensurate phase, where two new excitation branches (am-
plitudons and phasons) are expected has hardly been studied. Dielectric spectroscopy [29] 
indicates a soft excitation contributing substantially in the 100 GHz range in the paraelec-
tric phase (soft mode) and incommensurate phase (attributed to the continuation of the 
paraelectric B„ mode and the (overdamped) phason). However, no direct measurements of 
these excitations in Sn2P2Se6 have yet been performed. 
Finally, the exact nature of the lock-in transition is not fully understood. Birefringence, 
dielectric and dilatation measurements show anomalies in the lower part of the incommen­
surate phase, indicating that the behaviour of Sn2P2Se6 is more complex than predicted by 
elementary theoretical models. 
All these open questions motivated the present series of neutron scattering measurements. 
In Section 4.4 below, the behaviour of the satellite reflections in the incommensurate phase 
is reported, while results on the dynamics of Sn2P2Se6, with an emphasis on the incommen­
surate instability, are presented in Section 4.5. Finally, the dynamics of ЭпгРгЗе in both 
phases is investigated. 
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4.2 Experimental 
Two large crystals of ЭпгРгЭеб (each about 2 cm 3 in volume) and two single crystals of 
йпгРгйб (respectively 1 and 2 cm 3) were used. All crystals were grown by the Bridgmann 
technique. The selenium crystals showed metallic reflection, in contrast to the sulfur crys­
tals which are normally optically transparent with a slight pink coloration. The crystalline 
quality of all the specimens investigated was found to be adequate by neutron diffraction 
standards, with no detectable mosaic structure or twinning. One ЭпгРгЭеб specimen devel­
oped cracks after rapid cycling through the first order lock-in transition at T
c
=193 K. 
Experiments were carried out on several thermal and cold-source three-axis neutron 
spectrometers at JAERI-Tokai, Japan (TASI), LLB-Saclay, France (4F1) and ILL-Grenoble, 
France (IN3, IN12 and IN14). Several closed-cycle He-refrigerators and cryofurnaces were 
used during the course of the measurements, with typical temperature homogeneity and 
stability of a fraction of a Kelvin. 
Inelastic constant-Q measurements were performed in both the energy gain and energy 
loss modes. The instrumental energy resolution was adjusted to match the experimental 
requirements, by varying the incident and scattered neutron energies (from 5 to 14 meV), 
as well as the neutron beam collimations. 
4.3 Temperature behaviour of the satellite reflections 
Measurements of Bragg satellite reflections in the incommensurate phase of Sn2P2Se6 were 
carried out on two samples, sample # 1 and # 2 , following previous X-ray diffraction exper­
iments by Barsamian et al. [26, 27], who reported the satellite wave vector to lie 9° away 
from the c*-axis direction. In their second study, Barsamian et al. [27] found evidence 
for a (plane) transverse modulation, involving in-phase displacements of the Sn 2 + cations 
approximately along the a direction in the [0 1 0] planes. A linear increase of the satellite 
intensity was found with decreasing temperature. 
The wave vector dependence on temperature as measured by neutron scattering on sam­
ple $ 1 is given in figure 4.3 (curve 1). For comparison the X-ray results have been included. 
It can be seen that the neutron scattering data on sample # 1 are consistent, well within 
errorbars, with the most recent X-ray results [27] (curve 4). However, curve 2 (neutron 
study on sample # 2 ) and 3 (X-ray (1986)) indicate somewhat lower q
c
· values throughout 
the 1С phase. This discrepancy could possibly be of instrumental origin (thermal gradients, 
inaccurate thermometry) in the case of curve 2, but nevertheless, a small sample dependence 
cannot be excluded. In the high temperature part of the 1С phase the wave vector variation 
is approximately linear in temperature, whereas at lower temperatures a steeper decrease is 
observed. 
The observed temperature dependence of the wave vector has been analysed using a ther-
modynamical potential of the type [30] (with ζ along the (fixed) direction of the modulation 
wave vector q): 
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(4.1) 
in which β < 0, δ' < 0, 7 > 0, g > 0, and А > 0. The coefficient β < 0, since the virtual 
paraelectric-ferroelectric transition changes from second order to first order at χ = 0.6 [31]. 
In this potential the term f ( P ^ j ) 2 is necessary to simulate the change of the modulation 
wave vector on temperature. Assuming a sinusoidal modulation Ρ = Pi sin(qz) and a 
temperature dependent a = a(T — TQ) only, it can be shown that [32]: 
ЛЛ-ЛТ0 + 5«4J + ^ - r . ) ) i - f ) (4.2) 
with /?, = ß + 2\q2(T,). The coefficient β, must be positive to obtain a continuous transition 
at T,. As a consequence, 2Xq2(Tt) > \β\ should be obeyed. 
The experimental curves could all be analysed using formula 4.2. We performed a 
weighted average on curve 1 and 4 (figure 4.3) resulting in the following values for the 
thermodynamic potential parameters -^, ψ and the magnitude of the modulation wave 
vector q(Tt), taking the fixed proportionality - ^ = 1.014 into account (table I): 
Table I: Thermodynamic parameters describing the temperature dependence of ς*(Τ) 
h [(c*)2] 
0.0151 ± 0.0010 
if [(c')VK) 
(5.9 ± 0.5) · IO"6 
Я(Т,)(= y/%) [in c--units] 
0.1045 ± 0.0005 
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Figure 4.4: Intensity of the (4 0 0,+) satellite reflection in the incommensurate phase 
of Sn2P2Se6, showing a power law variation close to T, with an intensity-overshoot Δ/ 
close to the lock-in transition. Inset: determination of the (critical) exponent /3. 
The direction of the modulation wave vector was checked and found to be constant in the 
1С phase [26, 27]: the angle of the modulation wave vector with the c* axis is found to be 
(9.4 ± 0.5)°, in agreement with the X-ray results. We could further confirm the striking 
invariance of the magnitude of the lattice parameter a in the 1С phase: σ= 9.6275 ± 0.0010 
A throughout the incommensurate phase. 
The integrated intensity I(T) of the (4 0 0,+)=(4-q
a
· 0 q
c
·) satellite increases monotonously 
across the 1С phase (figure 4.4). The intensity can be described by a power law at temper­
atures close to the incommensurate phase transition [33]: 
I{T) = A\Tt - T\20 (4.3) 
in which β = 0.43 ± 0.03 is the order parameter (critical) exponent and T¡ = 221.0 ± 0.5 
K. This value for β is close to the value deduced from birefringence measurements (β = 
0.46 ± 0.02) [34]. In contrast, a pure mean field behaviour (/3=0.5) was found in X-ray 
experiments [26, 27]. In the neutron measurements a straight line, corresponding to mean 
field theory, is significantly outside error bars. 
An estimation of the width of the critical region associated with the incommensurate 
phase transition has been obtained using the Ginzburg-Levanyuk criterion, which says that 
the 1С phase is critical in a temperature interval of 4 К around T, [35]. The width of the 
critical region is here a result of the competition between fluctuations, enhanced by the 
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satellite Bragg reflection below T, (curves 3 and 4) 
presence of the Lifshitz point (where β « 0.2) on the x-T diagram, and the long range 
dipolar forces, which tend to reduce the fluctuation region [33, 35]. In fact, birefringence 
measurements [36] give a value β = 0.35 in a temperature interval close to T, for Sn2P2Se6, 
as expected from for example a 3d-XY model. This indicates that indeed not the whole 1С 
phase is critical in this compound, in contrast to what has been claimed in other materials 
as e.g. Rb2ZnBr4. The observed β value must therefore be considered as an effective value. 
At low temperatures an additional intensity is observed, at variance with the X-ray 
experiments [27]. A similar additional intensity was found in sample # 2 as well as in 
birefringence and dilatation experiments [37]. The magnitude of the intensity overshoot 
Δ/, relative to the value extrapolated from the high temperature range Л>(Т
С
), ( y ^ = 1 6 ± 3 % 
for sample # 1 and 15±5% for sample # 2 ) is comparable to what has been found in the 
dilatation experiment, where < ^ j - > is 0.17 and 0.19 for vapour transport and Bridgmann 
grown crystals, respectively. 
The nature of this increase near T
c
 is still an open question. Though such a behaviour 
can be expected for certain parameter values of the thermodynamic potential of type II 
proper ferroelectrics, as shown by Golovko [38], it was found in a model when soft soii-
tons lead to a (continuous) second order phase transition. Clearly, in ЭпгРгЗеб the lock-in 
transition is first order. Further, the X-ray studies by Barsamian et al indicate that higher 
order satellites must be of low intensity (Із,<5 % of I,). One possibility is that a second 
order phase transition becomes first order related to strain coupling [39]. It would be in­
teresting to investigate theoretically this possibility for Sn2P2Se6-type crystals, where the 
J I ; L 
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coupling between the modulated polarisation P4 and strain u4 is expected to be strong in 
the incommensurate phase. 
The intensity distribution of the diffuse critical scattering has been probed in the para-
electric phase just above T, using elastic (E=0) scan cross-sections along c* (figure 4.5) and 
a*. In the a" direction no significant broadening is observed for the diffuse scattering com­
pared to the satellite peak, as given by Gaussian fits including background. However, along 
the c* direction a clear broadening (65%) can be seen, which survives in the incommensurate 
phase just below T, as a weak and broad background (220 K). The difference in the intensity 
distributions along the a* and c* directions can be understood, since fluctuations along the 
ferroelectric axis (at an angle of 10° with o) are strongly reduced by dipolar interactions. 
Reliable correlation lengths, however, cannot be extracted from our data, since the ob­
served diffuse scattering differs from the total (energy-integrated) diffuse scattering, due to 
the finite energy resolution (approximately 0.2 THz). The diffuse intensity observed here 
arises from the low frequency part of the acoustic and optic phonon response, as well as 
from the central peak, close to T, (see furtheron). 
In figure 4.5 close to 0.1 c* a reproducible dip is observed in the diffuse scattering at both 
222 К and 224 K. This is characteristic of an interference effect, and might be related to the 
coupling between the soft TO and the TA phonons in the paraelectric and incommensurate 
phases, which will be discussed in the next section. A further, more detailed study of the 
diffuse scattering seems promising, in particular since the difference between the temperature 
dependence of the diffuse peak position above T, and the satellite position below T, give 
information on the coefficient λ. Here, the position of the diffuse scattering maximum seems 
to be constant. 
4.4 Lattice dynamics of БпгРгйеб 
The lattice dynamical study of ЗпгРгЭев has been carried out on the same two samples # 
1 and # 2 as for the satellite measurements. Attention was focussed on the low frequency 
phonon spectra in the incommensurate and paraelectric phases in order to investigate the soft 
mode associated with the incommensurate phase formation. In addition, we investigated the 
soft mode behaviour in the Brillouin zone center in the ferroelectric phase and its dispersion 
in the a-c plane at 100 K. 
4.4.1 Ferroelectric phase 
Figure 4.6 shows the dispersion of the ТА (xz) transverse acoustic phonons as well as the LA 
(xx) and LA (zz) longitudinal phonons. The limiting slopes of the dispersions, as derived 
from ultrasound velocity measurements in the ferroelectric phase [21], are given by the 
dashed lines. A good agreement is observed, except for the LA(xx) branch which deviates 
from the ultrasonic value of v E (xx). For the LA(xx)-branch, the ultrasonic velocity at 100 
К shows a strong dispersion in the measured frequency range (10-70 MHz), which has been 
attributed to relaxation due to domains. Therefore, the neutron data have been compared 
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Figure 4.6: Low frequency phonon dispersion in the ferroelectric phase of Sn2P2Se6. 
Besides the longitudinal and transverse component of the optic phonon, two LA and 
ТА phonons are observed. Solid lines are guides to the eye. The broken lines are 
extrapolated from the ultrasonic velocities. The velocity vE(xx) is obtained by ul­
trasound in the paraelectric phase (see text); agreement in the slope vD(xx) and the 
neutron experiment can be obtained assuming a value for the electromechanical cou­
pling constant of kji~0.7 
to the ultrasonic velocity v£(xx) obtained in the paraelectric phase, where the domains are 
absent. 
Nevertheless, a discrepancy between the INS and ultrasonic measurements then remains 
as seen in Fig. 4.6. The same situation is observed in ЭпгРгЭб (Sec. 4.6), where the 
discrepancy in v(xx) will be shown to result from an increase in sound velocity by the 
piezoelectric effect, which couples the LA (xx) and LO (P
x
) phonons. In this process, 
the velocity is increased by the additional internal longitudinal electric polarisation of the 
acoustic phonon. This is a result of the macroscopic electric field Ε Λ ί , similar to the LO-TO 
splitting {U>LO>OJTO) of long wavelength polar optic modes. The piezoelectric parameters 
of SnaPîSee are undetermined, but from the neutron measurements a value of кц и 0.7 for 
the electromechanical coupling constant may be estimated, which is of same magnitude as 
the known value of k
u
 in Sn2P2S6· This results in the slope indicated by v
D(xx) in Fig. 
4.6. The coincidence of the slopes and neutron data for the other acoustic branches shows 
that the corresponding piezoelectric corrections are small. 
In addition an x-polarized optic phonon is observed at 1.2 THz in the Brillouin zone 
center, in agreement with Raman experiments [40]. The LO-TO splitting is low, about 0.1 
THz and, remarkably, negative (w¿o < ^то)· This is in disagreement with the Raman 
results, where a small positive splitting of about 0.07 THz is observed. A similar effect is 
also observed in ЭпгРгЗв (Sec. 4.6). There it will be shown that the negative splitting in 
ЭпгРгЭб results from coupling to the nearby z-polarized optical phonon. The latter coupling 
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Figure 4.7: Soft mode behaviour in the ferroelectric phase of Sn2P2Se6 from constant 
Q-scans at the (3 0 1) Brillouin zone center. The full lines are damped harmonic 
oscillator (DHO) fits. 
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Figure 4.8: Temperature dependence of the soft mode frequency (solid circles) and 
damping (open circles) in the ferroelectric phase for ЗпгРгЭев. The solid line repre­
sents a frequency dependence ω2 = A\Ta — T\ with the virtual ferroelectric-paralectric 
transition at To=205 K. At low temperature the apparent phonon linewidth is domi­
nated by the resolution R (about 0.22 THz). 
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is strong, cis observed in Raman experiments. A similar situation is expected to occur in 
Sn2P2Se6. 
In figure 4.7 constant-Q spectra taken at the (3 0 1) zone center are given at different 
temperatures in the ferroelectric phase. A clear soft mode behaviour can be observed: 
the frequency shows a distinct decrease and the damping increases upon approaching the 
incommensurate phase transition (T
c
=193 K). At low frequencies a strong wing is observed 
related to the resolution broadened Bragg reflection. 
The temperature dependence of the SM frequency (figure 4.8) follows the expected 
u>2 = A\T0 — T\ behaviour close to the lock-in transition, where we used To=205 К for the 
virtual ferroelectric-paraelectric transition (obtained from an extrapolation of the temper­
ature dependence of the inverse dielectric susceptibility at 109 Hz [41]), and Λ»0.024τ^.* . 
A much flatter temperature dependence is observed at low temperatures, where the squared 
frequency clearly does not follow a ω2 = A\To — T\ law. This behaviour can be probably 
related to the coupling of the TC^P^) to other optical phonons, most strongly to the nearby 
Z-polarized optic phonon. The damping shows an increase close to the phase transition, as 
expected for dispiaci ve ferroelectrics [42]. 
4.4.2 Paraelectric phase 
The observed satellite selection rules confirm the presence of an approximately transverse 
modulated ionic displacement wave along q¡c (approximately parallel to ¿*) and polarized 
along a , as found previously in the X-ray diffraction studies [26, 27]. In order to inves-
tigate the temperature behaviour and dispersion of the low frequency optic and acoustic 
phonons, which are expected to become instable at T,·, we studied the INS response in sev-
eral geometries in the a"-c* plane with a neutron momentum transfer approximately along 
a*. 
The symmetry of the lattice vibrations in the a-c plane in the paraelectric phase can be 
determined by correlation methods [43]. The space group P2¡/n (τ=(1/2 0 1/2)) has four 
symmetry elements: the glide plane σ normal to [0 1 0] ( r = ( l / 2 0 1/2)), the screw axis Сг 
(f=(0 1/2 0)) , the inversion i and the identity E. A schematic picture of the lowest phonon 
branches in the a*-c* directions is given in figure 4.9 . In the zone center four different 
irreducible représentions Aff, B3 , Au and B u exist. In the a*-c* mirror plane (Δ) the modes 
are symmetric (A') or anti-symmetric (A") with respect to the glide plane symmetry. At £a* 
and | c * the modes are doubly degenerate, because of the non-symmorphicity of the P2¡ /n 
space group which contains a second-order screw axis and a glide plane. 
In the Δ plane the possible interactions between phonons of the same representation as 
the soft P
r
 mode (A') are listed in table II below. 
Table II: Low frequency modes (A' symmetry). 
along c* 
along a* 
1A 2 I 
TAI2 
LA,Z 
LA l r 
TO (P
r
) 
LO (Ρ,) 
LO (P.) 
TO (P.) 
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Figure 4.9: Mode symmetries along the с* and a* directions in the paraelectric phase 
(P2i/n). Solid lines represent A' and dashed lines A" phonons, respectively. 
In the ferroelectric phase only the glide plane remains. Nevertheless, in the a-c plane 
the same conditions continue to hold, except that at the Г and В points the irreducible 
représentions change to A', A". 
In the paraelectric phase, the transverse acoustic TA (u r2) phonon and the low frequency 
soft transverse optic TO (Px) phonon are observed, as both are polarized along a. Since the 
TO and TA phonons are of same symmetry (A') along c*, the two phonons can be expected 
to mix (Table II). The TO (P r ) phonon is expected to have a close connection to the IC-
instability in Sn2P2Se6, since in Sn2P2S6 the TO (Pj,) phonon is the soft mode related to 
the ferroelectric phase, where the spontaneous polarisation is approximately directed along 
a. 
The study of the temperature behaviour of the low frequency branches was performed in 
several Brillouin zones (see figure 4.10). In these zones the experimental probe is especially 
sensitive to displacements along α because of the \K • e|2-term in the dynamical structure 
factor. 
First, a study of the dispersion along c* is presented. Spectra were generally collected 
at a constant incident neutron wave vector of k, = 2.662 A - 1 , yielding a resolution of about 
200 GHz. For scans near (3 0 ± ( l + £ ) ) an incident neutron wave vector of k; =1.64 A - 1 was 
selected, with an improved energy resolution of about 60 GHz. 
In figure 4.11 we present the spectra obtained in the (3 0 ± ( l + £ ) ) geometry at 297 K. For 
the (3 0 -(1+Í)) spectra it seems that only the TA (u I 2) is present: the position of the 
maximum is slightly above the position expected from the value of the sound velocity at 
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Figure 4.10: The a'-c* scattering plane and the Brillouin zones used in the study of 
the x-polarized branches. 
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Frequency (THz) 
Figure 4.12: Constant Q-scans at Q=(3 0 1.1) showing the softening of the TO phonon 
and the appearance of a central peak as T-»T¡. 
room temperature (ν(χζ)=1.83·103 m s - 1 at 295 К). The integrated phonon intensity drops 
as q2 with increasing q, as is expected for an acoustic phonon with approximately linear 
dispersion (dashed line). 
In the (3 0 l+£) spectra, at (3 0 1.2) and (3 0 1 3) a second peak is clearly observed 
at lower frequencies. One of the peaks is approximately at the same position as in the 
corresponding (3 0 - ( 1 + 0 ) scan, albeit slightly displaced to higher frequency: the predicted 
sound velocity, indicated by the dashed line, corresponds to the lower, relatively sharp edge 
of the peak rather than to the maximum as in (3 0 -1.3). The lower frequency peak is 
assigned to the TO (P r ) phonon branch. It therefore appears that at this temperature 
and in this wave vector range the TO ( Р
г
) phonon is at lower frequencies than the ТА 
(u I Z ) phonon. It will be shown in Sec. 4.5.3 how the ТА and TO mode frequencies can be 
extracted from the spectra in Fig. 4.11. 
A clear softening is observed, for example for the spectra at (3 0 1.1), t.e. at a wave 
vector close to the position of the satellite diffraction peak at T; (figure 4.12). The 
data in the range [-0.26 THz:-0.14 THz] have been removed from the scans in Fig. 4.12 
because of contamination by the (3 0 1) Bragg tail. Again two phonons are observed in 
the low frequency spectra at room temperature, the lowest of which shows a clear soft 
mode behaviour on approaching the 1С phase transition. Close to T,, the soft phonon 
is accompanied by a central peak, which rapidly increases in intensity upon approaching 
the phase transition, and shows a small narrowing. A damped harmonic oscillator (DHO) 
analysis clearly shows that the lowest phonon decreases significantly in frequency in the 
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Figure 4.13: Low frequency dynamics at (4 0 -0.4). The solid lines are best fits of the 
spectra according to the coupled damped harmonic oscillator model for the phonons, 
above Tc (See Sec. 4.4.3). 
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Figure 4.14: Low frequency dynamics at (4 0 0.4). The solid lines are best fits of the 
spectra according to the coupled damped harmonic oscillator model for the phonons, 
above Tc (See Sec. 4.4.3), including an additional optic mode at 1.5 THz. 
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paraelectric phase (ω0 - 0.34 ΤΗζ (7 = 0.08 ΤΗζ) at 297 Κ and ω0 = 0.18 ΤΗζ (7 = 0.13 
ΤΗζ) at 223 Κ), whereas the upper phonon stays more or less at a constant frequency. At 
218 K, the strong elastic intensity in figure 4.12 (top) corresponds to the satellite diffraction 
peak. A critical elastic component ('central peak') is also observed above T,= 221 K, with 
increasing strength as T—>T,. At 0.1 c", this central peak can be detected up to 20 К above 
T,. Above 240 K, the elastic intensity at 0.1 c* is identical to the Q-independent elastic 
incoherent background. The extent of the central peak in momentum space appears to be 
quite limited: at 0.2 c* no extra elastic intensity was detected near T,. The apparent line 
width of the central component varies from 80 GHz at 230 К and above to 60 GHz at 
223 К and below. We believe these widths to be almost entirely instrumental origin. The 
apparent frequency narrowing on cooling is probably a consequence of the momentum space 
narrowing of the central component on approaching T,. 
The central peak is indicative for an intrinsic order-disorder component in the soft mode 
fluctuations. The dynamics is therefore intermediate between those of for example NaN02 
(order-disorder) and ЯгТіОз (soft mode). In the former, only a central peak is observed, in 
a wide extent of the momentum space, which narrows critically on approaching the phase 
transition. In the latter, the central peak of unresolved width is believed to be of extrinsic 
origin, reflecting the coupling between the soft mode coordinates and slowly-relaxing defects 
or impurities, with a characteristic relaxation rate orders of magnitude slower than a typical 
soft mode frequency. 
The intrinsic character of the central component in ЗпгРгвеб is supported by X-ray struc­
tural studies and the behaviour of the heat capacity. A recent X-ray structure refinement 
revealed the partially disordered structure of Sn2P2Se6, with two equally occupied (quasi)-
equilibrium positions for each tin atom. The heat capacity data revealed a large transition 
entropy at T,, characteristic for an order-disorder mechanism in the phase transition. The 
apparent width of the central peak observed in the neutron study shows that the time-scale 
of the relaxation is at least larger than ги2.5 ps (0.07 THz) i.e. significantly slower than 
the soft mode (0.18 THz). Interestingly, a Brillouin study of the related crystal ЭпгРгЗе 
shows indications for a central peak near its paraelectric-ferroelectric transition. 
4.4.3 Coupled mode analysis 
We shall now show that the scheme of a low-lying transverse optical ('ferroelectric') branch 
which softens in the paraelectric phase and which condenses at T, (ç=0.1 с*) is oversim­
plified. In the paraelectric and also in the incommensurate phase it was found that the 
lineshape strongly depends on the investigated Brillouin zone, as shown for the (3 0 ±(1+ξ)) 
spectra at room temperature: the (3 0 l + £ ) and (3 0 -( l+£)) spectra show different line-
shapes near the upper frequency maximum. Other anomalies are found in the temperature 
evolution of the two peaks. For example, in the (4 0 ±0.4) zones (figures 4.13 and 4.14) 
the double peak structure stays more or less the same in the paraelectric and incommen­
surate phases, but disappears at T
c
 where only one maximum remains at an intermediate 
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frequency. Also the spectra at (4 0 2.4) and (4 0 1.6) show that a double maximum structure 
is present throughout the incommensurate phase and disappears at T
c
. 
Line shapes of the kind shown above are characteristic of interference effects between 
two coupled oscillators, as previously observed, for example, in ВаТіОз[1], К1ЧЬОз[44] and 
BCCD [45]. Therefore, we investigated in more detail the spectra Q = ( 3 0 1.3) and Q = ( 3 
0 -1.3) at 230 К (figures 4.15 and 4.16). As in the room temperature spectra (figure 4.11) 
the (3 0 -1.3) spectrum appears to exhibit only one (TO) phonon mode, whereas the (3 0 
1.3) spectrum indicates the presence of two phonons. An analysis using uncoupled damped 
harmonic oscillators (figure 4.15) shows that the two sets of parameter values describing the 
upper mode are mutually inconsistent. The upper phonon is sharper in (3 0 1.3) than in 
(3 0 -1.3). Further, the sharp dip in the (3 0 1.3) spectrum and the slow decrease of the 
response above 0.9 THz cannot be reproduced in a satisfactory way in a damped harmonic 
oscillator analysis. 
The two lineshapes can be reconciled by using the response from a pair of coupled oscillators, 
which can be described by a set of coupled equations of motion as first discussed by Barker 
and Hopfield [46]. Their description is mathematically equivalent to the coupled damped 
harmonic oscillator (CDHO) response discussed by Wehner and Steigmeier [47], which is 
reproduced here. 
The model is based on a simple extension of the dynamical matrix for two independent 
harmonic oscillators: 
Hii) 
by inclusion of an interact ion t e r m between t h e two oscillators. T h i s is reflected in t h e 
s t r u c t u r e of t h e real and imaginary p a r t s of t h e p h o n o n s ' self-energy 
( -¿2u>7i 2,/ω1ωίΔΐ2 - ¿2ω7ι 2 \ 
2
ν
/ΰ>ϊω2Δΐ2 — ¿2w7i2 — г2и>72 / 
in which the damping (diagonal part) is accompanied by real ( Δ υ ) and imaginary (712) 
coupling coefficients. 
The response is given by the following equation: 
J(w) = [η(ω) + 1] 5 > P * M G . * M 1 (4.4) 
in which 
C M = - Щ - — {k φ i; i,fc = 1,2) (4.5) 
4 - ω2 + π„ - я-.fcGJt '{u))nkt 
С
к
{ш) = -G,(1)(fa»)ff.tGwb(u») (4.6) 
^"M-^ è+ï: <4·7> 
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In these expressions the G(uj)'s are the phonon Green functions, determined by the compo­
nents of the dynamical and self-energy matrices, and the p,,fc's are the oscillator strengths 
which reflect the coupling of the oscillators to the experimental probe, in this case the neu­
tron beam. Therefore, p, and pk are related to the dynamical structure factors F,(K) and 
F,t(K) of the phonons г resp. k. The expressions for G,¿(u;) satisfy the Dyson-equation 
[47, 48] for the phonon propagators, and include the diagonal and off-diagonal terms, as de-
scribed by the phonon self-energy terms n,i¡ and тг,,, reflecting interactions of the phonons. 
It turned out that all measured spectra, i.e. (3 0 ± ( l + q
r
· ) ) with k,=1.64 Â - 1 and (4 
0 ± qc·) , (4 0 2+q c . ) with k,=2.662 A - 1 could be analysed satisfactorily using the above 
model, in which we included the Щ • tan~l(öj) instrumental correction. Consistent oscillator 
parameters for all different zones were obtained (table III, column I). For example, in figure 
4.16 the best-fit model simulation for (3 0 ±1.3) is given by the solid lines. Figure 4.16 
shows that the sharp dip for (3 0 1.3) and asymmetric line-shapes are much better recovered 
using coupled oscillators. 
TABLE III. Coupled damped harmonic oscillator parameters at 230 К for (3 0 ±1.3). 
(wi,2, 7i,2i Δ12, 7i2 in THz and рі,рг in arb. units) 
7i 
ω2 
72 
Δΐ2 
7l2 
Pi = \f\\ 
P2 = \F2\ 
I. Real Coupling 
(3 0 -1.3) (3 0 1.3) 
0.72 0.71 
0.04 0 02 
0.69 0.72 
0.27 0.29 
0.20 0.19 
0.00 0.00 
0.30 0.13 
0.42 0.45 
II. Imaginary Coupling 
(3 0-1.3) (3 0 1.3) 
0.477 0.510 
0.165 0.151 
0.874 0.866 
0.145 0.159 
0.00 0.00 
-0.116 -0.136 
-0.106 -0.219 
0.50 0.417 
In figure 4.16 the 'bare' uncoupled phonons (dashed lines) are shown, by putting the inter­
action to zero: Δΐ2,7ΐ2=0. The analysis suggests that the damped soft TO ( P
r
) phonon 
(oscillator 2) overlaps with the neighbouring sharp ТА ( и
і г
) phonon (oscillator 1). The 
coupling is quite strong, reflected in the prominant distortions of the uncoupled lineshape 
and the large value of Δ12. For example, in the (3 0 ±1.3) spectra at 230 Κ Δ ι 2 is roughly 
50% of V"^W2
 ; which is the upper physical limit for Δ12 (consistent with the requirement of 
real diagonalized frequencies (see [46])). 
It should be noted that the difference between the spectra at Q=(3 0 1.3) and Q=(3 0 
-1.3) arises entirely from the variation of pi, the bare acoustic mode structure factor. In 
table IV the best-fit parameters are shown for all spectra measured at 230 K. It is seen that 
the line shape changes in the (3 0 ± ( l + q
c
· ) ) spectra arise from the fact that the structure 
factor of the 'acoustic' mode is low for (3 0 l+q
c
>) and high for (3 0 - ( l + q
c
· ) ) , whereas the 
optic mode is more or less the same for both. The sharpest features (e.g. the dip at 0.7 THz) 
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are clearly wider than the energy resolution of 0.06 THz. This shows that the spectra taken 
at k, =1.64 A - 1 may be used to obtain physically meaningful damping parameter values 
(71,2 in table IV). In contrast, the values for the dampings obtained at 0.4 c* are unreliable 
due to the lower resolution at k; =2.662 A - 1 , and have been left out. The parameter values 
at 0.4 c* show further a somewhat larger spread than those for (3 0 ±1.1),(3 0 ±1.2) and 
(3 0 ±1.3). 
TABLE IV. Coupled damped harmonic phonon parameters at 230 K. 
(^i,2, 71,2, Δ12, 712 in THz and FX,F2 in arb. units) 
Q 
(3 0-1.1) 
(3 0 1.1) 
(3 0-1.2) 
(3 0 1.2) 
(3 0-1.3) 
(3 0 1.3) 
(4 0 -0.4) 
(4 0 0.4) 
(4 0 1.6) 
(4 0 2.4) 
WÁQ)\ 
0.48 
0.41 
0.40 
0.17 
0.30 
0.13 
1.89 
2.20 
0.087 
1.53 
\4Q)\ 
0.52 
0.73 
0.54 
0.45 
0.42 
0.45 
0.00 
0.00 
1.64 
0.00 
Δ.2 
0.075 
0.08 
0.16 
0.17 
0.20 
0.19 
0.17 
0.18 
0.16 
0.13 
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0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
αΊ 
0.23 
0.22 
0.52 
0.48 
0.72 
0.71 
0.98 
1.04 
1.04 
1.01 
ω 2 
0.30 
0.29 
0.47 
0.47 
0.69 
0.72 
0.85 
0.83 
0.82 
0.82 
7ι 
0.07 
0.03 
0.06 
0.03 
0.04 
0.02 
72 
0.24 
0.22 
0.28 
0.26 
0.27 
0.29 
The spectra at (4 0 2) and (4 0 0) for q
c
. = ± 0 . 4 c* have been analysed in the CDHO model 
as well, resulting in fits which are in good agreement with the data (figures 4.13, 4.14). In 
figure 4.17 the spectra and fits for (4 0 2.4) are plotted at various temperatures. The (4 
0 2.4) has two maxima below 1.2 THz: a dominating sharp high frequency maximum at 
1.05 THz and a weak broad shoulder around 0.7 THz. On the other hand, at (4 0 1.6) the 
broad low frequency maximum at about 0.7 THz is dominant. The difference is reflected 
in the parameters of the analysis (table IV), which show that the (4 0 2.4) spectrum is 
produced by phonon 1 (acoustic) only, while the (4 0 1.6) spectrum contains mainly the 
optic contribution (phonon 2). 
It is interesting to note that, even if the intensity of phonon 2 is negligible (as for example 
at (4 0 0.4), table IV), the frequency and damping of both modes can be extracted from 
the distorted line shape. This reflects the fact that the response from the two phonons 
cannot be reduced to a sum of the response functions from two independent renormalised 
modes. This can be seen also in the equations by Barker and Hopfield, which cannot be 
transformed into two separate equations describing two independent DHOs. It shows that 
(thermal) excitation of the acoustic phonon leads to an (indirect) response at the 'optical' 
frequency. 
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Figure 4.15: Coupled mode response in Sn 2P 2Se 6 at Q=(3 0 ±1.3) and 230 K. The full 
lines are fits using two independent DHO-lineshapes. 
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Figure 4.16: Coupled mode response in Sn2P2Se6 at Q=(3 0 ±1.3) and 230 K. The full 
lines are CDHO-fits. The corresponding 'bare' ТА and TO phonon response functions 
are shown as dashed lines. 
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Figure 4.17: Low frequency dynamics at (4 0 2.4) at various temperatures. Above T
c 
a broad wing is observed below the sharp maximum around 1.0 THz, which suddenly 
disappears at T
c
 (as explained in Sec. 4.5.6). The CDHO-dynamics below 1.2 THz is 
accompanied by higher frequency optic phonons. The solid lines are fits according to 
the CDHO-model (T>TC) and a DHO-model (T<TC). 
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4.4.4 Discussion 
In the above described analysis, a satisfactory agreement with all measured spectra using a 
real coupling for all spectra has been obtained. Furtheron, the assumption of real coupling 
will be shown to be consistent with a continuum model for the thermodynamic potential 
in the paraelectric phase of Sn2P2Se<;. Important to notice, however, is the fact that in the 
CDHO model one (real) parameter may be chosen arbitrarily, producing an infinite number 
of equivalent parameter sets corresponding to the same calculated response function, as 
shown by Barker and Hopfield [46]. 
In inelastic neutron scattering by two coupled phonons, the equation for the inelastic 
scattering law S(A',ÍA>) is different from J(u) of equation (4.4) in the 8-parameter model, 
since the coupling of phonons to the experimental probe is different than in the case of light 
scattering. Therefore, neutron scattering may in principle give an opportunity to lift this 
indeterminacy, and determine the relative phase of the F_,(A')'s, as was done partially for 
the case of cubic ВаТіОз [1]. The inelastic scattering law S(A',u>) can be expressed in terms 
of the phonon coordinates Q(qj) and Q{qj') of the coupled branches j and j ' , with A' = τ + q 
(τ S Λ* and g is a vector in the Brillouin zone): 
S(A>) = Σ F}(K)F?(Ít) Г Ле-*" < Q\qj,0)Q(qj',t) > (4.8) 
з,з'
 J
-°° 
with the phonon structure factor F(A') given by: 
F3{R) = £ bde-w^^eiÑ^[K • ëd(qJ)W;" (4.9) 
d 
In the case of coupled phonons, terms with j ^ j ' appear in equation (4.8) beside the usual 
individual phonon correlators (polarization mixing). One can show that the scattering law 
can be written in terms of phonon Green's functions as: 
S ( A > ) = Σ Í } ( A ' ) F ; . ( Α ' ) [η{ω) + 1] Іт[Сц.(ш)\ (4.10) 
3,3' 
establishing the relation with equation (4.4). In expression (4.10) the relative phase of the 
complex dynamical structure factors Fj(K) and F*(A') of the two coupled phonons is not 
arbitrary (as would be the case for uncoupled phonons). First, the nature of the coupling 
(real or imaginary) imposes strict phase relations between the two eigenvectors, Δ.φ^^,(φ. 
Also, the dynamical structure factors are complex because of the various complex terms 
in the summation (4.9) due to the position of the atoms and the size of the eigenvector 
components. This gives rise to a second phase difference Αφ? ,(K), now dependent on 
the total A'. Therefore, the phase difference of the complex dynamic structure factors is 
Δφ\,2(Κ) — A<pcl2(q) + Αφζ2(Κ'). Further, since Gi2(u;) = G2i(w) we arrive at the following 
relation for two coupled phonons: 
S ( A * » = [η(ω) + 1] { | F 1 ( Â Î ) | 2 / m [ 6 ^ H ] + 2cOS(A^1 ,2(7^)l^(Â'') | |F2(A-)|/m[(;12(W)] + 
+ | ^ ( A - ) | 2 / m [ G 2 2 H ] } (4.11) 
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In equation (4.11) the coupled phonon propagators (?,·(. are defined according to equations 
(2)-(4). The additional co.s(A<¿>i,2(A')) term prevents to transform equation (4.11) into 
equation (4.4), upon replacing |F,(A')| by p,·. The actual observed line shape will therefore 
differ from J(ui) by a response proportional to Im[Gu{u)}. Neutron scattering therefore may 
offer a way to determine the relative phase of phonon coupling, by measuring the dynamics 
at q in several Brillouin zones at A' = τ + q. 
Nevertheless, such a determination in practice is limited by the few Brillouin zones 
actually accessible, preventing a rigorous determination of the eigenvectors and the phase 
A¿>f2(A'), as well as the low signal to noise, preventing a strict test of the validity of the 
CDHO-model. 
In our study, only two zones were studied with a sufficient resolution (60 GHz) for 
each wave vector q. Therefore, the (perhaps rather crude) restriction of A(/>i,2(A')=0 was 
imposed.1 It is clear that in the case of Δψι,2(Α')=0 the CDHO-model may be applied 
succesfully to describe the observed spectra consistently. 
In the 8-parameter model (equivalent to Δ</>ι,2(Α')=0), the choice for real or imagi­
nary coupling is mathematically arbritary. In what follows, the dispersion branches will be 
presented using an imaginary coupling, which is equivalent to the case of a diagonalized 
dynamical matrix D (section 4.5.3). The obtained frequencies may in such case directly 
be compared to those lattice dynamical calculations, which do incorporate the interaction. 
Moreover, it prevents an unallowed crossing of branches, which would occur in the analysis 
of ЭпгРгЗев using a pure real coupling. 
The analysis involving a purely real coupling, presented before, may be used to obtain the 
true frequencies, corresponding to uncoupled modes of mixed character, by diagonalizing 
the dynamical matrix D including the real part of the interaction: 
ρ _ ( ω 2 2
ν
/ωΙω2~Δΐ2 \ 
The diagonalized frequencies u>+ and ω_ obey 
<4 = \i"\ + "D ± \\l№ + »If - 4Κω22 - 4ω,ω2Αΐ2) (4.12) 
The diagonalization is equivalent to the coordinate transformation U for (P
x
,Ui
r
) 
/ cosO sinO \ 
\ —sin6 cosO J 
in which tan29= \i"^ji ' 2 , as discussed by Barker and Hopfield [46]. Table III shows an 
example of two equivalent parameter sets (I and II), obtained by diagonalizing parameter set 
I. The change in the two frequencies reveal the repulsion between the two phonons because of 
the real interaction. The obtained two branches will have a mixed optic-acoustic character, 
especially on q-positions where the interaction is strong and the (bare) frequencies are close. 
'In fact, calculations show that the exact shape is rather sensitive to the phase (using fixed other 
parameters), especially when the responses of the two phonons overlap and |ίΊ(Λ')| ~ |F2(A')|. 
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Figure 4.18: Dispersion at 230.7 К, Q=(3 0 l+ξ) with diagonalized frequencies ( ω+ 
and w_). The dashed lines are the bare branches in the continuum model (Sec. 4.5.5), 
which transform into the full lines taking the coupling into account. Further the 
damping of the mixed phonons γ + and 7_ are presented with the interaction damping 
7+-· 
The diagonalization of the dynamical matrix will be accompanied by a corresponding 
transformation of the damping matrix T'=UrW: 
Г = 
7i 7i2 \ _ f 7i ° ] _j.
 Г
'
 =
 [ 7+ 7+- \ 
V 7i2 72 / \ 0 72 / ^ 7+_ 7- / 
After the transformation U the line shape distortions are reflected by the non-zero and large 
7i2 (table III, column II and figure 4.18). 
The parameters obtained from the CDIIO analysis of the spectra (see Sec. 4.4.3) in 
various zones were averaged: the dispersion points at q
c
.=0 .1 , 0.2 and 0.3 c* were obtained 
at (3 0 ± ( l + g
c
. ) ) and at q
c
.=0.4 c* were obtained at (4 0 ±q
c
-) and (4 0 2±q
c
.). The 
error bars were determined from the spread in the parameters of the different zones, which 
were slightly larger than the individual errors of fits. Subsequently they were converted to 
the representation with Δΐ2=0, ω± and Γ', following the procedure described above. The 
dispersion branches at 230 К are presented in figure 4.18, together with the corresponding 
damping matrix Г' (7_,7+,7+_). 
It is interesting to notice that the lowest branch is almost at the position of the lowest 
Optical' peak and the higher at the position of the higher 'acoustic' maximum of figure 4.11 
for (3 0 l+ξ) spectra. 
Clearly, the two frequencies are temperature dependent (figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20). At 
0.1 c*, the upper branch softens, whereas at 0.2 c* the lower branch softens. At higher q
c
· 
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Figure 4.19: Dispersion at 297 К, Q=(3 0 1+£).(ω+ and ω_). The dashed lines are the 
bare branches in the continuum model, which transform into the full lines taking the 
coupling into account. 
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Figure 4.20: Dispersion at 223 K.(u>+ and ω_). The dashed lines are the bare branches 
in the continuum model, which transform into the full lines taking the coupling into 
account (Tmo¿e;=205 K). 
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values, the branches are more or less temperature independent. A clear repulsion between 
the two branches is observed at low q-values, accompanied by a transfer of damping from 
the upper to the lower branch, most clearly at 0.1 c*. The damping of the upper branch 
is almost q-independent, whereas the damping of the lower acoustic branch should obey 
7_ oc q2 for low q-values. 
A clear soft mode behaviour thus is observed, in which a concave shape develops in 
the lower branch above 0.1 c*. The position of the inflection point on the concave shape 
shifts to lower q-positions approaching the incommensurate transition, indicating its direct 
relationship to the incommensurate instability at about 0.1 c* (near T,). 
It should be noticed, that the dynamics at 0.1 c* at 223 К and 230 К will be influenced 
by the presence of the central peak: a coupling of the soft mode to the central peak will in 
general stabilize the soft mode frequency. 
4.4.5 Landau model 
A more direct picture of the relationship between the observed branch softening and the 
incommensurate transition can be obtained from a simple model for the dispersion curves 
and interaction strengths, valid in the low q continuum limit. 
Such a model is suggested by the analysis of the spectra for the assumption of real 
coupling (see figure (4.21), 230 K). It assumes that all the soft fluctuation behaviour is put 
in a 'bare' T-dependent optic mode (polarization P
r
) , which interacts with a temperature 
independent acoustic mode (strain u
xz) via a temperature independent (and real) interaction 
strength d(q) = 2-
ν
/α,'ο^^Δ12(ς). 
This is indicated in the temperature dependence of the 'bare' dispersion curves along c*, 
obtained under the assumption of real coupling (Δ12). The dispersion branches, correspond­
ing to a heavily damped (TO) phonon and a sharp (TA) phonon (Sec. 4.5.3), are found to 
be relatively close together for all three temperatures 223 K, 230 К and 297 K. The acoustic 
branch stays constant within the errorbars, whereas a clear softening of the damped optic 
branch is present upon lowering the temperature. The largest changes occur at low q
c
., and 
are experimentally quite clear for 0.2 c*. The interaction parameter Δ12 clearly shows an in­
crease along the dispersion branch, and reaches large values approaching the Brillouin zone 
boundary. It shows a slight increase upon lowering the temperature, related to the softening 
of the optical branch (figure (4.21)), in agreement with d(q)=2yJwo^A^u{q)-'constant. 
The observed temperature variation of the branches may be modelled by extending the 
thermodynamic potential of section 4.4, including an interaction between the polarization 
P
x
 and the strain u
xz = ^f-. In incommensurate phases of type II proper ferroelectrics (for 
example NaNCb, Thiourea and BCCD [49]), such a coupling between strain and the order 
parameter coordinate (polarization) can be the origin of the incommensurate instability, 
as first discussed for the 1С phase in quartz by Levanyuk and Aslanyan [50]. The lowest 
order thermodynamic potential for ЭпгРгЗев up to fourth order, including a | P 6 term for 
stabilization of the ferroelectric phase (/3<0), is [50]: 
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in which ^f- is the strain \iX2. The interaction is represented by the last term ßgf^-· 
If we assume travelling waves along the z-axis P=Pqe",z~,wt, u=uqeu,z~'^t we arrive at 
the following equation for the potential 
Ф(Р,щд) = ( | + 5-q2 + lq*)P¡ + ( £ + \q2)P*4 + ^ + | 9 \ 2 + μ4\Ρ4 (4.11) 
From this we obtain the dynamical matrix in the paraelectric phase by DtJ = J 1 l<?, ,=0i 
in which Qi = Pq and Q2=uq 2 
d(ç) α& J V M2 vW 
The interaction turned out to be better described by 3 
d(q) = -^-3ΐη(1.5π4) (4.15) 
1.5π 
in a wider q-range, corresponding to an interaction d(q) = μς2 for small q, in which μ was 
adjusted to fit the development of the interaction parameter Δ12 throughout the Brillouin 
zone (table V). 
In our model, we accounted for the effects of the discrete lattice by taking: 
им = —sm(nq) (4.16) 
7Γ 
for the acoustic dispersion ω A , according to a discrete nearest neighbour 'single-ion' spring 
dispersion, and the interaction d(q) as given in (4.15). 
In figure (4.18-4.20) and (4.21) we included the analysis of the dispersion curves at 230 
К and 223K, 297 К according to this dynamical matrix. The initial parameters are given 
in table V. 
2The normal coordinates Q\—Pq and QÎ—U4 are m fact only proportional to the polarization and the 
strain (oiiquq) Therefore, the coefficients obtained from the dispersion analysis have to be multiplied by 
a specific proportionality factor to obtain the coefficients of Eq (4 14), which for Pq is essentially the 
(dielectric) phonon oscillator strength 
3The few points on the dispersion branch prohibit an accurate selection of q-dependence of the interaction 
Models which are allowed in the full Brillouin zone (e g d(q) = |£δ!η(2π<7) with a maximum around 0 3 
c", or d(q) = ^sm2(nq)) with a maximum around 0 3c*, show a similar behaviour as the present model 
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TABLE V. 
« д а 
0.0018 
ад 
170 1.9 
У ι (с·) 4 J 
44 
A«R£] 
4.2 
iM [THz с*] 
2.7 
These parameter values are based as much as possible on values known from other exper­
iments on Sn2P2Se6. For the sound velocity v¿ the sound velocity at room temperature 
obtained in ultrasound measurements has been used (υ^(χζ)=1.83 ·103 m s - 1 at 295 К; 
c*= 2π · 0.1469Ä"1). Further, the position of the incommensurate instability (q,=0.1031 
± 0.0005 c*) imposes a condition on the parameters δ and g, which can be obtained by 
putting a>_(c,)=0 in equation 4.12. Therefore, we have wl
c
u^,(qi)=cP(qi), which for low q 
(neglecting the effects of the discrete lattice on the dispersion of the interaction and the 
acoustic branch) is equal to: 
5 - 4 
4Ì = - ( ^ ) (4.17) 
9 
In our model, we put all temperature dependence in the parameter a = a(T—To), putting 
all the soft mode behaviour in the 'optic' (P^-fluctuations, while keeping all parameters of 
table V fixed in the simulation of the branches at different temperature. We set To to the 
value of 170 K, motivated by the extrapolation of the paraelectric temperature dependence 
of the inverse dielectric susceptibility at 109 Hz [41], showing that the virtual paraelectric-
ferroelectric phase actually is first order. The value of a was adjusted to the 297 К and 
230 К data, resulting in a=0.0018^-^-. This is of the same order as obtained from the 
temperature dependence of the zone center paraelectric soft mode for the БпгРгЗв crystal 
obtained by INS. 
A good agreement between the simulated optic and acoustic branches and the exper­
imental results for the broad, respectively sharp coupled phonons is obtained at all three 
temperatures. However, at 223 К (figure 4.20) the agreement could only be obtained al­
lowing for a deviation from the real temperature: Tmo¿ei=205 К, due the influence of the 
central peak. At all temperatures the dispersion of the interaction Δ12 is well reproduced, 
as shown in the example of figure (4.21) (230 K). Further, the diagonalized branches at all 
three temperatures (figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20) are satisfactorily modelled at the same time. 
In figure 4.22 we show the temperature evolution of both branches obtained from the 
model. The upper branch softens below 0.15 c* and stabilises at higher q, whereas the lower 
branch shows a pronounced softening in the range 0.05-0.25 c*. At low temperature (curve 
4: 170.15 K) a real minimum appears in the lower branch, which condenses at q/c=0.090 c" 
(T
m o
j
e
/=170.1 K). Therefore, the model shows that the incommensurate phase may result 
from the softening of the P^-fluctuations, creating an instability at an incommensurate wave 
vector position only because of a (constant) interaction to the hard strain fluctuations. 
It should be noted that the simulated 1С phase transition occurs at too low a temperature. 
This may result from the presence of a central peak (figure 4.12), which stabilizes the soft 
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Figure 4.21: Dispersion at 230.7 К, Q=(3 0 l+ξ) using real coupling Δ12: closed 
squares - u>
opt (broad mode), open squares - ыас (sharp mode) and open triangles -
Δ12. The full lines are obtained in the continuum model (see text). 
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Figure 4.22: Model simulation of the incommensurate instability of Sn2P2See. 1-235 
K, 2- 205 K, 3- 180 K, 4- 171.15 K. 
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branch around 0.1 с* above Tt-, and contributes substantially to the inverse susceptibility 
χ -
1
· 
Therefore, the mixed branch condenses not completely in Sn2P2Se6, but triggers the 
phase transition. Also, the few experimental points on the dispersion branch do not allow 
to model the real optic branch rigorously. Nevertheless, the present continuum model shows 
the importance of the observed phonon coupling for the phase transition mechanism. 
It is interesting that in the present interaction model a small change in the material's 
parameters (such as an increase of 5 and ν A, or a decrease of the interaction parameter μ) 
will change the position of the instability from qicfò to 9c=0. For example, applying the 
parameter set given in table VI will result in a ferroelectric phase transition rather than 
an incommensurate transition. In the parentheses, the border values to pass to a direct 
paraelectric-ferroelectric transition are given, starting from the parameter set of table V, 
and changing either one of the parameter δ, μ or ν A· 
TABLE VI. 
«FFl 
0.0018 
ВД 
170 2.4 (2.38) 
9 I
 (c.)4 J 
50 
μΐ1^] 
4.0 (3.7) 
У.4 [THz C*] 
2.7 (3.05) 
The sensitivity of the reciprocal space position of the instability to the material parame­
ters S, μ and VA allow further to investigate the origin of the Lifshitz point of the x-T phase 
diagram of Sn-2P2(Si_
r
Se
r
)fi. For example, the sound velocity of Sn2P2S6 is 3.24 THzc* 
(with c"—2n- 0.1536 Â - 1 [13]), which exceeds the maximum value by 6 % (table VI). A 
linear change of the sound velocity solely as function of composition would result in the 
disappearance of the incommensurate phase at x=0.35, quite close to the actual Lifshitz-
composition ( X L = 0 . 2 8 ) . Therefore, the interaction seems to play a substantial role in the 
presence of the Lifshitz point on the phase diagram. A comparative study of the dispersion 
properties of ЭпгРгЗб will be published in a separate paper. 
Concluding remarks 
It is interesting to speculate on the origin of the observed strong interaction. A possibility 
would be a relationship to the disorder of the tin atoms, recently observed in X-ray struc­
ture refinement of the paraelectric phase. The tin atoms occupy two (quasi-)equilibrium 
positions, separated 0.34 A(293K). 
It is known from microscopic modelling of the phase transitions of NaNCb by Michel et 
al. [51] that the rotational disorder of the NCvmolecules in the paraelectric phase results in 
an interaction between the translational and rotational movements of the NOî-molecules. It 
would be interesting to calculate the coupling strength induced by the disorder for Sn¿P2Se6. 
Finally, it is important to notice that the condensed mode will be of mixed optic-elastic 
character rather than a pure polarisation wave (The continuum model analysis suggests that 
the order parameter Qa=0.87Pq — 0.50w, close to T,.). Therefore, the 1С phase is expected 
to have an intrinsic elastic modulation component, as is the case in NaNOî. 
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Figure 4.23: Temperature dependence of the spectra at Q=(3 0 1.2). The sharp peak 
(*) around 0.15 THz at 218 К and 210 К in the incommensurate phase is probably 
related to Bragg contamination by the nearby satellite diffraction peak. The solid lines 
are fits according to the CDHO-model for the phonons. 
This may explain the observed self-focusing of light [52] for crystals in which the incom­
mensurate modulation wavelength is of the order of the wavelength of light (a-=0.40), which 
may be produced by the strong elastic properties of the incommensurate phase, through the 
photoelaslic constants. 
Moreover, it will be of importance in the understanding of the temperature dependence 
of the dielectric constant in the 1С phase, which is not yet clarified using the modulated 
polarisation as 1С order parameter in Landau models. 
4.4.6 Dynamics in the incommensurate phase 
The temperature dependence of the soft branch across the phase transition sequence paraelectric-
incommensurate-ferroelectric has been studied in most detail at (3 0 1.2) (see figure 4.23). 
In the paraelectric and incommensurate phases, clear interference line shapes for the TO 
and TA phonon are observed, analysed in the CDHO-model (continuous lines). The inten­
sity at low frequency around 0.25 THz increases when cooling in the paraelectric phase, and 
the maximum at 0.25 THz slightly shifts to lower frequencies, related to the soft branch 
softening. At the same time, the intensity at frequencies above the sharp maximum at 0.6 
THz is reduced. 
In the incommensurate phase the intensity around 0.25 THz decreases gradually, as 
clearly observed by comparing the spectra at 218 К and 210 K, indicating a hardening of 
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Figure 4.24: Temperature dependence of the diagonalized frequencies at Q=(3 0 1.2) 
and Q=(3 0 1.1). 
the soft branch. The strong, sharp peak (*) around 0.15 THz at 218 К and 210 К in the 
incommensurate phase is probably related to Bragg contamination by the nearby satellite 
diffraction peak, which increases in intensity and shifts to lower q
c
. values upon lowering the 
temperature in the 1С phase. The sharp maximum may also reflect a new acoustic branch, 
starting at the satellite Bragg reflection. The response can hardly be related to the phason, 
since dielectric measurements by Grigas et al. [19] show that the phason is at much lower 
frequencies. Further, it can be expected to be severely overdamped. 
In the incommensurate phase, the soft mode of the paraelectric phase is expected to 
split into two new excitations, the amplitudon and the phason, which correspond to fluctu­
ations of the amplitude and phase of the incommensurate modulation displacement wave, 
respectively [53, 54]. We attribute the 'optic' phonon in the 1С phase to the response of 
the branch corresponding to the amplitudon, which shows a pronounced coupling to the 
TA (xz) phonon and seems to harden in the incommensurate phase. This can be seen from 
the temperature dependence of the (diagonalized) frequency at Q=(3 0 1.2) in figure 4.24, 
where the lower branch shows a clear softening in the paraelectric phase and hardens in 
the incommensurate phase. The hardening is also reflected in the intensity monitored at 
0.25 THz as a function of temperature (figure 4.25), where a gradual decrease of the in­
tensity is observed in the incommensurate phase. Here, the anomalous peak (*) may also 
contribute, prohibiting a quantitative interpretation. It seems clear that a discrete change 
of the dynamical parameters occurs at the (first order) lock-in transition for 0.2 c" (Fig. 
4.25). 
In the ferroelectric phase at 190 К the low frequency intensity has almost disappeared; 
besides a sharp peak at 0.6 THz, there is a small maximum around about 0.85 THz. The 
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(3 О ±1.1) data show a similar behaviour. The ferroelectric modes are found at higher 
frequencies than in the other phases (fig. 4.24). 
Similar phenomena can be observed in the (4 0 ± q
c
·) and (4 0 2+q
c
· ) geometries 
(figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.17). From these spectra, it can clearly be seen that the spectra 
do not change much upon lowering the temperature from RT down to 210 K, except for 
minor changes, which are related to a small hardening of the amplitudon in the 1С phase 
(0.81 THz (223 K) to 0.85 THz (210 K) at 0.4 c*, consistent with the (3 0 1.2) results and 
expected from simple theoretical models. 
In the (4 0 2.4) (figure 4.17) and (4 0 1.6) spectra the low frequency maximum in the 
dynamics below 1.2 THz further reduces in intensity upon lowering the temperature to 194 
K, just above T
c
. The tail suddenly disappears below the lock-in transition at T
c
= 193 K. 
The dynamic parameters therefore experience a discrete jump at T
c
. All spectra at 0.4 c" 
turned out to be best modelled by putting the interaction to zero (Δ12—> 0) immediately 
below the transition. Such an analysis is also satisfactory at 0.2 c*. A comparison of the (4 
0 2.4) and (4 0 1.6) spectra at 186 К shows their similarity in the ferroelectric phase, and 
to the response at (4 0 ±0.4), in contrast to the responses in the high temperature phases. 
Above T
c
, the (4 0 2.4) spectrum mainly reflects the response of the optic phonon, whereas 
the (4 0 1.6) spectrum reflects the acoustic phonon (Se. 4.4.3, table IV). Below T
c
, the 
same can de expected; in the ferroelectric phase the optic and acoustic phonons therefore 
and cannot be separated. All trial interpretations following this scheme in the 8-parameter 
model including a strong interaction (Δ12 > 0.06) were found to be inconsistent with the 
observed spectra. For example, for two coupled phonons at the same frequency, one should 
obtain a double maximum structure in most cases, clearly not observed below T
c
. 
It should be noticed, however, that the phase factors of the structure factor in Eq. 4.11 
play an important role in the exact interpretation of the dynamics. For example, the spectral 
shape difference for (4 0 2.4) and (4 0 ±0.4) could only be obtained by a slightly different 
interaction strength (see Sec. 4.4.3, table IV). Allowing the phase to be non-zero allows to 
vary the response further, and a better agreement can probably be obtained (table VII). As 
discussed, such an analysis is however beyond the scope of the present paper. 
TABLE VII. Coupled damped harmonic oscillator parameters for (4 0 2.4). 
(ωι,2ι 7i2) Δ12 in THz, Δ0ι,2 in ° and Fi, F2 in arb. units) 
Q I |Fi(Q)l \F2(Q)\ A12 7 „ ω! u>2 Αφια~ 
285 К 1.80 0.75 0.17 0.00 1.00 0.82 37 
185 К 1.85 0.75 0.10 0.00 1.00 0.93 26 
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Figure 4.25: Temperature dependence of the intensity monitored at E=-0.25 THz for 
Q=(3 0 1.2). 
4.5 Conclusions for Sn2P2Seg 
This study shows that INS gives a wealth of information about Sn2P2Se6. 
A good agreement in the behaviour of the satellites is found with previous X-ray exper­
iments. A power law of the intensity is observed with β = 0.43 ± 0.03, in agreement with 
NMR and birefringence results, indicating that the incommensurate phase is critical in a 
small temperature range only. The increase in intensity close to the lock-in phase transi­
tion resembles dilatation and birefringence results. The origin and relation to the lock-in 
transition is unclear, which calls for more theoretical research. 
The incommensurate phase formation is shown to result from the condensation of a 
coupled TO(P I )-TA(u I 2 ) phonon system, and not through optic-optic interaction, although 
these are also present. Changes in the interaction parameters ν A , S and μ upon changing 
composition χ may explain the presence of the Lifshitz point, where the wavelength of the 
modulation becomes infinite. 
The dynamics in the phase transition sequence paraelectric-incommensurate-ferroclectric 
can be modelled in the following scheme. In the paraelectric phase, a transverse mixed optic-
acoustic soft mode polarised along χ condenses at the modulation wave vector position. The 
transition is mainly displacive with a minor order-disorder component. In the incommen­
surate phase the amplitudon branch is observed. The amplitudon is coupled to the TA at 
non-zero q', and increases in frequency upon lowering the temperature in the 1С phase. At 
the lock-in transition, the modes show discrete changes towards higher frequencies, and a 
reduced interaction strength. In the ferroelectric phase a clear zone center soft phonon is 
observed, which at low temperature shows an additional coupling to the (z-polarized) optic 
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phonon(s). 
Further, the phonon responses were of high intensity, and the soft phonon appears to be 
underdamped even quite close to the phase transition. Therefore, the study of crystals of the 
'Lifshitz' composition is expected to be feasible, even though the fluctuations are expected 
to be stronger. A recent theory [10] predicts that the critical exponents of the Lifshitz 
point deviate substantially from mean field values (/3=0.2, a = 0 . 3 and 7=1.4). Further, the 
expected critical range, estimated by the Levanyuk-Ginzburg criterion, is la rge : r=10 - 2 — 
3 · 10 _ l (between 3 К and 90 K). Therefore, the temperature behaviour of the soft phonon 
might be used to determine the exponent 7. 
Future INS research on the properties of mixed Pb-Sn compounds (PbySni_j,)2P2Se6, 
which show a low temperature incommensurate phase in a broad temperature range, seems 
to be promising in order to study the effect of quantum mechanical fluctuations on the 
dynamics. 
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Figure 4.26: Low frequency phonon dispersion of S^PjSe in the ferroelectric phase 
as function of temperature (errorbars typically ±0.04 THz). The soft TO phonon 
and the transverse acoustic TA(xz) branch (dashed lines) show a clear repulsion upon 
approaching TQ. 
4.6 Lattice dynamics of S112P2S6 
The low frequency phonon dispersion branches of Sn2P2Se were studied on IN12 at four 
temperatures (200 K, 250 K, 320 К and 330 K) in the ferroelectric phase, mainly in the 
Brillouin zones (5 0 -1) and (3 0 1). The phonon wavevector was selected along c* as well 
as o* in order to probe both the transverse and longitudinal behaviour of phonons polarised 
along a. 
These geometries have been selected for two reasons. First, the same were used for 
БпгРгЗеб, to provide a direct comparison of the dynamics of the two crystals, useful in the 
understanding of the Lifshitz point occurrence. The modulation wavevector of the latter 
compound lies in the a'-c* plane, close to c*. Secondly, the macroscopic polarisation in the 
ferroelectric phase in both compounds is approximately along a". Therefore the soft TO 
mode in both the ferroelectric and paraelectric phases is expected to be observable for q//c*. 
In this section we shall present an INS study of the dynamical behaviour of Sn2P2S6 in both 
the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases. 
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4.6.1 Dispersion curves 
Figure 4.26 shows the temperature evolution of the low frequency dispersion curves of 
БпгРгЗв in the ferroelectric phase. The frequencies were obtained by careful fitting of 
the phonon spectra to damped harmonic oscillator lineshapes, including Gaussian responses 
for elastic incoherent scattering and Bragg contributions at low q values. The spectra were 
/fc3 
corrected according to the
 t/, , instrumental correction before the analysis. 
Clearly it can be observed that the TO and LO branches decrease in frequency upon 
heating the crystal in the ferroelectric phase towards To. For non-zero wavevector the TO 
branch decreases much faster than the LO branch. At zero wavevector (q=0) it appears 
that the branches meet continuously, presumably related to a resolution artifact. Due to 
the finite q-resolution both the LO and TO responses contribute close to q=0, resulting in 
an averaged lineshape, and an intermediate frequency is therefore obtained in the spectral 
analysis. This effect was accounted for by extrapolating the branches towards q=0, as shown 
by the solid lines in figure 4.26. 
A remarkable feature is the apparently negative LO-TO splitting at low temperatures 
(v(TO)>v(LO) at 200 K), which becomes positive only in the neighbourhood of the phase 
transition. The soft optic dispersion therefore does not obey the usual temperature be­
haviour [28]: 
w
2{q, a, T) = A\T - T
c
\ + Bq2 + Ccos2a (4.18) 
in which a is the angle between the phonon wavevector q and the spontaneous polarisation 
P¡ in the XZ plane, and С is the LO-TO splitting, which in this approximation is constant 
as function of temperature. In the Raman experiments by Gommonai et al. [28] substantial 
deviations of the soft mode frequency ui2(q, a, T) from equation 4.18 have been found as well, 
in both its angle and temperature dependence; a full explanation could not be extracted. 
There are a few possible explanations for the negative LO-TO splitting. One is the pres­
ence of another excitation at low frequencies, which contributes to the dielectric properties 
in the soft mode frequency range. If the resulting real part of the dielectric constant t' 
is negative, an inverted LO-TO order may result. However, at low temperatures such an 
excitation was absent in both infrared and Raman experiments. In section 4.7.2 it will be 
shown that the negative LO-TO splitting may result from a coupling of the x-polarized soft 
mode and the nearby z-polarized optic phonon. 
Besides the softening of the TO branch, its dispersion shows clear changes on tempera­
ture. At 250 К the branch is quite flat, whereas at 320 К a strong increase with wavevector 
qC' is observed. At the same time, the TA (xz) branch is clearly repelled towards lower 
frequencies, indicative of a TO-TA phonon interaction. 
This is supported by clearly observable features typical of mode interaction, for example 
in the temperature dependence of the (3 0 ±1.3) spectra (figure 4.27). At low temperatures, 
the TO soft mode is strong, whereas the TA mode is rather weak or even invisible. As the 
temperature is raised the TO phonon moves down, transfering part of its intensity to a lower 
frequency maximum at approximately the TA(xz) frequency and showing repulsion effects. 
It is clear that the TO and TA phonons interact, quite similar to the interaction observed 
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Figure 4.27: Temperature evolution of the spectra at (3 0 1.3) showing the interaction 
between the TO and TA phonons. Solid lines present CDHO-line shape simulations. 
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in the paraelectric phase of Sn2P2See. 
Therefore the TO-TA spectra were analysed using the coupled damped harmonic oscilla­
tor (CDHO) response, described in section 4.5.3. Figure 4.27 shows that the model accounts 
satisfactorily for the observed spectral features. 
4.6.2 Temperature behaviour of the soft phonon 
In figure 4.28 and 4.29 the temperature behaviour of the LO and TO frequency and damping 
in the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases is shown. In the paraelectric phase the soft mode, 
studied in the zone center of the (3 0 1) Brillouin zone, exhibits a slow frequency decrease 
upon approaching the phase transition. In the ferroelectric phase the soft mode was studied 
in the (3 0 ±1) and (5 0 ±1) zones. The observed frequencies and damping are categorized 
as transverse ' T ' (q
c
· = 0.1 c"), longitudinal 'L' (q 0 . = 0.1 a") and mixed longitudinal-
transverse 'LT' (zone center measurement), depending on the Brillouin zone measurement 
position. A clear soft mode behaviour is observed in the ferroelectric and paraelectric 
phases. The soft mode in the paraelectric phase stabilizes at a frequency intermediate 
between the extrapolated LO (0.78±0.05 THz) and TO (0.60±0.05 THz) frequencies of the 
ferroelectric phase, showing that the paraelectric response is a superposition of the LO- and 
TO-components. 
In the ferroelectric phase the TO-phonon changes close to To as ω2=α'(ΤΌ — T) + d', in 
which α'=0.0135 ± 0.002 TIIz 2 /K and d'=0.39 THz 2 . The frequency in the paraelectric phase 
is analysed by a similar temperature behaviour ω2=α(Τ — To) + d, where a=0.0018 ± 0.0005 
THz 2/K (similar to ЭпгРгЗев) and d=0.49 THz 2 . The relative paraelectric-ferroelectric soft 
mode frequency changes in S^PîSe are much smaller (R = ^r(T0"~)/^-(T0+)=-7.5±2.5) 
than expected on the basis of а φ4 potential (R=-2). This may be caused by deviations 
of the soft mode anharmonic potential from a pure φ4 potential (for example when the 
potential barrier is steeper than expected), or by the presence of order-disorder effects and 
accompanying short range correlations, as shown by molecular dynamics simulations [55]. 
Both effects can be present: the former might be related to the change of the order of the 
(virtual) paraelectric-to-ferroelectric transition from second order (S112P2S6) to first order 
(БпгРгйеб), whereas indications for order-disorder effects in both crystals are found in a 
number of experimental investigations. 
A comparison of the soft mode behavior to infrared and Raman studies shows that the 
latter indicate a lower frequency of the soft mode near T 0 (about 0.4 THz). However, 
the analysis of the Raman and infrared (IR) spectra is obscured by the presence of a low 
frequency wing, especially strong just below and (in IR) in a wider temperature range above 
the transition. The temperature variation of the frequency in both phases is nevertheless 
similar to the optic mode clearly distinguished by the neutron experiment, although the 
Raman analysis results in a 15% faster ω 2 change in the ferroelectric phase. 
The damping shows the usual increase upon approaching the phase transition from both 
sides (figure 4.29). In the ferroelectric phase the temperature evolution of the damping 
is compared to predictions based on third order anharmonic scattering decay of the optic 
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phonon to the acoustic branches (Tani,1969) [42], allowing a comparison to a similar analysis 
of the Raman experiments by Vysochanskii et al. [17]: 
V = aV^f + b7^T+C ( 4 Л 9 ) 
Using similar parameters as in [17] (here it is found that a«0.006 T H z / v T , 6ss0.015 THz 
and c«0.049 THz) equation (4.19) results in the solid line for the temperature behaviour 
of the TO damping, in which the resolution of the neutron experiment has been taken into 
account (R«0.25 THz). The dashed line in the ferroelectric phase denotes the temperature 
behaviour as observed in the Raman experiment (RssO.04 THz), which is in reasonable 
agreement with the damping values found here. Clearly, the LO mode has a lower damping 
close to To-
In the paraelectric phase an approximately linear decrease of the damping constant is 
observed. The smaller temperature variation is expected from the smaller change in soft 
mode-acoustic mode decay, related to the slower change of the paraelectric SM frequency, 
similar to the effects seen for S^PîSee. 
In the low temperature range both LO- and TO-frequencies show a flatter temperature 
dependence, whereby a negative LO-TO splitting is observed. This can be explained by a 
coupling of the x-polarized soft mode to the nearby z-polarized polar phonon, shown by the 
model described below. 
In Raman and polariton scattering a strong anisotropy in the behaviour of the low 
frequency optic branches is observed, whose origins remained unclear. It was shown that 
both y-polarized (A"-symmetry) and z-polarized (A'-symmetry) polar optic modes are close 
to the soft mode. 
Our model assumes a positive LO-TO splitting for both x- and z-polarized phonons 
(figure 4.30). The thermodynamic potential Φ allows two types of interaction terms, an 
analytical (in (q
x
,qz)) isotropic term dPxPz and a non-analytical interaction term /Щ*-РХР2, 
which is only strong for wave vector directions intermediate between χ and z. This results 
in the following dynamical matrix: 
D = / u>l(q,a,T) d + fcoSasma\/u>l(q,a,T) d' \ 
\ d + ƒ cos a sin α ω\ J \ d' ω] J 
in which u)].(q, α, Γ) is described by equation (4.18). The interaction d'—d + /cosasina 
results in a repulsion of the two phonons. In the neutron experiments the wave vector was 
selected g//c*, not exactly perpendicular to the polarisation P
x
 (aS76°), showing that both 
coupling terms may contribute. 
In figure 4.30 the qualitative temperature dependence of the LO and TO parts of the soft 
mode have been depicted according to this model, assuming constant А, С and d', coupled to 
a temperature independent z-polarized optic phonon. At low temperatures the z-polarized 
phonon is at slightly lower frequencies than the x-polarized phonon. As the temperature 
is raised, the LO(z) first interacts with the (quasi-)TO(x) phonon and at somewhat higher 
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Figure 4.28: Temperature dependence of the soft mode frequency. The drawn lines 
are according to ι4 0 =0.0135(Γ 0 - Τ) + 0.39 THz2, ω£0=0.0135(Γ0 - Τ) + 0.65 THz2 
and ω2
αΓΟ
=0.0018(7Ό — Τ) + 0.49 THz2, respectively, including the interaction to the 
z-polarised phonon (at 1.36 and 1.22 THz, respectively) in the ferroelectric phase. The 
A and В modes observed in Raman experiments (Gommonai et al [28]) have been 
included for comparison (see text). 
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Figure 4.29: Temperature dependence of the soft mode damping. Full lines are the 
theoretical damping curves including the resolution (0.25 THz) of the neutron exper­
iment. The dashed line in the ferroelectric phase is the damping evolution from the 
Raman data. 
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Figure 4.30: Model of the x-polarised and z-polarised phonon-interaction resulting in 
an apparently negative LO-TO(x) splitting at low temperature. 
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temperatures the TO(z) interacts with the (quasi-)LO(x) phonon. Consequently, the appar­
ent repelled LO(x) (lowest curve in figure 4.30 for ψ- <0.7) is lower in frequency than the 
TO(x) at low temperatures, thus explaining the observed negative LO-TO splitting. Close 
to To the TO (P
x
) shows an normal softening. 
In figure 4.28, similar temperature dependences for the soft x-polarized mode are shown 
by the solid lines. A constant interaction strength d'=0.2 THz 2 is assumed in the interaction 
to temperature independent modes at 1.36 THz and 1.22 THz, respectively. 
The LO temperature dependence is nearly the same as obtained in Raman studies, where 
it turned out to be hardly dependent on the wave vector (q) orientation. In contrast, the 
TO stabilizes at higher frequencies in the low temperature range than found in the Raman 
assignment by Gommonai et al. [28], where the uncoupled TO-mode ('A-mode') saturates 
at 1.19 THz. Simultaneously, the 'uncoupled' B-mode in Raman scattering (which couples 
strongly to the A-mode in other geometries) shows a predominant frequency increase in the 
low temperature range, up to 1.36 THz. 
The neutron measurements, allowing to select the sensitivity to phonon displacements 
at a specific wave-vector q in a more direct manner, suggest that the true soft mode is at 
about 1.36 THz at low temperatures, following the B-mode. Additional neutron studies, in 
particular on z-polarized vibrations, are necessary to verify the conjecture and may help to 
clarify the anisotropic behaviour of the Raman scattering in detail. 
4.6.3 Acoustic branches 
The acoustic branches shown in figure 4.26 represent a TA ( u
r l ) phonon and two LA (uxx 
and и
г г
) phonons. The limiting slopes obtained from ultrasound velocities [20] v(zz) (3.75 
•103 ms" 1 at 295 К and 3.59 -103 ms" 1 at 330 К) and v(xz) (2.30 -103 ms" 1 (at 295 К)) 
agree well with the extrapolations of the neutron data towards q=0 at all temperatures. 
However, the slope corresponding to v(xx) obtained from neutron scattering (about 4.26 
•103 m s " 1 at 250 K) is substantially higher than the slope expected from the ultrasound 
velocity v(xx) measurements (2.9-103 m s - 1 at 70 MHz). A similar deviation was found in 
БпгРгЗев (100 К), as described in section 4.4.1. 
Two phenomena turn out to contribute to the difference. First, a strong dispersion in 
the ultrasound velocity v(xx) occurs in the MHz-region, which has been related to domain 
relaxation. This relaxation does not extend to the THz-region. A good estimate for the 
final velocity without dispersion can be obtained from the ultrasound determination in the 
paraelectric phase, where domains are absent: v(xx)=3.05 · 103 m s - 1 at 70 MHz. 
Secondly, БпгРгйб exhibits strong piezoelectric properties in the ferroelectric phase, 
which account for the remaining difference. The sound velocity is changed by the piezoelec­
tric effect, if the induced electric dipole field Pln¿ of the acoustic displacement wave has a 
component along the propagation direction q=l [56, 57], leading to an increase in the ef-
fective restoring forces. Therefore, velocities are classified as vE (Pln¿¿±.l, constant electric 
field E condition) and the (slightly) higher vD | (P,„ij^0, constant electric displacement D¡ 
condition). 
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The piezoelectric relation P=dX enables to deduce the ultrasound velocity vD' from 
the piezoelectric modulus tensor d and the propagation direction / and stress field X of the 
acoustic phonon [ВаТіОз]. 
Here, the modifications of the ultrasound velocities (table VIII), used in the comparison 
to the neutron results (figure 4.26), are calculated on base of the electromechanical coupling 
constants ki} according to 
„ 0 i 
Λ 
к·
2 
(4.20) 
in which the electromechanical coupling constants are related to the the piezoelectric mod­
ulus following: 
¿ι, 
ki] = (4.21) 
with tuto and C3, the corresponding dielectric constant and elastic compliance. 
Table VIII: piezoelectric corrections to the sound velocities at 295 К 
sound velocity 
vii' 
^ 
v& 
Й 
<? 
/ / a ' 
lie 
//<? 
/ / a * 
К 
кн=0.67 
k 3 3 =0.15 + 
k 3 5 =0.39 + 
ki5=0.10 + 
sound velocity (103 ms ' ) 
vf,=3.05 
v&=3.75 
vf3=2.30 
vf3=2.30 
sound velocity (103 ms 
vu
1
 =4.11 
vg=3.79 
v$=2.50 
vf3'=2.31 
-
1) 
The electro-mechanical coupling constant кц is relatively high: кц = 0.67 at 295 К [37], 
which is reflected in the strong change in the sound velocity vf,1. Using formula (3) a value 
of vD(xx) = 4.11 -103 m s - 1 at 295 К is obtained, in good agreement with the limiting slope 
of the neutron scattering data, solving the discrepancy. 
The values for &ц>&і2Ліз>&зі and кз2 and part of the piezoelectric modulus tensor d have 
been determined by Maior et al. [58]. 
The electromechanical coupling constants indicated in table VII by + have been estimated 
using formula (4.21). кзз was calculated from the known elastic compliances and coefficients 
кз2, d33 and d32 according to кзз=(§ а і ) 1 / ' 2 (5 а 1 )кз2. An estimation of the relative value of 
C55 and C22 allowed to calculate kis and d 3 5 in a similar manner. 
The thus obtained ultrasound velocities v l ; ' of table VII were used in figure 4.26, resulting 
in consistency in the limiting slopes for all four branches. 
4.7 Conclusions for ЗпгРгЭб 
The relationship between lattice dynamics and the phase transitions has been studied for 
the proper ferroelectric ЗпгРгЗб- The lattice dynamics in the a*-c* plane is studied in the 
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ferroelectric phase. A clear x-polarized soft optic mode is observed. In the paraelectric phase 
the softening is relatively slow, indicative for the presence of an order-disorder component 
for the mainly displacive transition. 
An inverse LO-TO order is observed at low temperatures, which can be related to a 
coupling of the soft mode to the nearby Р
л
 optical phonon. An interaction between the soft 
Ί Ό ( Ρ ζ ) and TA(xz) acoustic mode is present in the ferroelectric phase, as evident from the 
dispersion and phonon lineshapes, quite similar to the interaction in the paraelectric phase 
of SnîP-iSes. 
Consistency between the sound velocities obtained from ultrasonic measurements and 
from the limiting slopes in the neutron scattering study is obtained including piezoelectric 
corrections. 
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Chapter 5 
Raman studies on ferroelectric 
Sn2P2Sö and incommensurate 
Sn2P2Se6 
Abstract 
The lattice dynamics of ferroelectric S112P2S6 and ЭпгРгЗев is studied by Raman Spectroscopy. 
In the ferroelectric phase, a temperature dependent soft phonon is observed in both crystals. 
The soft mode response is accompanied by a quasi-elastic scattering, which becomes strong upon 
approaching the ferroelectric transition. The soft mode spectral response is satisfactorily described 
by an oscillator coupled to a relaxational degree of freedom, which is attributed to the presence of 
an order-disorder component in the mainly displacive systems. The dynamics in БпгРгЭеб has a 
more order-disorder character than in ЭпгРгЭб. 
In the paraelectric phase, the low frequency Ag phonon shows a distinct softening in ЭпгРгЭеб. 
This is related to an effectively bilinear coupling to the soft B
u
 phonon, caused by the presence 
of disorder of the Sn 2 + cations. In the incommensurate phase the mode hardens related to the 
hardening of the zone center mode. 
In the incommensurate phase of S^PjSeß, folded acoustic and optic phonons are studied in 
several geometries. The amplitudon hardens in the 1С phase, showing a coupling to the (folded) 
TA(xz) mode. Symmetry selection rules and a comparison to dispersion properties allowed to 
identify the folded modes. 
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5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the lattice dynamics of the ferroelectrics Sn2P2S6 and ЗпгРгЭеб is investi­
gated by Raman spectroscopy. A detailed analysis of the soft mode line shape is presented, 
showing evidence for an order-disorder component in the mainly displacive transition. The 
dynamics of the two crystals is compared. 
The lattice dynamics related to ferroelectric phase transitions has been studied intensely, 
and reflects changes in the balance of forces leading to the transition. In former days, a 
rather sharp division in soft mode (displacive) and relaxational (order-disorder) transitions 
was in common use, though materials with a more intermediate behaviour are numerous. 
Starting with studies by Aubry (1975) on one-dimensional chains of atoms [1, 2], a 
number of theoretical models and simulations have been produced [3, 4] which allow a 
gradual transition between the two extreme transition types. Both theory and experiment 
at present indicate unified mechanisms, which, depending on the material's parameters, will 
appear as more displacive or more order-disorder-like. 
In these models often a ferrodistortive φ* potential is considered, which in its most 
simple, one-dimensional form may be represented by the following classical Hamiltonian: 
^ = C ¿ + P^n + ^ ] + CyK-^+i)2 (5.1) 
with A < 0,C > 0 and un,pn are the displacement and momentum of the atom at site n. 
This Hamiltonian decribes a chain of atoms moving in an anharmonic ('double well') local 
potential and coupled harmonically to the nearest neighbors. Depending on the parameter 
£=ygjï, i.e. on the relative depth of the anharmonic local potential versus the strength of 
nearest neighbor coupling, the ferrodistortive transition behaves as more displacive (\ξ\ <C 1) 
or more order-disorder (\ξ\ ^> 1) like. 
This is reflected in the spectral response of the dynamical processes related to the phase 
transition. In the displacive limit, a clear soft phonon is present, since only a small group of 
long wave-length vibrations become instable. In the order-disorder limit on the other hand, 
the dynamics is dominated by the slowing down of the flipping motion of the atoms between 
the two quasi-equilibrium ('disorder') positions in the paraphase, producing a central line 
which narrows critically on approaching the transition in the paraphase. 
The Sn2P2(SeTSi_!:)6 family is an excellent model system to study effects of disorder in 
a predominantly displacive type of ferroelectric transition [5]. All mixed compounds may be 
grown. The crystal parameters, including the shape of the anharmonic local potential (A) 
and inter-neighbour couplings (C), are expected to vary continuously upon selenium content 
x. A recent X-ray structure determination of S^PîSee showed that in the paraelectric 
phase the tin atoms are distributed equally on two neighbouring quasi-equilibrium (disorder) 
positions. 
The lattice dynamics in Э^РгБв has previously been studied using Raman [6, 7], infrared 
[8, 9], inelastic neutron scattering [10] and Brillouin [11] spectroscopy. The ferroelectric 
phase transition in this material has been classified as predominantly displacive with a zone 
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center soft mode [6]. The previous Raman studies showed the presence of an intense quasi-
elastic scattering, in addition to the soft mode, when the temperature approaches T
r
. It 
has been claimed, using a damped harmonic oscillator model, that the frequency of the soft 
mode decreases with temperature according to u>o = 4.5(TC — J 1 ) 0 5 0 c m - 1 , where ω0 reaches 
the value of approximately 10 c m - 1 at T,; [6]. However, since the soft mode near the phase 
transition is overdamped, it is difficult to extract unambiguous values for the frequency ωο, 
due to correlations with the damping Γ and the presence of the quasi-elastic scattering. 
Far infrared (FIR) spectral analysis by Volkov et al. [9] showed deviations from a damped 
harmonic oscillator response in the ferroelectric phase. The soft mode contributes only a 
small fraction (of the order of 10 %) to the static dielectric response around T
c
, which 
indicates that the soft mode frequency does not completely vanish at T
c
. This is supported 
by GHz-range dielectric measurements, showing that a dominant contribution to the low-
frequency dielectric constant is caused by excitations with a characteristic frequency of the 
order of 10-20 GHz [12]. A similar behavior has been observed in Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 . Calorimetrie 
measurements show that the magnitude of the phase transition entropy around T
c
 in Sn 2P 2S6 
and around T, in Sn 2P 2See is typical for order-disorder [13]. These observations suggest that 
besides the ferroelectric soft mode, order-disorder processes may play a role of importance 
in the dynamics accompanying the phase transition. 
In contrast to Sn 2P 2Se, the A' soft mode in the ferroelectric phase of Sn 2 P 2 Se b is less 
pronounced [14, 15]. The phonon softens from about 38 c m - 1 down to about 24 c m - 1 
close to T
c
 [15]. At the same time a quasi-elastic scattering was observed in the vicinity 
of both phase transitions, perhaps more intense than in Sn 2P 2Se, persisting in the whole 
incommensurate phase [14]. 
A similar intense quasi-elastic scattering in the Raman scattering has been observed 
around the phase transition in many ferroelectric crystals, for example in SbSI [16], ВаТіОз 
[17], КХЬОз [18] and PbsGesOn [19] . Various mechanisms have been discussed for the 
presence of such a low-frequency dynamics [18, 17, 19]. One particular thorough analysis of 
the soft mode spectral response in the presence of a strong quasi-elastic scattering has been 
performed in a Raman study of Pb5Ge 3 0n[19]. 
The first part of this chapter reports a detailed analysis of the low frequency Raman 
spectra of Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 and Sn2P2Se6 crystals in the ferroelectric phase, comparing the two 
materials. It will be argued that the additional low frequency intensity in the Raman spectra 
reflects the contribution of an order-disorder component to the soft phonon response, and 
not an effect related to piezoelectricity, which is strong in these crystals. Both the coupling 
effects of the soft phonon to an acoustic phonon and to phonon density fluctuations through 
the piezoelectric effect are shown to be excluded. 
In the second part, dynamical properties of Sn2P2Se6 are studied in the paraelectric and 
incommensurate phase. The presence of an intermediate incommensurate phase is found 
in some of the ferroelectric crystals, for example N a N 0 2 [20], Thiourea [21], K 2Se04 [22] 
and BCCD [23]. Its origin is thought to be resulting from a frustration in (short range) 
forces. The dynamics of K2SeO,i and thiourea are well studied in the various phases, and 
may be considered as prototypes. In the paraphase, a soft phonon exists, condensing at 
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the incommensurate modulation wave vector position qic- In the incommensurate phase, 
the soft phonon splits into two new excitations, the amplitudon and the phason, of which 
the amplitudon (at q¡c) is expected to be Raman-active. The amplitudon hardens in the 
incommensurate phase. Below the lock-in transition to the ferrophase, the ferroelectric soft 
mode is Raman active at the zone-center. 
Recently, indications appear [24] that disorder in the paraelectric phase of a displacive 
system may result in unexpected effects on the phonon spectra, such as softening of phonons 
with a symmetry different from the soft phonon symmetry. Further, it may result in in-
duced additional Raman activity. The effect of disorder on some of the paraelectric Raman 
active phonons will be discussed. Finally, we present a Raman study of БпгРгЭеб in the 
incommensurate phase. 
5.2 Experimental 
Polarized Raman scattering experiments were performed in the range 5-600 c m - 1 in backscat-
tering geometry with a DILOR XY triple grating spectrometer. As a light source a tunable 
CW titanium sapphire laser (720-850 nm) was used at λ=840 nm. Illumination power on 
the sample was about 10 mW (about 350 VV/cm2). The spectral resolution was 1.5 c m - 1 . 
Temperature was varied using an Oxford CF-104 continuous helium flow cryostat. The 
temperature was detected by a chromel-constantan thermocouple placed near the sample. 
Thermal stability was maintained to within 0.3 К using a internal heater, wrapped around 
the copper sample holder. The Raman scattering measurements have been performed on the 
crystals БпгРгЗб and S^PîSee, grown by a vapour-transport technique. The samples used 
were rectangular plates of approximately 5*5*1 mm 3 with the largest, optically flat polished 
face perpendicular to the Ζ axis. Since the A symmetry soft mode in the ferroelectric phase 
is the most intense by selecting the Raman tensor element a
xx
 [7], spectra were taken in 
the backscattering Z(XX)-Z geometry. Spectra in the Y(XZ)-Y geometry were studied for 
comparison. For this purpose, a crystal of dimensions 2.5*1.5*1 m m 3 was used, grown by 
the same method. The facet perpendicular to the Y axis of the rectangular shaped sample 
was polished optically flat. A" (B3) spectra were recorded in Z(XY)-Z geometry (X,Y and 
Ζ are orthogonal axes, with Ζ parallel c, Y parallel b and X almost parallel to a (/3=91.15°), 
and therefore approximately parallel to the vector of spontaneous polarization). 
5.3 Ferroelectric phase 
First we present Raman measurements in backscattering geometry on S^PîSe, to reproduce 
the features observed by previous studies, which used other (90° and transmission) scattering 
geometries. We confirm that a damped harmonic oscillator analysis of the low frequency 
spectra is inadequate because of a strong quasi-elastic scattering. In contrast, incorporating 
a coupling of the soft mode to a relaxing degree of freedom covers the complete spectral 
response down to 5 cm - 1 . The understanding of the relatively simpler case of S^PîSe allows 
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to conduct a similar investigation of ЭпаРгБев. 
5.3.1 Sn 2 P 2 S 6 
Results 
Figure 5.1 shows low-frequency Raman spectra of Sn2P2S6 in Z(XX)-Z geometry at various 
temperatures mainly in the ferroelectric phase. The raw Raman spectra were all modified 
by subtracting the Rayleigh contribution, which was approximated by a Gaussian elastic re­
sponse. The Rayleigh elastic scattering was clearly separately observed at low temperatures, 
where the low frequency dynamic scattering is negligible. Changes in the Rayleigh intensity 
by fluctuations in the laser intensity and by an eventual temperature dependence were ac­
counted for by normalizing the Gaussian response to the background, which is determined 
at high frequencies. The resulting spectra are presented in figure 5.1. 
At the lowest measuring temperatures, the spectra reveal sharp resonance peaks cor­
responding to individual phonons. The normal vibrations transform according to one-
dimensional irreducible representations at the zone center, and possible degeneracies are 
accidental. In the lowest frequency range, important in the analysis of the soft mode be­
haviour, three maxima are observed: two quite intense modes at 39.5 c m - 1 and 42 c m - 1 , and 
a weaker maximum at 46.7 c m - 1 . At higher temperatures, the two intense modes overlap 
due to the usual increase of the damping with temperature. Around 180 K, a low frequency 
shoulder starts to emerge from the combined peak. At higher temperatures, this feature 
transforms into the separately observed damped soft mode maximum, shifting down in 
frequency with temperature, and disappearing completely at the ferroelectric-paraelectric 
transition. Besides the soft phonon behaviour, the Raman spectra reveal a pronounced 
quasi-elastic scattering contribution, which increases steeply upon approaching the ferro­
electric transition, partially obscuring the soft mode response. Above T
c
 the quasi-elastic 
scattering intensity decreases significantly but does not completely disappear. The observed 
behaviour is similar to previous Raman studies of SnjPjSe [25, 26]. 
Simultaneously with the softening of the lowest frequency mode, also the higher fre­
quency modes in the range 50-90 c m - 1 display a noticeable decrease in frequency at low 
temperatures. 
In the paraelectric phase, a new distinct line emerges at about 25 c m - 1 (previously 
observed by Vysochanskii et al. [7]), not separately observable in the ferroelectric phase. 
The 25 c m - 1 mode does not reveal any detectable temperature dependence in the paraelec­
tric phase in measurements up to 395 K. In the ferroelectric phase, the mode most likely 
experiences a hardening, and is covered by the 35 c m - 1 mode. 
Analysis 
First, we analysed the low-frequency Raman spectra (5 - 90 c m - 1 ) of БпгРгЗб using simple 
damped harmonic oscillators (DHO) functions for the observed Stokes phonon responses. 
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Figure 5.1: The low frequency Raman spectra in Z(XX)-Z geometry of Sn2PîS6 crystal 
at various temperatures. The solid lines corresponds to fits of the experimental data 
with a damped harmonic oscillator model. 
The spectral response follows 
/М = д + Е«.-("И + і )Ц-5 τ — - F ) < 5 · 2 ) 
in which o¿ , α>οί and Γ, are the Raman oscillator strength, the frequency and damping of 
the mode i, respectively, and η(ω) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. A frequency 
independent background A was used for each spectrum. The temperature dependence of 
the mode frequencies, as obtained from best fits, is shown in figure 5.2. 
It is clear from figures 5.1 and 5.2 that the higher frequency modes (50-90 c m - 1 ) , which 
have been related to partial Sn displacements and bending motions of the P2S6 molecular 
group, show significant frequency decreases in the range of 100-260 K. For temperatures 
above 260 К the modes in the range 50-90 c m - 1 overlap due to the strong increase of 
the dampings; consequently, the fitting of the spectra becomes unreliable above 50 c m - 1 . 
Therefore, the fits were restricted to the two lowest frequency modes for temperatures above 
260 K. Nevertheless, in an independent measurement series on another sample, the behaviour 
of the 60 c m - 1 mode could be followed until 315 K. The mode stabilises above 280 K. In 
contrast to the modes in the range 50-90 c m - 1 a clear frequency decrease of the soft mode 
is only observed above 200 K, most strongly close to T
c
. The behaviour of the frequency 
and damping are indicative for coupling of the upper modes to lowering frequency modes, 
for example to the soft mode; the high damping may alternatively reflect some disorder. 
The 46.7 c m - 1 mode shows a distinct softening already starting just above 100 K, which 
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Figure 5.2: The temperature dependence of the fitting parameters ωο and Г in damped 
harmonic oscillator model (Eq. 5.1) for two low frequency modes and the higher 
frequency modes for ЭпгРгЗб· The soft mode parameters represent an average of two 
DHO-models, as indicated by the obtained errorbars. 
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could be followed up to 150 K, where it merges with the other two modes. The behaviour 
is similar to the A-mode (soft mode) and B-mode (46.7 c m - 1 ) observed by Gommonai 
[26] in the Y(XX)Z and Y(Z'X')Z' geometries, respectively. Interestingly, inelastic neutron 
scattering experiments show that the T O ( P
x
) soft optic mode approaches 47 c m - 1 at low 
temperatures. Regarding its low oscillator strength, the contribution of the 46.7 c m - 1 mode 
has been neglected in the high temperature range. 
The lowest two modes were analysed by two possible extreme DHO-analyses, to show 
discrepancies of such approaches. In the first model, the spectral response was reproduced 
down to the lowest possible frequency, and is presented by the continuous curves in figure 
5.1. However, this results in a seemingly unnatural large damping at low temperatures . 
In the second model, the fitting range was restricted to above 15 c m - 1 except close to T
c
, 
resulting in smaller linewidths. This scenario provides a continous evolution of the damping 
towards the low temperature range (T<150 K), where the soft mode clearly has a small 
damping. However, in this model, an unexplained quasi-elastic scattering remains even 
until! lower temperatures. Figure 5.2 shows the averaged parameters. 
In the temperature range 230<T<330 K, the first DHO model cannot describe Raman 
scattering in the low-frequency range from 5 c m - 1 to 15 c m - 1 satisfactorily, showing the 
presence of the quasi-elastic scattering below 15 c m - 1 . In the immediate vicinity of the phase 
transition, where the soft mode becomes heavily overdamped, the model may be unreliable 
due to correlations between wo and Го, and the presence of the quasi-elastic scattering. 
Nevertheless, both models result in a similar temperature dependence of the soft mode 
frequency. The damping shows clearly an increase approaching T
c
, which is expected for a 
ferroelectric transition [27]. 
The quasi-elastic scattering may be related to a number of coupling mechanisms of the 
soft optic mode to lower frequency excitations in these piezoelectric ferroelectrics. Here, 
three mechanisms will be discussed for S^PîSe . First, a low frequency relaxation may 
be present related to (dynamic) disorder of the atom positions. Secondly, piezoelectric 
crystals may exhibit Raman allowed quasi-elastic scattering, reflecting the coupling of the 
soft phonon to phonon density fluctuations [28] (as described by Hosea et al. [19] for lead-
germanate). Finally, in piezoelectric crystals, certain optic phonons may couple to acoustic 
phonons at low q values, which may result in pronounced changes of the soft mode response. 
Here, the soft mode is expected to couple to the TA (u IZ) transverse acoustic phonon. 
First, it is investigated whether the response in the frequency range of 5 - 15 c m - 1 at 
temperatures 230 K < T < 330 К has a relaxational (order-disorder) nature in addition to 
the oscillator response. Therefore, a relaxational component of the soft mode dynamics is 
included in the analysis of the low-frequency Raman response, corresponding to the following 
phenomenological oscillator-relaxor response function [29, 30, 31]: 
Ι{ω)θί(η(ω) + 1)-Ιτηχ-\ω) (5.3) 
in which the inverse of the dynamical susceptibility χ~1(ω) is approximated by a coupling 
of the soft oscillator to a relaxation term, following 
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Figure 5.3: A comparison of the experimental spectra and the fitted lineshapes ob­
tained with oscillator-relaxor response function (Eq. 5.3-5.5) at various temperatures 
for Sn 2 P 2 S 6 (Z(XX)-Z geometry). 
« O)Q — ω2 — гиіГо — іш- (5.4) 
7 — ιω 
The response function of Eq. (5.3) may be rewritten in the following way [29, 30, 31], in­
cluding the neighbouring DHO mode: 
Ιπιχ oc 
k-Ί Ί—3-;—3" 
+ 
ωΓ] 
N + 5 ^ - ^ 2 ] 2 + ^ 2[r + ^ ] 2 ' (ω?-α,»)» +
 ω
»ΓΪ 
(5.5) 
In this formula S is the coupling strength of the soft and relaxor modes, η the relaxation rate 
(= i ) , ω0 and Го are the 'bare' soft mode frequency and damping, respectively, ώ2, = ω^ = 
UQ+S2 is the renormalized frequency, and u>i and Γι are the frequency and damping constant 
for the nearest upper frequency mode. Such a coupled oscillator-relaxator system shows (for 
small coupling strengths and high oscillator frequencies), besides the usual (renormalized) 
oscillator maximum, an additional elastic peak of width -"-. Upon decrease of the oscillator 
frequency (or increase of the interaction strength 8), the 'elastic' peak increases at the 
expense of the oscillator peak, according to: 
lose W n W n 
(5.6) 
This model has been succesfully applied in a number of systems showing a (order-
disorder) relaxational component or a central peak near a mainly displacive transition. 
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Figure 5.4: The temperature dependence of the parameters obtained from the fit of the 
oscillator-relaxor response function (Eq. 5.5) to the experimental data for SnjPîSg. 
The soft mode frequency obeys ω%=Α\Τ0 - T\ + B. 
It is capable to recover the main features of the dynamics, as calculated with various more 
sophisticated theoretical simulations, using a small number of parameters with a distinct 
physical significance. 
Most important outcome of such simulations is the transfer of a mainly oscillatory mo­
tion to a progressingly strong relaxational motion upon approaching the phase transition. In 
an intuitive picture, this is related to the change of the (local) potential from an asymmetric 
single minimum deep in the ferroelectric phase showing a mainly oscillatory motion, towards 
a more symmetrical (double well) potential, dominated by relaxation between the two min­
ima. Quantum mechanical calculations involving all vibrational levels of the anharmonic 
(local) potential [4] in addition show that even in an anharmonic nearly symmetric single 
well potential the relaxational response is of importance close to the transition temperature, 
related to relaxations between vibrational levels of different average displacements < u , > . 
The model described in Eq. (5.4) is further motivated by previous Raman experiments 
[25, 26], which show that the intensity of the quasi-elastic scattering is the largest for Raman 
geometries where the soft mode is active, and are thus strongly correlated. 
The Raman spectra at temperatures above 230 K, where the quasi-elastic scattering 
becomes important, were analysed according to equation (5.5) for the soft mode and 42 
c m
- 1
 mode responses. To avoid the correlations between the fitting parameters, one must 
imposed certain constraints on the variation of some of the parameters, since two new 
parameters are introduced. Analogously to the corresponding analysis of the soft mode 
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lineshape in lead germanate, the damping Го for the soft mode was constrained to vary 
linearly with temperature, in accord with the extrapolation of Г0 at temperatures below 
150 К to higher temperatures. The response function of Eq. (5.5) may be considered as 
a damped harmonic oscillator with a frequency dependent damping Γ(ω)=Γ 0 + ?, 2 and 
eigenfrequency Ω(ω)=ω£ + "Aa · The constraint therefore is based on the assumption that 
the soft mode damping is mainly caused by the coupling to the relaxational motion, resulting 
in a large low frequency damping constant Γ(ω=0), as obtained in the DHO-analysis. 
In contrast to the DHO-model, the soft mode-relaxator model describes the Raman 
spectra very well above 230 К (Fig. 5.3). Above about 290 К the fit parameters change 
as expected (Fig. 5.4): the phonon resonance frequency ω0 and renormalized frequency ώ0 
decrease to about 16 c m - 1 and 22 c m - 1 at T
c
, respectively, whereas δ and 7 are mainly 
constant, decreasing slightly upon approaching I V Below 290 K, the low intensity of the 
relaxator response (comparable to the Rayleigh scattering) prevents a reliable fit when 
allowing the parameters ω0, δ, 7 and Io to vary freely. Therefore, 7 was kept constant below 
290 K. 
The intensity of the quasi-elastic scattering decreases above T
c
 but it still persists in the 
paraelectric phase, which is likely related to the disorder. The 42 c m - 1 mode shows a small 
softening close to the phase transition, as well as a small maximum in the damping around 
T
c
 (Fig. 5.4). 
The coupled relaxor-soft mode model therefore is in good agreement with the soft mode 
response over the complete temperature range. The bare frequency follows a ω% = A(TC — 
T) + В temperature variation (A= 7.9 c m _ 2 K _ 1 , D= 155 c m - 2 ) , as shown by the solid line 
in graph 5.4. The relative oscillator strengths of the soft mode (SSM) and the 35 c m - 1 mode 
(Si), which varies smoothly in the ferroelectric phase, obtained from the analysis follows 
within error bars a (T
c
-T) 1 / , : i behaviour (i.e. proportional to the temperature behaviour 
of the order parameter), as expected from light scattering theory of ferrodi storti ve phase 
transitions [32]. 
The mainly constant values for δ and 7, and the clear soft mode behaviour of the eigen­
frequency are typical for a local potential in which the barrier is small compared to kT
c
, 
showing the mainly displacive character of the transition. In Sn2P2Se, the oscillator shows 
soft mode behaviour, which by coupling to an apparently non-critical relaxational degree 
of freedom, obtains a partially order-disorder dynamics. The model explains the Raman 
spectra satisfactorily. 
An alternative phenomenological model, capable to explain the presence of the observed 
low-frequency quasielastic light scattering [28], is based on anharmonic coupling between 
the soft mode and phonon density fluctuations (PDF-model). The same response function 
described in Eq. (5.4) is valid for this case. The significance of the parameters δ and u>0 
remain similar, where δ is the coupling constant between the soft mode and the phonon 
density fluctuations. The parameter 7 in this model corresponds to an average of phonon 
dampings. All fitting parameters, except 7 take up reasonable values and behave with 
temperature as expected. However, since the obtained values of 7 (about 30 c m - 1 ) are 
much larger than any average phonon width, the PDF-model is inapplicable for the ЭпгРгЗв 
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crystal. A similar result with respect to 7 has been obtained for the PDF-analysis of the 
Raman data of lead germanate [19]. 
A third model, which may result in substantial intensity and line shape changes of the 
soft optic phonon response at low frequencies, thus in particular close to the ferroelectric 
phase transition, is the piezoelectric coupling of the broad soft optical phonon to an acoustic 
phonon. This mechanism has clearly been revealed by Fleury [33] to apply for the combined 
Brillouin-Raman spectra in ВаТіОз. On general grounds, such a model cannot describe the 
exact shape of observed intensity increase in S^PîSe correctly, since a piezoelectric coupling 
will result first in a minimum at low frequency (between optic and acoustic normal mode 
frequencies), followed by a maximum at lower frequencies, around the acoustic resonance 
position [33]. Therefore, the observed lineshape destortion (an increase in the low frequency 
range below 15 cm - 1 ) cannot be the result of piezoelectric coupling solely. 
5.3.2 Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 
Results 
The low frequency Raman spectra (5-100 cm - 1 ) in Sn2P2Se6 in the Z(XX)-Z geometry at 
various temperatures in the ferroelectric phase are presented in figure 5.5. As in БпгРгЭб, 
upon approaching T
c
 the quasi-elastic scattering increases progressively. At temperatures 
above about 140 К a clear shoulder appears on the 35 c m - 1 mode. The appearance of a 
separate soft mode maximum at higher temperatures is less obvious than in Sn2P2Se; first, 
because the soft mode appears to be less intense relatively to the quasi-clastic scattering, 
secondly, the soft phonon is not expected to soften completely at the first order ferroelectric-
to-incommensurate transition (a virtual second order ferroelectric-to-paraelectric transition 
is expected at about 205 K). As in ЭпгРгЗв, the higher frequency optic modes show a distinct 
frequency decrease, particularly below about 160 K. This indicates that at low temperatures 
the soft mode has a distinct coupling to the higher frequency optic modes. In addition, this 
may result in the flattening of the temperature dependence of the soft phonon below 160 K, 
related to the optic phonon coupling. Such a flattening has also been observed in neutron 
inelastic scattering experiments of S^P îSe and ЯпгРгЗвб (previous chapter), and is found 
in other ferroelectrics, as shown in Raman studies of SbSI [34]. Especially the 45 c m - 1 mode 
(132 K) shows a distinct frequency reduction and merges with the 35 c m - 1 mode at about 
170 K. 
Analysis 
The analysis of the low-frequency Raman spectra in ЭпгРгЭеб has been performed in the 
same manner as for ЭпгРгЗв; first, using a damped harmonic oscillator model for the soft 
mode and secondly, according to the coupled relaxor-damped harmonic oscillator response. 
Figure 5.5 shows examples of the fitted spectra with a damped harmonic oscillator (DHO) 
model in the ferroelectric phase. Going towards the IC-ferroelectric phase transition the 
quality of the fit reduces: the model does not account for the quasielastic scattering below 
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Figure 5.5: The low-frequency Raman Z(XX)-Z spectra of Sn2P2See in the ferroelectric 
phase, with a comparison to the fitted lineshapes obtained in a damped harmonic 
oscillator model. 
about 15 cm 1 . As in the analysis of ЭпгРгЭб, the quasi-elastic tail can only be reproduced 
in the lower temperature range assuming a seemingly unnaturally large soft mode damping. 
The same spectra were analysed in the coupled oscillator-relaxor model. The resulting 
fits are shown in Fig. 5.6. Again, Го was constrained to vary linearly with temperature, ex­
trapolating the low temperature dependence obtained from the damped harmonic oscillator 
analysis to higher temperatures. 
Comparison between figures 5.5 and 5.6 shows that this model is far more succesful in 
describing the Raman data in Sn2P2See, especially close to T c . The relaxation rate 7 and 
interaction strength S are here also only slightly temperature dependent (Fig. 5.7), mainly 
in the vicinity of T
c
. Comparing the Raman spectra analysis in БпгРгЗб and Sn2P2See 
indicates that the dynamics of the order parameter in the selenide compound has a more 
relaxational character: the relaxation rate 7 is about the same, whereas the (renormalized) 
frequency stays higher in БпгРгЭеб, and simultaneously the interaction strength δ is larger, 
observed for example at To-40 K. This gives rise to a larger relative relaxator intensity 
γ*- in БпгРгЭеб than in ЭпгРгЗб at a similar soft mode frequency. In both compounds 
Sn2P2Se6 and БпгРгЗб the coupled-relaxor-soft mode model reproduces the Raman spectra 
satisfactorily, indicating a more order-disorder character for БпгРгЭеб. 
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the experimental spectra and fitted lineshape according to 
a soft mode oscillator-relaxor response function (Eq. 5.3-5.5) at various temperatures 
for Sn 2P 2Se 6 (Z(XX)-Z) 
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Figure 5.7: The temperature dependence of the parameters obtained from best fits 
of the oscillator-relaxor soft mode response (Eq. 5.3-5.5) to the Raman spectra of 
Sn 2P 2Se 6 . 
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5.4 Discussion 
We conclude our discussion with a comparison of the observed relaxation component to 
other experimental evidences. In the studied Raman geometries, for both ЗпгРгЭеб and 
S^PîSe, an additional intensity is found in the low frequency range upon approaching 
the ferroelectric phase transition, with an approximately linear increase with temperature. 
Further, this quasi-elastic scattering seems to reach a maximum in the incommensurate 
phase (Sn2P2Se6), and decreases gradually in the paraelectric phase. The quasi-elastic tail 
cannot be described using a DHO-model, but may be reproduced by the coupled relaxator-
oscillator model. Therefore, in the ferroelectric phase, the A' soft mode is accompanied by 
a relaxation component. 
The model is compatible with the behaviour of the dielectric function obtained from 
GHz-dielectric and FIR-spectroscopy [12, 35, 9]. 
In ЗпгРгЭб, dielectric measurements [12] show a resonance in e"{u>) around about 10-20 
GHz in the paraelectric phase, which remains in the ferroelectric phase, where its dielectric 
strength shows a progressive strong decrease (more than one order of magnitude). Simulta­
neously, a dispersion around 1 GHz appears, related to domain wall motions. The decrease 
in dielectric strength is consistent with infrared measurements by Volkov et al. [9], which 
show besides the presence of a soft oscillator response an additional contribution in the 
range below 8 c m - 1 in the ferroelectric phase, whose strength decreases similarly strong in 
the ferroelectric phase (about 15 times comparing the data at 326 К relative to 373 K). 
In the paraelectric and incommensurate phase of Sii2P2Se6, Grigas et al. [35] found in 
dielectric measurements a strong imaginary part of the dielectric function t " at 78.5 GHz, 
which increases upon approaching the incommensurate and lock-in transitions, attributed to 
the temperature behaviour of the soft excitations. In contrast, in the ferroelectric phase, e" 
at 78.5 GHz decreases fast, and a new maximum around 1 GHz appears, related to domain 
wall relaxations. Nevertheless, the disorder related relaxation may still be in the 100 GHz 
range in Sn2P2Se6 in the ferroelectric phase, but of weaker strength. 
The decrease in e" observed in both crystals in the ferroelectric phase could result from 
a change in the relaxation, or by a clear shift in the soft mode frequency. The latter is 
observed in Raman and Inelastic Neutron Scattering. Therefore, in both compounds the 
various experiments may be reconciled by the presence of a soft (oscillator) phonon, which 
clearly softens in the ferroelectric phase, and has a relaxation (disorder) component. The 
intensity of the relaxation component is largely determined by the soft mode frequency, and 
will decrease upon increasing u>o (for fixed other parameters). Such behavior is properly 
described by the coupling of the relaxation to the soft oscillatory mode. 
It is interesting to compare the experimental data to the more sophisticated theory by Bakker 
[4] (1995), mentioned before. The dielectric response has been calculated in this model for 
both anharmonic single well and double well potential cases, for example for KNbC>3 [4]. A 
qualitative comparison of the experimental spectra (infrared (Volkov,[9]) and Raman (this 
work)) and the calculations shows that the potential for the soft mode displacements in 
the paraelectric phase for both Sn2P2S$ and ЗпгРгЭеб is probably more closer to a single 
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well with a flat minimum, rather than a double well potential with a barrier. Important 
aspect is that the calculations show that a relaxation response can be expected in the low 
frequency range even when no barrier is present. Interestingly, the nearly constant values 
of the coupling and relaxation parameters obtained by the relaxator-oscillator model are 
consistent with this. 
Therefore, the Raman measurements presented in this chapter show that the transitions 
in Sn2PîS6 and Sn2P2See are of a displacive type, with a small relaxation (disorder) contribu-
tion. Alternatively, it points at an anharmonic local potential with at most a small barrier. 
The comparison of Raman spectra of ЭпгРгЭб and ЭпгРгЗев obtained using similar experi­
mental conditions shows in addition that the soft mode frequency in the ferroelectric phase 
stays relatively higher in ЭпгРгЗев than in Sn2P2Se, which points to a more anharmonic 
local potential for S^PaSee- This nicely correlates with the calorimetrie measurements, 
which hint at a stronger disorder character for S^PîSee. 
5.5 Paraelectric and incommensurate phases 
In the second part of this chapter, Raman spectra in the paraelectric and incommensurate 
phase of ЭпгРгЗеб are discussed. 
The lattice dynamics in the paraelectric phase in particular is an interesting subject of 
study, related to the possible existence of a symmetry-breaking soft phonon (of B
u
 symmetry 
(q=0) for S112P2S6 and of A' symmetry (q=q;c) for Sn2P2Se6) connected to the ferroelectric 
or incommensurate phase transition, respectively. 
However, Raman selection rules exclude the Raman activity of these soft modes. Nev­
ertheless, it will be shown that the presented Raman study provides some essential ingre­
dients for the understanding of the phase transition sequence paraelectric-incommensurate-
ferroelectric in БпгРгЭеб. Further, a discussion of the folded modes, which appear in the 
incommensurate phase related to the presence of the modulated structure, will be presented. 
Finally, the behaviour of the (Raman-active) amplitudon in the incommensurate phase is 
studied. 
5.6 Theory 
In order to understand the complex behaviour of the Raman spectra, first a short description 
of the expected evolution of the soft excitations in the various phases will be presented, as 
well as the mechanism of the Raman-activity of folded modes. 
A simple model for the soft optic branch behaviour of a proper ferroelectric which has 
an intermediate type II incommensurate phase has been developed by Ishibashi and Takagi 
[36]. Starting point is a phenomenological Landau-type thermodynamic potential. Such 
a continuum approach may be valid for incommensurate transitions at a modulation wave 
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Ferroelectric Paladéeme 
q=o 
Figure 5.8: Schematic temperature evolution of the soft phonon frequencies for a type 
II proper ferroelectric (obtained from the model by Ishibashi and Takagi [36]). A) Di-
rect paraelectric-ferroelectric transition (л>0); В) Intermediate incommensurate phase 
( K < 0 ) . R= Raman-active, IR=infrared active 
vector qic close to the Г point (q=0): 
вд^Ч'ЧФЧО
1 (5.7) 
in which Ρ is the macroscopic polarisation or order parameter. The coefficients β > 0, 
к < 0, λ > 0 are assumed to be constant, and the temperature behaviour is determined 
by the coefficient a, which in the simplest approximation varies linearly with temperature: 
a = cto{T — To). The instability is thought to result from changes in the balance between 
long range Coulomb forces and short range forces. The temperature dependence of the 
soft branch dispersion has been calculated for Thiourea by Ishibashi and Takagi [36]. A 
schematic drawing of the main features is presented here in figure 5.8. 
For к. < 0, the model predicts an instability at an incommensurate wave vector position 
in the paraelectric phase, since the minimum of the paraelectric soft branch is shifted to a 
non-zero wave vector. This may result for example from a frustration in nearest-neighbour 
and next-nearest-neighbor interatomic forces. In contrast, if к > 0, a direct paraelectric-
ferroelectric transition occurs (figure 5.8), as in ЗпгРгБб· In this case, a zone center soft 
mode is expected. The important parameter R=^¡\T<T0/^\т>т0, which describes the 
relative frequency changes below and above the phase transition, calculated in this model 
is R=-2. 
A more complicated temperature dependence is expected for an intermediate incommen-
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surate phase. The temperature evolution of the soft branch at the zone center (q=0) and at 
the position of the incommensurate instability (qic) ¡s drawn in figure 5.8. The frequency 
at the Γ point, wp, shows also in this case a strong decrease in the paraelectric phase, but, 
in contrast, does not soften completely. In contrast to the previous case, a value of R—-1 
is expected for u>r at T,. This is a consequence of the presence of a modulated polarisation 
in the incommensurate phase, which introduces an additional term to the effective force 
constants for the zone center mode. The optic branch is instable at q¡c, where it softens. In 
the incommensurate phase, the soft mode splits into two new excitations, the amplitudon 
and the phason [37, 38]. The amplitudon shows a relatively strong temperature dependent 
frequency, following R=-2, which in principle allows it to pass the zone center frequency ωρ. 
At low temperatures, the ferroelectric phase stabilizes in this model, since the minimum 
of the free energy (Eq. 5.1) for a homogeneous polarisation becomes lower than the minimum 
corresponding to the incommensurate phase. In the ferroelectric phase, a temperature 
dependent zone center 'soft' optic mode is expected, as discussed in the first part of the 
chapter. 
Studies on thiourea (SC(NH2)2), which is another example of a type II proper ferroelec­
tric, show that the model described above is at least qualitatively correct [39]. 
The light scattering theory of incommensurate phases has been discussed in detail by Poulet 
and Pick [40, 32], whose approach is followed here. We start with a brief summary, with an 
emphasis on the scattering from the amplitudon and folded acoustic modes. 
The incommensurate phase is a result of the condensation of a soft (anharmonic) phonon 
of the branch jo at çVc(T,), represented by the normal coordinate Qo(q, jo)· In the incom-
mensurate phase the soft phonon is condensed in the static deformation given by Qo(<7/c,jo)· 
In addition, fluctuations SQo are present, which are the counterpart of the soft fluctuations 
of the paraelectric phase. It has been shown by Bruce and Cowley [38] that these fluc-
tuations split into odd and even parts, related to the lifting of the degeneracy of the soft 
fluctuations at q¡c + Q and — qjc + Я by the coupling to the static modulation. 
Therefore, the soft fluctuations will be of shape Q
a
mpi = 'jôi^^Qo + е~"*^<?0) (even 
(Ад) amplitudon mode) and Qphas = Ао(е'ф^Яо — ^ ~'Ф^СО) (odd (A„) phason mode). The 
amplitudon will generally be Raman-active; the phason is, in this approximation, only 
infrared-active (table I). The intensity of the amplitudon is expected to follow \
ampi oc η
2
, 
where ηβ'φ is the order parameter of the incommensurate phase. 
Furthermore, the degeneracy of the acoustic branch will also be lifted through the inter­
action induced by the static modulation. The thermodynamic potential in the incommensu­
rate phase can be expanded in terms of the normal coordinates of the acoustic fluctuations 
Q+=Q+(qic + q,jac) and Q_ = Q-(-q¡c + q,jac) at about q¡c (Q+ and Q_ are the normal 
acoustic coordinates at q¡c and -qjc, respectively) , and the static deformation Qo as follows 
(reproduced from Chen et α/.[40], 1990) : 
Φ = ^A(T-Ti)QoQ-0+^BQlQlt + J}(Q+Q'+ + Q.Ql) + 
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+DQoQ'0(Q+Ql + Q-Q-_) + C(Q0Q0Q-Q-+ + QOQOQ+Q'J (5.8) 
Solving the Langrangian equations, one arrives at the uncoupled even Q
eVen (A3) and 
odd Qodd (A
u
) normal modes, with eigenvectors and frequencies given by equations (5.9) 
and (5.10). 
uw* = № + (C + DWY'2 
Qeven = - ^ = ( e * Q + + e-'*Q_) (5.9) 
ω
Μ
 = [w? + (С - Dtf]1'3 
Qoää = ^ ( « * Q + - e"*'*«-) (5.10) 
Therefore, a gap in the acoustic branch appears between the even and odd eigenstates, the 
size of which is directly related to the order parameter η. Furthermore, the even mode will be 
Raman active, while the odd mode will be infrared active [41], in contrast to the non-activity 
in the paraelectric phase. This process is called a folded acoustic mode (FAM) [40]. Such 
folded acoustic modes were previously studied in detail in a number of A2BX4-compounds 
by Lee and Cummins [42] and Chen et al. [40], providing a successful identification using 
symmetry based selection rules and predictions of the FAM frequency using the knowledge of 
the acoustic dispersion, probed by inelastic neutron scattering, or estimations based on the 
ultrasonic velocities [43, 15]. Namely, assuming a linear acoustic dispersion, the frequency 
u>
even
 can be approximated by Ui=v
ac
 • q¡c, neglecting the gap formation. 
The Raman scattering from a folded mode can be considered as a nth order Raman-
process, involving n — 1 times the static frozen-in phonon and ones the vibrational mode 
ones. The intensity of a folded Raman mode activated by the nth order process is expected 
to rise according to the relation Ι(ω) ~ η2ί-η~ι^{η(ω) + 1]χ (ω), in which η ~ (Τ; — Τ)13 with 
/?и0.5 in Sn2P2Se6. The Raman-activity for a second-order process is determined by the 
symmetry of the space group and the static deformation. It requires that the product of 
symmetry representations T{Qi) ® Г(?у) contains the identity representation. Therefore, a 
FAM of type A' at q¡c (q/c=-0.023a*+0.103c* at 210 K, previous chapter) will be Raman 
active in the A3 and Bu geometries, whereas a FAM of type A" at q¡c will be Raman active 
in the Au and B , geometries (see table 1). Important to notice is that alternatively the 
Raman-activation may arise from a coupling to the soft fluctuations, instead of to the static 
deformation, or to a combination of the two processes [44]. 
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TABLE I. Selection Rules Folded Acoustic Modes 
q = 0 
Ag 
B
u 
A
u 
B
s 
Ч = Яіс 
A' 
A" 
Raman activity (for a A' deformation) 
(xx),(yy),(zz),(xz) 
(xy)>(zy) 
Folded Acoustic Mode/ Soft Phonon 
TA(xz),LA(zz), amplitudon 
TA(xy) 
The expected frequencies of such folded modes in the low frequency range in Sn3P2See may 
be estimated from the knowledge of the sound velocities, as determined by ultrasound[43], 
as well as from the dispersion curves determined by inelastic neutron scattering[45]. The 
sound velocities for the LA (zz) (2.69 -103 m s - 1 , 1 С phase[46]) and TA (zx) (1.83 -103 m s - 1 
at 100 К and 295 К [47] phonons are in good agreement with the slope of the dispersion 
curve (100 K), determined by neutron scattering. Along c*, phonons are of either A' or A" 
symmetry (table I). 
From these, following u>
ac
=v
ac
-qic, one would infer to observe folded acoustic modes at 
12.8 c m - 1 (LA(zz)) and 8.6 c m - 1 (TA(xz)) at 206 К (in the middle of the 1С phase) in 
the Aj and B
u
 geometries; further the folded TA(xy) acoustic mode can be expected at 9.0 
c m
- 1
 in the A
u
 and B 5 geometries. 
It should be remarked that, besides folding at the modulation wave vector q¡c, folding 
at wave vectors corresponding to higher harmonics is allowed; nevertheless, the intensity of 
the higher order Bragg satellites turns out to be very low [48]; therefore this kind of folding 
is expected to contribute hardly to the Raman response. 
5.7 Results 
Here, we compare Raman spectra of Ag (fully symmetric) phonons in the two geometries 
Y(XZ)-Y and Z(XX)-Z. These geometries provide complimentary information on the low 
frequency dynamical properties (ω < 35 c m - 1 ) because of the strong variation of the relative 
oscillator strength of the different phonons between the two geometries. 
5.7.1 Y(XZ)-Y geometry 
The low-frequency Raman spectra in the paraelectric and incommensurate phase of ЭпгРгЭеб 
in the Y(XZ)-Y geometry are shown in figure 5.9, and for comparison, at 192 К in the 
ferroelectric phase. Because of the strong quasi-elastic scattering, which persists in the 
paraelectric phase, the spectra are presented here in the form proportional to the suscep­
tibility χ", which has been obtained by dividing the Raman Stokes intensity Ι(ω) by the 
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Figure 5.9: The low frequency susceptibility χ" in the incommensurate and paraelectic 
phase in БпгРгЗев crystal in the Y(XZ)-Y geometry, showing the appearance of folded 
acoustic modes. 
Bose-Einstein occupation factor n(u>) + 1, after subtraction of a constant background A, 
therefore χ » ex $=£. 
In the paraelectric phase the strong lowest frequency phonon (maximum at about 16 
c m
- 1 ; 260 K) clearly shifts down in frequency with lowering temperature. This phonon is 
observed in the spectra of both А
г
 and Bg symmetries. Such a frequency decrease is not 
expected, since the phonon symmetry differs from the soft mode symmetry (B
u
). 
In the incommensurate phase two new sharp features appear at about 8 and 13 cm""1, 
and at low temperatures a broader feature is present at 19 c m - 1 . The intensity of the 
sharp features increases clearly for lower temperatures in the incommensurate phase, which 
indicates a relationship to the value of the order parameter, which varies as η ~ (T, — 
Τ)13, with /ЗиО.5. They are distinctly observed for temperatures below T,-10 K, where the 
amplitude of the modulation reaches a considerable value (about 60 % of the value at T
c
) . 
This indicates that the features correspond to folded acoustic phonons. 
Upon transition to the ferroelectric phase they suddenly disappear. The 32 c m - 1 mode 
remains, as well as a lower frequency tail, which in the previous paper was shown to contain 
the zone center ferroelectric soft mode. 
16 c m - 1 m o d e 
First the anomalous 'softening' behaviour of the 16 c m - 1 mode in the paraelectric phase is 
discussed. Though the Ag mode is of different symmetry than the soft mode, it is unlikely 
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Figure 5.10: Temperature dependence of the A3 optic phonon in the paraelectric and 
incommensurate phase and folded acoustic modes in the incommensurate phase. The 
FAM modes are compared to the frequency prediction by ω(Τ) = v
ac
 · <lIc{T) (solid 
lines). 
that for the A
s
 mode a different, separate softening mechanism is active. 
As discussed by Unruh [24], several coexisting soft modes of different symmetry are 
also observed in other materials, such as in the ferroelectric Ь ^ п В г 4 and in a number of 
ferroclastic betaine-compounds. Unruh et al. [24] could explain this by the influence of 
dynamic disorder in these structures. 
Recently, in a refinement of the structure of БпгРгЭеб by X-ray structure determination 
in the paraelectric phase [49], a disorder of the Sn-atoms has indeed been found, in which the 
average Sn positions (corresponding to P2i/c) actually appear to be split in two neighbour­
ing positions. Each of the two positions is close to one of the two distinct corresponding 
ferroelectric positions. We attribute the disorder to an order-disorder component of the 
paraelectric B
u
 soft mode, related to the anharmonicity of the potential. 
In the paraelectric phase, averaging over space and time , the Sn-atoms Occupy' an 
average position, corresponding to a P2i/c space group. The fluctuations related to the 
dynamical disorder of the Sn-atom may break all symmetry elements on a short time-scale. 
A symmetry decomposition of the fluctuations shows the possible additional correlations 
between phonons: e.g. in case the two-fold axis is broken, the correlations B,, B„—>B and 
Ag, AU-»A are expected. Therefore, such B-type fluctuations allow Bff-type of movements in 
addition to the B
u
 soft mode movements. The B
s
 optic phonon may therefore be effectively 
bilinear coupled to the soft mode, resulting in a renormalized frequency. Fluctuations of 
other symmetry-types may lead to similar effects for the A
u
 and A
a
 optical phonons. 
Further, besides a renormalisation of the B
s
, A3 and Au optic phonon frequencies in the 
paraelectric phase, the disorder explains the Raman activity of a central relaxational com­
ponent in the paraelectric spectra, since the breaking of the symmetry by the low frequency 
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Figure 5.11: Oscillator strength evolution of the modes. The acoustic phonons' inten­
sity obeys a linear temperature dependence, characteristic of a second order Raman 
process. 
fluctuations cause a coupling of the A
s
 and B
s
 (and in IR: B
u
 and A
u
) optic phonons to the 
relaxation. Indeed, in all geometries studied (Y(XZ)-Y, Z(XX)-Z and Z(XY)-Z), a quasi-
elastic tail is still observed in the paraelectric phase. In I^ZnBr,), a similar phenomenon is 
observed. 
It should be remarked that in ЗпгРгЗев the disorder is somewhat different from that in 
K2ZnBr4, where the paralectric soft mode displacements are mainly related to the potassium 
atoms and the disorder to two of its bromine atoms. In ЗпгРгЭев both the disorder and 
the displacements are mainly related to the same type of translational movements of the Sn 
atoms with respect to the PjSee molecular units, approximately along the X-axis. 
It is evident that the anharmonicity itself may also contribute to the phonon coupling in 
the paraelectric phase through bi-quadratic coupling to the soft mode, resulting from terms 
^
4
'Л}ЛіЛ2Лг in the crystal potential, with Aj corresponding to the B
u
 soft displacements 
(see for example the anharmonic phonon theory developed by Maradudin and Fein [50]). 
Further, studying (PbySni_„)2P2Se6 type of crystals (y=0.35 and y=0.50), it was found 
that the lowest frequency mode in the paraelectric phase of these mixed crystals exhibits a 
similar, even stronger temperature behavior (softening from about 20 c m - 1 at RT down to 
about 11 c m - 1 at T,=100 K) observed in Z(XX)-Z and Z(XY)-Z geometries. 
This shows that the Sn2P2Se6 family may serve as a model system for studying coex­
isting soft phonons, particularly since the transition may also be strongly influenced by the 
application of pressure. 
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Folded modes 
Next we will discuss the nature of the phonons in the incommensurate phase. In a previous 
paper [15] the 8 c m - 1 mode could be attributed to a folded acoustic mode (TA(xz)). Two 
other maxima appear in the incommensurate phase at 13 c m - 1 and 19 cm - 1 . The first 
may correspond to the LA(zz) FAM. The second shows, in contrast to the folded acoustic 
modes, a frequency increase towards lower temperatures in the incommensurate phase, and 
we attribute it to the 16 c m - 1 A s mode of the paraelectric phase. 
A damped harmonic oscillator analysis of the spectra is performed, assuming a relatively 
constant relaxation contribution in the incommensurate phase. The temperature depen-
dence of the obtained frequencies and oscillator strengths are plotted in figure 5.10 and 
5.11. The damping of the three modes was found to be approximately constant. 
Clearly, the lowest two decrease in frequency upon lowering the temperature in the 
incommensurate phase. Their frequency and the presented selection rules allow to identify 
them as the TA(xz) and LA(zz) acoustic phonons at qic- The frequency variation is in 
agreement with predictions from u},=vac-q¡c (solid lines), and mainly follows the temperature 
dependence of the modulation wave vector magnitude q/c(T), since the acoustic velocities 
vac are almost constant. No indications of a significant gap formation is found. Therefore, in 
principle, Raman spectroscopy of such modes can be used as an alternative probe to study 
the modulation wave vector magnitude. The total integrated intensity of the folded acoustic 
modes indicates a |T,-T| temperature dependence, in agreement with a second-order Raman 
process (n=2). 
The optic Ag phonon shows a strong hardening in the incommensurate phase. In addi-
tion, its oscillator strength decreases slightly, linear in temperature. As in the paraelectric 
phase, a coupling to the zone center (Bu) soft phonon can explain such a behaviour. This 
indicates a strong hardening temperature dependence of this mode in the incommensurate 
phase (assuming a constant coupling strength). The Aa mode obeys an R-value of about 
R=-7±2, clearly deviating from R=-l, predicted by the model. Nevertheless, a relatively 
weak temperature dependence of the zone center soft mode frequency in the paraelectric 
phase is observed in IR and INS studies of ЭпгРгЗб, and in INS study of Sn2P2Se6. A large 
Ä-value for the zone center mode can thus be expected. 
Finally, it cannot be excluded that the shoulder at 19 c m - 1 in the temperature part of 
the incommensurate phase is a folded optic mode, for example of the same branch as the 16 
c m - 1 As mode. This would imply a relatively strong dispersion for this optic branch, which 
could be examined for example by inelastic neutron scattering experiments. 
5.7.2 Z(XX)-Z geometry 
A completely different behaviour can be observed in the spectra in the Z(XX)-Z geometry, 
presented in figure 5.12 as the Raman intensity rather than susceptibility. 
First of all, the 16 c m - 1 seems to be almost absent, as is evident from the spectra in 
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Figure 5.12: The low frequency Raman spectra in the incommensurate and paraelectic 
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Figure 5.13: Spectral analysis of the Raman spectra. Besides the coupled amplitudon-
acoustic response, a relaxation contribution is asssumed. 
the paraelectric phase. A clear intensity increase when entering the incommensurate phase 
is observed in the complete spectral range up to 30 c m - 1 . Especially strong, however, 
is the intensity increase below 10 cm" 1 , corresponding to an overdamped or relaxational 
excitation (219 K). For lower temperatures, two shoulders develop at about 9 c m - 1 and 14 
c m
- 1
, which likely correspond to the folded acoustic TA(xz) and LA(zz) modes, as deduced 
in the previous section. 
Besides the expected intensity increase of these FAMs, the low frequency (< 7 c m - 1 ) 
response increases strongly, and becomes underdamped for lower temperatures. Such be­
haviour is characteristic for the amplitudon, which is expected to show a strong frequency 
increase upon lowering temperature, and will be overdamped close to T,. 
An important feature, however, is that not a complete oscillator lineshape, with a shift­
ing maximum, appears in the lower temperature range; the sharp upper edge of the TA(xz) 
acoustic mode, which stays remarkably temperature independent for the upper three curves 
of figure 5.13, seems to be hardly deformed. Such a behaviour is in conflict with the inde­
pendent passing of the amplitudon. 
Therefore, the Raman spectra indicate that the amplitudon and TA(xz) acoustic mode 
at q¡c are coupled, as was found in inelastic neutron scattering. Such a coupling produces 
lineshape deformations from the expected superposition of independent harmonic oscillators, 
and may explain the almost temperature independence of the sharp edge at 9.5 cm - 1 , 
resulting from a weakly temperature dependent acoustic mode. 
The spectra were analysed by using a coupled damped harmonic oscillator model (de-
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from a coupled damped harmonic oscillator analysis of the spectra, as shown in figure 
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scribed in section 4.5.3) for the amplitudon-TA(xz) response (figure 5.13). In order to ac­
count for the relaxation contribution, a weakly temperature dependent relaxation response 
was assumed on the basis of the spectrum at 230 K. A good agreement between the model 
and the spectra is found, especially close to T,. A real coupling constant was assumed, 
and the oscillator strength of the amplitudon is much larger than of the acoustic mode 
(Pampi^Spoc). The damping of the modes are merely temperature independent ( Г
а т р
/ = 2 4 
cm-
1 ) . 
The amplitudon shows a strong frequency hardening in the 1С phase from 8 c m - 1 close 
to T, down to about 22 c m - 1 close to T
c
, as shown in figure 5.14. The oscillator strength 
strongly increases at the same time (figure 5.14) exhibiting a linear temperature dependence 
according to S
amp/ α η
2
 oc (Τ,—Γ). The acoustic phonon shows a slight decrease in frequency, 
as expected, albeit that the frequency is slightly higher than found in the Y(XZ)-Y geometry. 
The analysis shows that some deviations from the observed spectra appear around 20 
c m
- 1
 in the lower temperature range, indicating that the actual behaviour might be more 
complicated. Possible explanations are a coupling of the amplitudon to the LA(zz) phonon, 
which is allowed by symmetry, or the coupling of the amplitudon to the relaxation dynamics, 
as observed for the soft mode in the ferroelectric phase. These mechanisms are not expected 
to change the temperature dependency of the frequency obtained from the presented analysis 
significantly, and have been accounted for in the frequency incertainty. 
The frequencies are comparable to those obtained by neutron scattering just below T,, 
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except that the interaction found by neutron scattering is slightly higher, and of opposite 
sign. The amplitudon temperature dependence can be compared to the soft mode frequency 
changes in the paraelectric phase obtained in the neutron experiments, showing that the 
relative temperature dependences follow ñ=-8.5±2.5, much lower than the predictions for 
purely displacive transitions in </>4-models (Λ=-2). This confirms the indications from fixed 
frequency intensity monitoring in the neutron experiments (previous chapter). 
In conclusion, the Raman study shows the presence of an amplitudon, which shows a clear 
frequency hardening in the incommensurate phase, faster than the zone-center B
u
 optic 
mode. At T
c
, the measurements indicate a small difference between the amplitudon fre­
quency and the ferroelectric zone center 'soft' mode (22 resp. about 28 c m - 1 ) . 
Further, the LA(zz) folded acoustic mode and the amplitudon seem to follow a S¿ oc η2 
temperature dependence of the Raman oscillator strength. 
5.8 Conclusions 
A clear soft mode is observed in connection to the ferroelectric transition in ЗпгРгЗб- A 
strong quasi-elastic scattering is observed in both Sn2P2S6 and S^PaSeß, which reflects 
an order-disorder contribution to the soft mode response. Therefore, the Sn2P2(SeISi_2:)6 
family of proper ferroelectric is a model system to study the unification of order-disorder 
and displacive type of transitions. 
In the incommensurate phase of БпгРгЗев, the amplitudon shows a distinct hardening. 
The amplitudon is overdamped close to the incommensurate phase transition, and interacts 
with the transverse acoustic TA(xz) mode. The study shows that folded acoustic modes 
may be studied in S^PîSes-type crystals. Finally, an anomalous softening of the 16 c m - 1 
Kg mode is observed in the paraelectric phase, related to anharmonic interaction to the Bu 
symmetry zone center part of the soft mode. 
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Chapter 6 
Raman and infrared hard mode 
spectroscopy of the internal 
vibrations of the P2See group in 
Sn2P2Se6 
Abstract 
The high frequency internal valence vibrations of the P2Se6 molecular units in Sn2P2Se6 are 
studied by Raman and infrared hard mode spectrocopy. These internal modes reflect the structural 
changes on a local bond length scale for the phase transition sequence paraelectric-incommensurate-
ferroelectric. Clear frequency and intensity changes arc observed in relationship to the phase 
transitions, in agreement with mode coupling theory and symmetry selection rules. Folded modes 
in the Incommensurate phase are observed as well as deformation induced Raman activity in the 
ferroelectric phase. 
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6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the relationship between the low frequency soft phonon and the 
phase transitions has been discussed. The soft mode reflects the instability in the forces, 
related to the phase transitions. However, it turns out to be difficult to obtain the soft 
phonon parameters uniquely, prohibiting a quantitative correlation to the behaviour of the 
susceptibility and order parameter connected to the transition. This forms a general problem 
in soft mode spectroscopy, when dealing with overdamped or deformed soft phonon responses 
(see the review by Salje [1] and references therein). 
First of all, the amplitudon in Sn2P2See is overdamped in the incommensurate phase, 
and hidden by folded acoustic modes; secondly, an additional low frequency wing obscures 
the soft mode response in both the ferroelectric and incommensurate phases, which is a 
signature that order-disorder processes accompany the displacive part of the soft mode. 
In contrast, hard modes do not suffer from these disadvantages (see also the reviews by 
Bismayer [2] 1988, and Salje [1], 1992). Their frequency and intensity depend essentially 
on local bond properties, as the correlation lengths involved are very small (typically of 
the order of 2 A); this is connected to rather small dispersion of the internal modes in 
the Brillouin Zone, which allows to treat them as Einstein oscillators. Further, the small 
frequency changes of the hard modes allow to treat them accurately by models based on 
perturbation theory. Salje [1] showed that a local atomic (microscopic) approach is consistent 
with the phenomenological Landau treatment of hard mode changes developed by Dvorak 
and Petzelt [3], discussed furtheron. 
Therefore, the high frequency valence vibrations of the P2Se6 molecular groups in Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 
are investigated as a function of temperature by Raman and Infrared spectroscopy. 
6.2 Experimental introduction 
Polarized Raman scattering experiments were performed in the range 5-1000 c m - 1 in backscat-
tering geometry using a DILOR XY triple grating spectrometer. As a light source a diode 
laser was used at λ = 804 nm. The incident illumination power was about 5 ^ y and the 
detection resolution 2 c m - 1 . The Y- and Z-cut crystals were grown by a vapour transport 
method, and polished optically flat. 
Infrared reflection measurements on a Bridgman grown Y-cut Sn2P2Se6 single crystal 
have been performed in a frequency range between 15-1000 c m - 1 with an incident angle of 
about 11°. The resolution of the Bruker IFS 113v Fourier Transform Spectrometer was set 
to 3 c m - 1 . The temperature was varied with a He-flow cryostat (Oxford CF1104) in the 
temperature range between 160 К - 295 К, at a stability to within 0.2 K. The IR radiation 
was polarized along the X-axis using a commercial metal grid polarizer. Reference spectra 
were obtained on a 0.5 μπι thick gold mirror evaporated on glass. 
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Figure 6.1: Correlation diagram of the P2Seg molecular group in the crystal (Сгл), 
showing the correlations of the high frequency internal vibrations. 
6.3 Results and discussion 
The high frequency vibrations of Sn2P2Se6 around 450 c m
- 1
 are related to the internal 
movements of the molecular [PîSeeJ^-groups, in particular to the dynamically correlated 
stretchings of the (two) PSes pyramids which form the molecule. In figure 6.1 the correlation 
diagram for the internal vibrations of the [PjSee]4-- in the Sn2P2Se6 crystal is depicted. 
One may imagine these to be built of the two PSe3 pyramids (C3t,-symmetry) stacked 
to each other while rotated by 60° about the connecting P-P bonding axis, resulting in D.-w 
symmetry for a free molecule (figure 6.1). 
Out of the vx and the i/3 vibrations of the free molecule (apart from the low frequency 
vibrations) the four internal vibrations V\, v$, 1/7 and і/ю (D3¿; corresponding to 6 of the 
18 degrees of freedom of the molecular group) belonging to the valence vibrations of РгЭее 
can be constructed. In the crystal the site symmetry of the molecular group is reduced to 
Î (C,) in the paraelectric phase (and in first approximation in the 1С phase). The doubly 
degenerate El-vibrations therefore split into a i/^\A) and a ι/'2'(Λ) component in the crystal. 
Further, the actual crystal contains two (equivalent) [ P 2 S e 6 ] 4 - groups (factor group C | A 
in the PE phase), which are symmetry related by the glide plane σ/,. This may induce 
Davydov splittings resulting in a two fold splitting related to in-phase (A) and out-of-phase 
(B) movements of the two [РгЭеб] molecules. 
The normal vibration symmetry decomposition of the internal stretchings of the PSea-
groups can be derived. In the PE phase we obtain: 
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Г„,б = ЗД, + ЗВ
д
 + ЗА
и
 + ЗВ
и
 (6.1) 
in agreement with previous determinations [4. 5] (figure 6.1). Here, the gerade modes 
3.4j + ЪВ3 are Raman-active and the ungerade modes 3.4U + 3ß„ infrared active. In the 
FE phase the center of mass of the P2Se6 molecule is at a general position. The inversion 
symmetry and the two-fold axis have disappeared, and the two molecules are only related 
by the glide plane aj,. The high frequency modes are in the ferroelectric phase decomposed 
as: 
Г
и о
 = 6Á + 6Λ" (6.2) 
In principle, the complete multiplet of u
x
 and
 ъ
 at k=0 can thus be examined using two 
Raman geometries (A' and A") in the ferroelectric phase, allowing to probe the crystal field 
splittings and dynamical correlation effects (Сз„ —> D3c¡ and D3¿ —> С ^ ) for all modes i/t, 
i/5, vi and v\0 by Raman scattering alone. 
In figure 6.2 the temperature behaviour of the Raman spectra in the range 420-520 c m - 1 
in the Y(XX)-Y (Ag,A') geometry is drawn, corresponding to internal valence vibrations 
of the P2See. Light propagation direction along the unique axis Y has as advantage, that 
birefringence should be absent. No modes have been observed in the spectral range above 
500 c m - 1 . The nearest lower mode is at 220 c m - 1 , corresponding to the P-P internal 
vibration. 
In the paraelectric phase three clear modes at 445, 455 and 484 c m - 1 are observed, which 
change little as function of temperature. Further, a weak shoulder on the 455 c m - 1 line can 
be seen at 458 c m - 1 . Its intensity is approximately constant when lowering the tempera­
ture in the paraelectric phase, as are the other modes' intensities. In the incommensurate 
phase (193 К < T<221 К), however, its intensity shows a remarkable increase, whereas 
the neighbouring 455 c m - 1 mode is, relatively, strongly reduced, as is the 445 c m - 1 mode. 
The position of these internal vibrations are close to those obtained in similar compounds, 
such as T l 4 P 2 Se 6 [6], P b 2 P 2 S e 6 [7], M 2 P 2 S e 6 (M=Mg,Ca,Ba) [8] and Hg 2 P 2 Se 6 [9]. In all 
these crystals, the P2See valence vibrations were found in the range 440-511 c m
- 1
 at room 
temperature. 
The total intensity shows a clear decrease. This was also observed for the PP-vibration, 
which can be expected to be mainly independent of the temperature, since all PP-pairs are 
well separated, and mainly the relative P-P stretching movements composes the vibration 
[10]. The PP-pairs are therefore expected to be only indirectly coupled to the other pairs, 
and relatively weakly influenced by the deformations induced by the Sn-displacements. 
The change could partially be related to changes in the experimental conditions. Alter­
natively, it can be due to a change in resonance contributions to the Raman intensity. A 
diminishment of the latter can be expected, since the band gap becomes larger upon lower­
ing temperature. A RRS experiment was performed in the range 1.44-1.67 eV in Y(XX)-Y 
geometry, in which the intensity of the P P line was normalized to the strong 665 c m - 1 vibra­
tion of CS2(/). Indeed an gradual intensity increase for excitation wavelengths approaching 
the band gap ( E
s
= 1.74 eV) was observed, followed by a sharp intensity decrease near the 
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band gap at room temperature (E>1.63 eV). 
The highest frequency (Ag,A')-modes (the highest four in the ferroelectric phase, in the 
range of 460-490 c m - 1 ) in general seem to become relatively more intense upon lowering 
the temperature, in comparison to the two lower frequency modes, which suffer a strong 
intensity reduction in the ferroelectric phase. Such a behaviour is similar to the intensity 
changes in the iso-structural ferroelectric БпгРгЯб (probed in Y(ZZ)-Y geometry) of the 
corresponding P2S6 vibrations around 550 c m - 1 . [11] 
In order to analyse the data quantitatively, the spectra were carefully fitted to Lorentzian 
response functions (valid since ω$ ~Э> 7); four phonons in the paraelectric and incommen­
surate phases and six phonons in the ferroelectric phase were assumed to be present. The 
Raman activity of a fourth active /4
s
-mode in the paraelectric phase (at 455 c m - 1 ) is not 
expected from the crystal symmetry, however, its activity may be induced by disorder. In­
deed in the infrared measurements a B
u
 mode exists, which shows a qualitatively similar 
frequency evolution. 
Similar disorder-indu red Raman activity has been found previously in for example KDP [12], 
and indications for (local) non-centrosymmetry in the high temperature phase are found for 
the iso-structural S^PîSe [11]. A recent X-ray structure determination [13] of Sn2P2Se6 
indeed shows a disorder of the Sn2+-cations. In figure 6.2 the lineshapes obtained in the fits 
have been plotted separately as well, to show the hard mode behaviour more clearly. 
Fig. 6.3 shows that the obtained stretching frequencies of the (Ag,A') internal vibrations 
exhibit distinct changes in the temperature dependences upon lowering the temperature in 
the incommensurate phase. In the ferroelectric phase the two higher frequency modes are 
accompanied by a mode at somewhat higher frequency, which only becomes Raman-active 
in the ferroelectric phase. 
In general, the modes are seen to harden in the ferroelectric phase, except for the tem-
perature range just below the lock-in phase transition (between about 180-193 K), where 
the 455 cm - 1 mode, and possibly the 484 c m - 1 mode, reveal an anomalous softening. This 
softening is lifted at lower temperatures, where again a hardening is observed. 
The valence vibrations of the molecule have also been studied in the Z(YX)Z (B5,A") 
and Z(XX)-Z (Aj,A') geometries for comparison (Fig. 6.4). It is found at room temperature 
that the same frequencies are observed, showing that dynamical (Davydov) coupling of the 
valence vibrations of the two molecules in the unit cell is very small. Further, the frequency 
dependence of the modes in the (B5,A") geometry is very similar to the dependence in figure 
6.3. This shows that the mode changes upon the phase transitions are dominated by changes 
in the (local) crystal field. 
It should be noticed that the relative mode intensities in spectra in the Z(XX)-Z (A9,A') 
geometry are clearly different than in the Y(XX)-Y ( AS,A') geometry, as shown in figure 6.4, 
where the spectra in the Z(XX)-Z geometry are plotted for four different temperatures. At 
room temperature, the 454 c m - 1 dominates the Z(XX)-Z spectra. In the incommensurate 
phase, it almost completely exchanges intensity with the neighboring 460 cm_1-mode, similar 
to the Y(XX)-Y geometry. At low temperatures in the ferroelectric phase the 460 cm"1-
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Figure 6.2: a) Raman response of the internal valence vibrations of P2Seg~ in S^PîSee 
in the Y(XX)-Y geometry at various temperatures (T;=221 K; Tc=193 K). b) Damped 
Harmonic Oscillator Fits of the spectra shown in a, showing clear intensity redistribu-
tions and frequency shifts of the modes in the incommensurate phase and ferroelectric 
phase. 
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Figure 6.3: Stretching frequencies of the internal valence vibrations of Sn2P2Se6 in the 
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in the Z(XX)-Z geometry at various temperatures. 
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mode dominates the spectrum even more strongly. At low temperatures, an additional 
mode at 438 c m - 1 becomes active, not or hardly observed in the other two geometries, but 
which is seen in the infrared measurements (Bu) in all three phases. The paraelectric and 
incommensurate modes in the Z(XX)-Z geometry are similar to those found in the same 
geometry in a (Pb0.5Sno.5)2P2Se6 crystal. 
The internal modes in the frequency range around 450 c m - 1 have also been studied using 
infrared spectroscopy. The infrared reflection was determined in the range between 15-1000 
c m - 1 . At the low frequency side, the reflection was extrapolated with a constant response, 
whereas at the high frequency side a slowly dropping reflection extrapolation from R=0.25 
at 1000 c m - 1 down to zero at about 20,000 c m - 1 was used. Subsequently, a Kramers-Kronig 
analysis has been performed. The obtained real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function 
e and £ in the frequency range 410-490 c m - 1 as function of temperature are plotted in figure 
6.5. No higher modes are observed. The closest lower frequency mode is seen at about 310 
cm - 1 . 
Three B„-modes are observed in the paraelectric phase, whereas a fourth becomes active 
in the ferroelectric phase. The temperature dependence of the Ba-frequencies has been 
plotted in figure 6.6. Clearly they show pronounced shifts upon passing the transitions, 
qualitatively similar to the Raman-active modes. In contrast to the upper three modes in 
the ferroelectric phase, the lowest mode decreases in frequency. 
6.3.1 Theory 
In our experiment, clear anomalous frequency and intensity variations of the internal modes 
with temperature are observed, when passing from the paraelectric to the incommensurate 
phase, and, furtheron, upon entering the ferroelectric phase. The temperature dependencies, 
observed in the Raman and Infrared experiments, are characteristic for coupling between 
modes. 
A phenomenological model, relating mode-parameter changes to structural deformations 
for structural phase transitions, has been developed by Dvorak and Petzelt [3]. Three types 
of modes were considered; first, a non-active non-degenerate mode in the high-temperature 
('symmetric') phase, which becomes active in the distorted phase, secondly, degenerate pairs 
of active modes, which split upon the transition, and finally, non-degenerate active modes. 
In the distorted phase, the energy terms expressed in the normal vibrations of the parent 
phase include additional terms, related to the coupling of the modes: 
M^Wa^Q^^QiF (6.3) 
where Q; are the normal coordinates in the parent phase, atJ are bilinear coupling constants, 
ef is the effective charge related to the coupling of the probe to the excitations, and F the 
experimental probe field. Additional terms in the thermodynamic potential of the parent 
phase (for example Ъ^кЯ>Яз and < W Q ? ) т а У result in non-zero coefficients a t J (j φ i) and 
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Figure 6.5: Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function in the range 410-490 
cm - 1 , reflecting the response of the (Bu, A')-valence vibrations of Sn2P2Se6 in its 
three phases. 
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observed in IR-reflection. 
δα„. The former couples two normal parent phase modes, wheras the second renormalizes a 
normal mode's properties according to the temperature dependence of the order parameter 
r/(T). These interaction terms lead to changes and redistributions of the mode frequency 
and intensities following ¿ a n Q 2 , a 4 Q t Q j and a,kQ,Qk, in which Q, and Q¡ are modes of 
the same symmetry type in the parent phase, and Qk is of another symmetry type in the 
parent phase. Symmetry considerations in (p+2)th order show that only when the character 
[r(7?)]p®r(Qj)®r((32) contains the identity representation, the two modes may couple. This 
determines the value of p. An application of the theory to Sn2P2Se6 shows that for p = l 
modes of different symmetry may couple: T{Ql)®T(Q2)=Ag®Qv. and BS®A„. Modes of the 
same symmetry (e.g. h.g®hg) follow a p=2 process, e.g. for diagonal couplings. 
Dvorak and Petzelt deduced that the intensity and frequency changes obey Аш2(Т) « 
η
ρ(Τ) and ΔI(T) oc. AS(T) oc ηρ(Τ), in which AS is the oscillator-strength of the vibration, 
with in most cases p = l , or 2. Salje [1] showed that the full expression for the frequency 
changes is Δ ω 2 ( Τ ) = Aif(T)+Βη2ρ(Τ), with the A term for diagonal coupling, and а В term 
in case of indirect coupling. For active parent phase modes, A > > В is usually obeyed, wheras 
for inactive modes and degenerate modes the terms with coefficient В dominates in most 
cases. Therefore, the frequency and intensity changes are expected to follow Αω2(Τ)<χη2(Τ) 
in Sn2P2Se 6. 
The predicted temperature dependences of Δ ω 2 and Δ / are in principle only valid in a 
limited range near the phase transition, since a perturbative approach is used. Nevertheless, 
in many crystals, it was succesfully applied to quite broad temperature ranges. 
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6.3.2 Analysis 
Here, the temperature dependences predicted by theory, described in the previous section, 
have been tested for the modes observed in the Y(XX)-Y {Ag,A') geometry. The integrated 
intensity has been taken, as it is proportional to the oscillator strength [3] , strictly valid if 
jj^ <S 1 (here typically 0.3). Since — is at most 6 %, we compared Δω to the behaviour 
of the order parameter η instead of Δ ω 2 . Therefore, we plotted some of the temperature 
dependences of the frequency ω,(Τ) and frequency changes Δω, = ω,(Τ) — ω,ο(Τ), where 
ω,ο is the normal temperature behaviour of the modes, obtained by linear extrapolation of 
the frequency dependencies in the paraelectric phase to lower temperatures, as well as the 
intensity changes (figure 6.7). 
As can be seen from figures 6.3 and 6.7-6.9 the frequency of the modes 1, 2 and 3 of the 
paraelectric phase increases and the mode 4 decreases in the incommensurate phase. 
In the incommensurate phase a linear frequency shift as function of temperature is 
present for all four modes. This temperature behaviour is qualitatively similar to the tem­
perature behaviour of the spontaneous deformation [14] and birefringence [15] in Sn2P2Se6, 
where a linear increase in the incommensurate phase is observed. At the lock-in transition 
a discrete jump is observed, followed by a gradual increase in the ferroelectric phase. 
The linear behaviour in the incommensurate phase shows that both the dilatation and 
hard modes follow changes according to ?72(T), since the order parameter follows quite 
closely a mean field-like temperature dependence: η ос (Τ, — Τ ) 0 5 . The theory explains 
the modes' frequency and intensity changes in the incommensurate phase very well. The 
temperature behaviour of the order parameter in the three phases has been derived here 
from the temperature behaviour of the spontaneous deformation. 
In the ferroelectric phase, a clear simularity to the evolution of the polarisation is ob­
served. However, in contrast to a discrete jump at the lock-in phase transition, Δω varies 
almost continuously with temperature around T
c
 for part of the modes. This indicates a 
relationship to the amplitude of the order parameter in the incommensurate phase, which 
shows a much smaller jump at T
c
. At Τ£+), the amplitude of the modulation corresponds 
to 0.9 PS(TC) [14], where V, (T c ) is the spontaneous polarization at T^~' in the ferroelectric 
phase. The expected frequency-jump for the modes can therefore be estimated to be only 
0.19Δω/ρ, where Δω/c is the excess frequency-change of the mode in the incommensurate 
phase. We use this to test such a description of the modes' changes. 
The dilation measurements [14] are used to obtain the temperature behaviour of the 
mean averaged square of the polarisation <η2 >, from which the temperature dependence 
of squared amplitude of the modulated polarisation η2 can be obtained, relative to the 
variation of P 2 (T) in the ferroelectric phase. 
In figures 6.7-6.9 the temperature dependence of the frequency and intensity of part of the 
Raman active valence vibrations have been plotted and analyzed according to a rç2(T) (solid 
line), or to the average <η2 > ( T ) , behaviour (dashed line). The frequency shifts of the 445 
c m
- 1
 and 483 c m - 1 modes follow clearly a dependence proportional to <η2 >(T), whereas 
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Figure 6.7: Frequency and Intensity of the valence vibration at 445 c m - 1 in Sn2P2Se6 
in the Y(XX)-Y geometry. The paraelectric parameter extrapolations to lower tem­
peratures have been subtracted to obtain the changes, which are compared to the 
behaviour of the (amplitude of the modulated) polarisation η2 (solid lines) or average 
squared polarisation < η2 >(dashed lines), obtained from dilatation measurements 
[13]. 
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Figure 6.8: Frequency and Intensity of the valence vibration at 458 c m - 1 in Sn2P2Se6 
in the Y(XX)-Y geometry (as in figure 6.7). 
the 458 c m - 1 mode and the center of gravity of the 483 cm - 1 -pair follow ar/ 2(T) dependence. 
The 454 c m " 1 mode (shown in figure 6.3) follows a more complex variation upon transition 
to the ferroelectric phase. 
Further, the intensity follows in general a dependence approximately according to η2(Ύ) 
(modes 445 c m - 1 , 454 c m - 1 and 483 c m - 1 ) . In all cases, a linear dependence for the 
parameter changes in the incommensurate phase has been found. The observations show 
that the parameters obey the phenomenological theory of Dvorak and Petzelt in a broad 
temperature range, even partially in the ferroelectric phase. 
Α Δω oc η2 dependence has also been observed for some of the hard modes in thiourea 
[16], which is a related compound. Similar to thiourea (SC(NH2)2) and NaNCb, the space-
group Pn of the ferroelectric phase in Sn2P2Se6 is equitranslational with the paraclectric 
space group P2i/n. Therefore, the order parameter is one-dimensional, excluding Lishitz 
gradient invariants. The Landau energy expansion in powers of the order parameter [17] 
predicts a temperature dependence η oc (Τ, — Τ ) 1 / 2 in the incommensurate phase (Sannikov 
and Levanyuk [18]). Therefore, in both SC(NH2)2 and Sn2P2Se6 the observed Δ ω oc η2 
dependence corresponds to a linear variation on temperature. 
In figure 6.7 and 6.8 the intensity-dependences y— are depicted. The intensities I have 
been normalized to the observed intensity Ipp of the P P internal vibration (at about 220 
c m
- 1 ) , which is the nearest, relatively strong mode. The PP-vibration can be expected to 
be mainly independent of the temperature. 
The intensities of the internal modes (420-500 c m - 1 ) show similar changes in the incom­
mensurate and the ferroelectric phase as the mode frequencies (figure 6.7,6.8). Clearly, the 
relative intensity changes are much more pronounced than the frequency changes. 
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Figure 6.9: Frequency of the valence vibrations at 483 c m - 1 in БпгРгЭеб in the Y(XX)-
Y geometry (as in figure 6.7). Open circles denote the center of gravity behaviour in 
the ferroelectric phase. 
The temperature behaviour of y— show clear exchange behaviour, since the intensity of 
the modes 445 c m - 1 and 454 c m - 1 decrease, whereas the modes around 460 c m - 1 show a 
strong intensity increase in the ferroelectric phase of the same opposite order. 
Folded modes 
Besides the appearance of new Raman active modes in the ferroelectric phase, indications 
for additional Raman activity was found in the incommensurate phase. The modes 485 
c m
- 1
 and 445 c m - 1 , which could be fitted rather independently in the incommensurate 
phase, show strong changes upon entering the incommensurate phase, which continues into 
the ferroelectric phase. The damping of the 445 c m - 1 and 483 c m - 1 modes showed an 
anomalous linear increase of the line-widths in the incommensurate phase. This indicates 
the additional activity of another mode at about the same frequency, which is attributed to 
mode folding [19]. A symmetry analysis in the incommensurate phase has been performed 
by van Loosdrecht et al. [5], following the superspace approach outlined by Janssen [20] 
and Currat and Janssen [21]. Since higher harmonics of the modulation waves are weak, 
only modes with к = 0, ±q have been accounted for, resulting in the following symmetry 
decomposition of the internal РгЭее vibration at the Г point 
Г,* = 12A3 + l2Bg + 12A. + 12ßu (6.4) 
which shows a doubling of the Raman and infrared active modes. 
Therefore, the additional activity in the A3 geometry is determined by modes A3(£ = 
±<j and Bu(k = ±q) (corresponding to A' branches of the paraelectric phase), whereas 
mode activity in the same geometry in the ferroelectric phase is determined by Ag(k = 0) 
and Bu(fc= 0) zone center modes of the paraelectric phase, which correlate as Ag,Bu—»A'. 
Therefore the additional activity for the 445 c m - 1 and 483 c m - 1 modes is different for the two 
phases. The similarity of the damping evolution in the incommensurate and ferroelectric 
phases for the 445 cm"1 mode indicate that the 447 c m - 1 B„-mode (RT), observed in 
- ~ 1 
E 
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infrared measurements, becomes Raman-active in the incommensurate (B
u
(k = iq)) and 
ferroelectric (B
u
(fc= 0)) phases. 
Correlations of the type А
а
,В
и
—> A' occur, which show additional coupling effects, as can 
be seen in the following cases. 
In both infrared and Raman an activation of the 466 c m - 1 mode is observed in the fer­
roelectric phase, which shows a clear intensity exchange in Raman with the lower frequency 
454 c m - 1 mode, whereas in IR the mode only acquires a weak intensity. 
The 442 c m - 1 (Ag) and 438 c m - 1 (B„) modes seem to repel eachother; the latter becomes 
active in the Z(XX)-Z (A') geometry in the ferroelectric phase at low temperature. 
Finally, we discuss the nature of the observed mode coupling effects in relationship to 
the structural changes. 
In the БпгРгЗев crystal the [РгБеб]4 - anions are coupled to each other by Sn-Se bonds, 
as there are two symmetry related [P2Se 6 ] 4 - anions in the unit cell. Consequently the 
vibrations of these molecular units are sensitive to the behaviour of the Sn 2 + ions, whose 
displacements contribute dominantly to the spontaneous deformation. Two effects may be 
expected: first, the movement of the Sn-cation will change the dynamical coupling of the 
two P2Se6 anions in the unit cell, and secondly, the movement results in a reduction of 
the site symmetry, which gives rise to corresponding deformations of the anions [13], and 
consequent frequency changes and splittings of degenerate modes. Only the second effect is 
of importance, since Davydov splittings are small. 
The clear temperature dependencies of the P2See-hard modes could indicate that also the 
P2Se6-groups play an important role in the mechanism of the phase transition. The relative 
frequency changes are namely of the same order as in thiourea (0.3-2.3 %) [16, 22], where 
the rotation of the NH2 molecules are important in the description of the phase transition 
mechanism. 
Further, the appearance of two additional lines in the ferroelectric phase demonstrates 
the effect of the change in site symmetry on the anion [РгБее]4 -, centrosymmetrical in the 
paraelectric phase, which becomes clearly distorted in the ferroelectric phase. 
The main changes between the paraelectric and ferroelectric phase are related to a shift 
of the Sn-atoms along the a-axis, relative to the PïSe6 molecular units. This results in a 
deformation of the P2Se6 units, and changes in the bond strength and directions of Sn-Se 
bondings [13]. The distortions of the РгЗе 6 units in the ferroelectric phase, observed in 
X-ray structure determination, are relatively modest in comparison to the Sn-movements: 
typically of the order of 1 % for the P-Se bond lengths, and up to 4 % in the molecular 
angles. We observe here a change in frequency of typically 1-2 c m - 1 , with a large 6 c m - 1 
shift (1.3 %) for the 458 c m - 1 mode. 
6.4 Conclusions 
In short, the valence vibrations of the РгБев molecular units in ЗпгРгЭее have been studied. 
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The clear frequency and intensity changes result from the local deformations of the crystal 
lattice, leading to crystal field effects. The P2Se6 units can be considered as independent, 
which supports the previous conjecture for certain М^РгЭев crystals based on unpolarised 
Raman spectroscopy on similar compounds by Brockner et al. [6] —[9]. 
Clear coupled mode behaviour is thus observed, with quadratic dependences on the order 
parameter, as predicted from theory. Α Δ ω 2 ( Τ ) oc η(Τ) dependence was not observed, in 
contrast to some of the modes in thiourea. The similarity of the changes in Sn2P2Se6 
and thiourea shows that for this crystal class, the hard mode theory outlined here, as well 
as the pseudospin-lattice model (more suitable for order-disorder behavior) described by 
Winterfeldt [4] can be used. Further, in both types, the frequency and intensity changes are 
similar, with relatively large effects on the modes' intensities. A temperature dependence 
η oc (Γ, — Γ ) 1 ' 2 was found in the incommensurate phase for both compounds. 
The mode changes observed here are quite similar to the iso-structural Sn2P2Se, in which 
only a direct second order paraelectric to ferroelectric phase transition occurs at ambient 
pressure. It would be interesting to correlate the details of the frequency changes to a 
microscopic dynamic calculation of the Sn2P2Se6-'molecule', incorporating the structural 
changes obtained in X-ray structure determinations. A comparison of both compounds 
might elucidate the origin of the frustration in (short range) forces which are believed to 
induce an incommensurate phase. 
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Chapter 7 
Memory effect in the incommensurate 
phase of Sn2P2See 
Abstract 
The memory effect in the incommensurate phase of the semiconducting ferroelectric Sn2P2Se6 is 
studied by dielectric measurements. The mechanism of the memory effect is associated with the 
pinning of the incommensurate modulation by a charged, most probably dipolar defect density 
wave. It is suggested that a defect density wave is formed by a recharging of certain ions in the 
crystal lattice. The spatial distribution of the defects is defined by the population of trapping 
levels in the bandgap. 
Comparison of the shape and temperature behaviour of the memory effect anomaly to theory 
and additional experiments, such as measurement of the depolarization current and determination 
of the activation energy of the charge carriers by various techniques, combined showed that the 
memory effect is mainly due to the modulated population of the charge carriers on trapping levels 
in the band gap. 
MM Maior, Th Rasing, SWH Eijt, PHM van Loosdrecht, H van Kempen, SB Molnar, 
Yu M Vysochanskii, S F Motrij and V Yu Slivka, J Phys Condens Matter 6, 11211, (1994) 
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7.1 Introduction. 
One of the most fascinating non-equilibrium phenomena, characteristic of incommensurate 
systems is the memory effect. If a crystal is kept in the incommensurate (1С) phase at 
a certain stable temperature T" during a sufficiently long time, then on repassing this 
temperature anomalies of various physical properties are observed. This is caused by the 
pinning of the incommensurate modulation in a temperature range around T* with fixed 
wave vector within the 1С phase. The memory effect has been observed in various 1С systems, 
including proper and improper ferroelectrics [1, 2, 3]. It was most thoroughly studied in 
thiourea [2]. In all cases the cause of the effect has been attributed to the coupling of 
mobile defects to the modulation order parameter [4], forcing the defects to diffuse in the 
1С modulated potential. However, the nature of the defects remains unknown. Moreover, 
it was concluded from an optical study of the memory effect in quartz that the mobile 
defects model cannot explain all features [5]. It was assumed in that study that the local 
reorientation of defects in the field of the 1С wave plays an essential role in the mechanism 
of the memory effect. 
It has recently been shown that the memory effect in the semiconducting ferroelectric 
ЗпгРгЭее is significantly affected by light [6, 7]. This suggests a considerable role of charge 
carriers in the memory effect, and not the diffusion of mobile defects. 
In the present chapter we examine the role of these charge carriers and we will show that 
the memory effect is associated with a spatially inhomogeneous (modulated) filling of trap 
levels in the bandgap with charge carriers. The investigations have been carried out using 
a dielectric technique. 
ЭіігРгЗеб is one of the proper ferroelectrics which show an incommensurate phase. An in­
commensurate phase is observed between the temperatures TC=193K and T,=221K. The av­
erage structure corresponds to the high temperature paraelectric phase (space group P2i/c) 
and the modulation vector q2 varies between 0.08 c* and 0.071 c*. At the lock-in phase 
transition at T
c
 the crystal becomes ferroelectric with space group Pc . 
7.2 Experimental 
The experiments have been carried out on two [100] oriented samples with typical size 2 x 2 x 1 
m m
3
 cut from S^PîSee crystals grown using vapour transport and Bridgeman techniques. 
Gold electrodes were evaporated on the (100) faces. The S^PjSee crystals grown by these 
two methods differ essentially in electroconductivity. In particular, the Bridgeman type 
sample used in the experiment had a specific conductivity at room temperature of about 
10 - 1 0 (Ohmcm) - 1 , while the conductivity of the vapour transport type sample was about 
10~7 (Ohmcm) - 1 . Because of this difference in electroconductivity the influence of semi-
conducting properties on the memory effect can be investigated without incorporating the 
undesirable effects usually connected with illumination of the sample. Most important are 
the inhomogeneity of sample illumination, temperature gradients and photoinduced space 
charge near the electrodes. In the following we shall only focus on the vapour transport 
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crystal because the memory effect in the high ohmic Bridgeman type crystals remained very 
weak even after keeping the sample at a stable temperature during the very long time of 15-
17 hours. In contrast, the vapour type crystal exhibits pronounced anomalies in the vicinity 
of the stabilization temperature after keeping the sample at this temperature during the 
relatively short time of 10-15 minutes. 
The two kinds of crystal differ also noticable in other properties. For instance, crystals of 
the Bridgeman type exhibit a very large domain-wall contribution to the dielectric constant 
below the lock-in phase transition, typical for proper ferroelectrics with an incommensurate 
phase. The domain-wall contribution in vapour transport type crystals in contrast is much 
smaller. We suggest that the suppression of the domain-wall contribution in these crystals 
is caused by internal electric fields induced in the screening process of the spontaneous 
polarization or by pinning of the domain walls by space charges accumulating near the 
domain walls. Thermal expansion measurements on the two kinds of sample indicate that 
the quality of the Bridgemann type crystal is worse [8]. The observed deviation of the 
thermal expansion around T, from Landau theory has been suggested to be caused by 
random field type defects. Although the concentration of defects is therefore expected to be 
larger, the memory effect in the Bridgman crystals is very weak. 
The dielectric experiments were performed using a General-Radio 1615-A transformer 
bridge. A measuring frequency of 100 kHz was used in order to suppress the observed 
contribution of a non-fundamental, low frequency polarization mechanism to the dielectric 
susceptibility, presumably caused by the so-called surface dielectric layers. The temperature 
of the samples was stabilized to within ±0.1 К by an Oxford Instruments continuous flow 
cryostat for a long period of time. Continuous cooling (or heating) measurements were 
carried out at a temperature variation rate of approximately 0.2 K/min. 
7.3 Results and discussion 
In Fig. 7.1 the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant of the vapour transport 
Sn2P2Se6 crystal is shown in the vicinity of the stabilization temperature. After the (in this 
case two successive) temperature stabilizations (two) anomalies appear. The locations of 
the anomaly on the cooling and heating curves are shifted in temperature by the magnitude 
of the global temperature hysteresis (see inset of Fig. 7.1). The cooling of the sample down 
into the ferroelectric phase leaves the induced anomalies unaltered. 
In Fig. 7.2 the temperature dependencies of the relative anomalous parts of the dielectric 
susceptibility associated with the memory effect are presented for several stabilization times. 
It is obvious that the amplitude and the width of the anomaly is growing with an increase 
in stabilization time . 
Further, upon an increase in stabilization temperature, the temperature interval AT 
between minimum and maximum of ДеУе'(Т) shows an increase (Fig. 7.3). It was impossible 
to trace this temperature variation up to the 1С phase transition (T,), because of high 
dielectric losses at Τ > 212 К. 
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Figure 7.1: The memory effect in a dielectric measurement after two temperature stabi­
lization during 120 minutes on a heating curve. Inset: the memory effect in a dielectric 
measurement for the Sn2P2Se6 vapour transport type crystal after temperature stabi­
lization at T" on a heating curve during 120 minutes. The dotted lines represent the 
regular behaviour of e'. 
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Figure 7.2: Temperature dependence of the reduced anomaleous part of the dielectric 
susceptibility associated with the memory effect at various stabilization time (T*=196.4 
K). 1 - 15 min., 2 - 45 min., 3 -120 min., 4 -230 min. 
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Figure 7.3: Dependence of the temperature interval AT between the maximum and 
minimum of Де'Д'оп the stabilization temperature. The stabilization time was 120 
min. The solid line is a fit obtained with equation (7.4). 
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Figure 7.4: The variation of the width of the locked phase on heating the sample above 
stabilization temperature. 
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Heating the sample within the 1С phase leaves the memory effect anomaly almost unal­
tered. However, an increase in temperature above T¿ is accompanied by a gradual suppres-
sion of the memory effect anomaly. Finally, heating the crystal above approximately 245 К 
results in a complete disappearance of the memory effect (Fig. 7.4). 
The fact that the memory effect is susceptible to the illumination of the sample [6, 7] 
and the fact that it is much larger in low ohmic than in high ohmic S^P^See crystals, 
both suggest that charge carriers play a dominant role on the memory effect in the crystal 
studied. One can assume that in the course of the trapping of the charge carriers a periodical 
distribution of charged defects is produced. 
In order to examine the role of the charge carriers in the mechanism of the memory 
effect in more detail we have used a depolarization current technique in the following two 
ways. In the first case the sample has been cooled down from temperatures around 250 К 
into the ferroelectric phase in the presence of an applied electric field of 0.8 V/cm. After 
removing the electric field, the sample was connected to an electrometer (Keithley model 
616) and the depolarization current was recorded using a fixed heating rate of about 10 
K/min . In the circuit of the sample, along with the pyroelectric current observed in the 
ferroelectric phase, a thermally stimulated current flows above T
c
, changing its sign within 
the 1С phase, going through the maximum in the vicinity of T, and passing another local 
maximum at temperatures around 230 К (see Fig. 7.5 , curve 1). In the other case the 
sample was cooled down in the presence of an applied electric field from 250 К only into the 
low temperature region of the incommensurate phase. The thermally stimulated current in 
that case is characterized by only one, not very strong, maximum localized within the 1С 
phase (curve 2 in Fig. 7.5). Thus we notice that the maximum of the thermally stimulated 
current at approximately 230 К (which, remarkably, coincides with the range of the strong 
decrease of Δ7 1 of figure 7.4) only occurs in the case when the sample is cooled down into the 
ferroelectric phase. Therefore one can conclude that its nature is not only connected with a 
spatial redistribution of the charge carriers on the traps under the effect of the external bias 
field. The created polarization responsible for the peak of thermally stimulated current at 
230 К has thus an intrinsic nature, associated with the spontaneous ferroelectric polarization. 
In the case of the incommensurate phase the net induced polarization in the sample is 
virtually zero, since the spontaneous polarization has a modulated distribution. Therefore, 
this polarization does not contribute to the thermally stimulated current. The maximum 
on curve 2 in Fig. 7.5 and the corresponding weak shoulder in the same temperature range 
on curve 1 are suggested to be related to the polarization induced by the external bias field. 
Thus from the above discussion it can be concluded that under the influence of the 
spontaneous polarization an electronic polarization is induced in the crystal. 
It is important to notice that the curves of thermally stimulated current are rather 
reproducible, provided that the polarization conditions (voltage across the sample, cooling 
rate) as well as measuring conditions (heating rate) are the same. 
These results from the thermally stimulated current strongly favour the idea of an elec­
tronic nature of the memory effect in S^PjSee. The peak in curve 1 in Fig. 7.5 at approxi­
mately 230 К corresponds to that temperature, the heating above which leads to an abrupt 
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Figure 7.5: Temperature dependences of the thermally stimulated current for two dif­
ferent polarization regimes. Curve 1 was obtained after cooling the sample under the 
bias field into the ferroelectric phase; curve 2 was obtained after cooling the sample 
into the incommensurate phase. 
suppression of the memory effect anomaly (Fig. 7.4). Moreover, the thermally stimulated 
current disappears completely around 240 K, which coincides with the temperature on heat­
ing above which the anomaly vanishes. Unfortunately, because of the presence of the strong 
maximum on the temperature dependence of the thermally stimulated current around T, it 
is not possible to determine the activation energy of the local center responsible for the high 
temperature maximum. 
The presence of a polar direction in the crystal implies that the shape of the potential 
for the spatial distribution of charge carriers on the trap levels is asymmetric. A number 
of effects such as the photovoltaic effect, relaxation currents and even electroconductivity 
result from an asymmetry in the excitation of charge carriers in polar materials [9]. Due 
to the asymmetry a spatial difference in population of the levels appears: the probabil­
ity of excitation of charge carriers along the polarization vector and opposite are different. 
Therefore the modulated spontaneous polarization in the 1С phase can give rise to a mod­
ulated redistribution of charge carriers on the trap levels. The theory of the memory effect 
caused by these trapped charge carriers has been elaborated in [10]. The model is based on 
the appearance of an inhomogeneous density of carriers on the trapping levels due to the 
modulation of the energy of the local center in the band gap. The density of electrons at 
the trapping levels is defined by a homogeneous mo and an inhomogeneous component т ^ 
m = m0 + rni(z) . The inhomogeneous density mi is described by 
mi 
N
c
exp{-$) 
n0+Ncexp(-$) 
amp 
(7.1) 
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where щ is the density of the conduction electrons, N
c
 is the density of states in the con­
duction band and a is the coefficient in the expression U = Uo + aPq, which describes the 
dependence of the interval between the bottom of the conduction band and trapping levels 
on the order parameter P, . 
Without going into the microscopical nature of the electronic polarization we will assume 
that the coupling potential between the modulation order parameter (P,) and the electronic 
induced polarization (P,
n
) is linear. Let us present P,
n
 in the form P
m
 = ТОі(г)Ро, where 
mi(z) is the density of the electrons trapped by the local centers given by (7.1) and Po is 
the effective dipole moment of the recharged centers. Following [2] the coupling potential 
can be written as 
V = V0m(z)PoP,(z)S(q - q') (7.2) 
where q" = q(T') corresponds to the wave number of the sinusoidal modulation of the 
induced electronic polarization. The coupling potential between the modulation order pa­
rameter and the electronic polarization induced during the "writing time" of the memory 
effect can be considered as an Umklapp term. In such an event the temperature interval 
within which the wave number q* is locked is given by [2] 
\/2(VP-2)1/2 
*
Τ
=Ύ-ΦΓ
 ( 7
·
3 ) 
where ζ = ^/q-q. and a is the coefficient in the f(^ff-)2 gradient term in the expansion of 
the thermodynamic potential [11]. Inserting the expressions for the coupling potential (Eq. 
(7.2)) and the density of charge carriers on the trapping level (Eq. (7.1)) into Eq. (7.3)), 
AT can be expressed by 
Г =
 V2 (VoN
c
exp(-Uo/kT)am0Pq/kTy'2 
π α
1 / ^ n0 + Ncexp{-Uo/kT) ( ' ' 
In this formula the time dependence of the density of the recharged centers has not 
been taken into account. It is assumed that Pq ~ (T, — T) 1 / l 2 . A fit of (7.4) to the 
experimental temperature dependence of AT gives {/0 = 0.42 ± 0.01 eV, Л^ = 1 χ 101 9 c m - 3 
and n 0 = 8.9 χ IO
9
 c m
- 3
 as parameters. The magnitudes of N
c
 and no are quite reasonable 
for wide band gap semiconductors. In particular, the parameters obtained coincide very 
closely in magnitude with those used in [10] for theoretical estimates. In close vicinity of T, 
Δ Τ calculated using equation (7.4) shows a drop (Fig. 7.3). Evidently this is caused by the 
temperature dependence of P , which tends to zero as T, is approached. 
From the temperature dependence of the electroconductivity on bias field at Г > T„ the 
activation energy Uo was found to be approximately 0.36 eV. The estimation of the activation 
energy from dc electroconductivity in semiconducting ferroelectrics might deviate because 
of presence of high ohmic surface layers characteristic of these kind of materials [12]. In 
order to avoid this problem we have additionally estimated the activation energy of the 
local centers from temperature-frequency measurements of the complex dielectric constant. 
The frequency measurements have been performed by the General-Radio 1615-A trans­
former bridge at a measuring voltage of about 3 V/cm in the frequency region from 50 
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Figure 7.6: Dependence of the temperature interval Δ Γ between the maximum and 
minimum of the Δί/e'on the stabilization time (T*=196.4 K). 
Hz to 100 kHz. Above the lock-in phase transition the dielectric constant exhibits a dis­
persion spread throughout a wide frequency region typical for relaxation. Upon increasing 
temperature, the real part of the dielectric constant at a certain fixed frequency shows an 
increase. Simultaneously, the temperature dependence of the imaginary part of £ exhibits a 
maximum. This maximum shifts upward as the measuring frequency increases. 
The frequency dependence of e and с also shows a behaviour characteristic of a re­
laxation dispersion. The frequency dependence of the dispersion allows to relate it to the 
presence of surface layers. The corresponding equivalent circuit can be presented as a se­
quence of three capacitors with losses. The frequency dependence of the complex dielectric 
constant of such a system is similar to a Debye type dispersion, with the exception that 
e increases with decreasing frequency [13]. By assuming an Arrhenius-type relaxation fre­
quency behaviour (ш
т
 = u0e~
u/kT ) the activation energy can therefore be determined. The 
relaxation frequency can be determined from the maximum on the temperature dependences 
of £ at various measuring frequencies . 
Important is that the relaxation frequency for such a three-capacitors equivalent circuit is 
inversely proportional to the resistance of the bulk of the sample, provided that the resistance 
of the surface layers is much larger than the resistance of the bulk and the capacitance of 
all capacitors does not change too much with temperature. 
A fit of the temperature dependence of relaxation time to the Arrhenius equation gives 
an activation energy of the relaxation process U0 = 0.410 ± 0.005 eV (Fig. 7.7), in good 
agreement with the energy of the local center evaluated by fitting of the experimental data 
of Δ Τ to equation (7.4). 
As can be seen from Fig. 7.6, Δ Τ tends to saturate with an increase in the temperature 
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Figure 7.7: The relaxation frequency of dielectric dispersion as function of 1/T (u
m
 was 
determined from the maxima of i' ). The solid line is a fit to the Arrhenius equation. 
stabilization time interval. The solid line in fig. 7.6 is a fit to an exponential variation of 
Δ Γ = 0.49 + 0.79(1 - cxp(-t/r)) with r = 101 ± 8 min. According to the model, in which 
the memory effect is related to the inhomogeneous distribution of charge carriers on the 
trap levels, the time constant τ can be attributed to the charge carrier relaxation on the 
trap levels. The relaxation time is determined by the following equation 
τ = Ыпо + N
c
exp(-Uo/kT))-1 (7.5) 
where η
η
 is the kinetic coefficient [10]. Using no = 8.9 χ 109 c m - 3 , N
c
 = 1 χ IO1 9 c m - 3 and 
UQ = 0.42 eV, T=196.4 К and η
η
 = I O - 1 3 cm3/s (typical for wide band gap semiconductors 
[10]), τ is found to be equal to about 140 min. This value is in quite a good agreement with 
that obtained from the dependence of Δ Γ on writing time, which shows the consistency of 
the description. 
As can be seen from fig. 7.6 the fit of AT(K) extrapolates to a finite value at Δ< —> 0 . 
A similar behaviour has recently been observed in quartz [5]. We believe that the presence 
of some shallower levels (which are characterized by relaxation times much smaller than 
that for the level with LO « 0.42 eV) are the origin of this effect in the Sn2P2Se6 crystal. 
It is important to note that the concentration of defects pinning the incommensurate 
modulation with a wave length of 12-15 elementary cells must be very large: of the order of 
102O-1021 c m - 3 . Such concentrations are only acceptable for 'proper' defects of the crystal 
lattice, thus excluding vacancies or other changes in the topology which would destabilize 
the crystal. The recharging of the ions may be one of the mechanisms in creating this kind 
of defects. In the case of ЗпгРгЭеб one may assume the following mechanism. Free charge 
carriers are localized near the (РгБеб) 4 - anion quasi-molecular groups through the electron-
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Figure 7.8: a) Comparison between the experimental (open circles) and calculated 
(equation (7.6)) (full line) memory effect anomalies, b) Schematical representation 
of the behaviour of the q vector of incommensurate modulation in the vicinity of the 
locked phase ( for description see text). The dashed line corresponds to the experi­
mental temperature dependence of q vector. 
phonon coupling, creating quasiparticles similar to the polaron. However, this is only one of 
the possible configurations which can be generated in the crystal by the recharging effect. 
Partial evidence of the influence of the electronic subsystem on the memory effect has been 
mentioned even in pure dielectric materials, particularly in the [N(CH3)4]2CoCl4 crystal [14]. 
Thus it seems likely that similar kinds of electronic defects responsible for the memory effect 
are rather common for dielectric materials. To prove this suggestion additional investigations 
on different materials are required. 
Let us finally consider in detail the dielectric anomaly due to the memory effect. In 
the theory [2] it is suggested that the q vector is locked at a certain modulation vector q" 
corresponding to the stabilization temperature and remains unchanged in the surrounding 
temperature region. Fig. 7.8 (b) represents schematically the behaviour of the q vector in the 
vicinity of the locked phase. Similar to the theory develloped in [2] it is assumed that q(T) 
varies according to the law q(T) — q"~ ß(T — Te)1^2 upon approaching the temperatures Te 
limiting the locked phase. The width of the locked phase AT is defined as the temperature 
interval between the minimum and maximum of the Δί/ε ' (Fig. 7.2). The Де'/е' function 
has been calculated using 
Ae'_ ξ
 2T-T0 ξ + 2 ,dq 
---(•ξ-Γιητ^τ + ΤΓι) 7 ( 7 · 6 ) 
(with ξ = 4/377<72£?) obtained on the basis of a Landau-Ginzburg free energy expansion [2] 
(where В and η are the coefficients in the 1/4BP* and η/2(γ*-)2Ρ2 terms, respectively). 
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The parameters T 0 =198 Κ , η = 2.8 χ Ю
- 8
 J m 7 C - 4 , В = 3.2 χ IO9 J m 5 C 4 are taken from 
[11]. Eq. (7.6) has been obtained for the case of positive β , that is when the 7/6P 6 term in 
the free energy expansion is neglected. It is assumed that the result of the calculation is not 
significantly affected by this simplification . The experimentally determined temperature 
dependence of q was taken from [15]. The results are shown in Fig. 7.8, indicating that the 
theoretical dielectric anomaly qualitatively agrees with the experimental behaviour, within 
an order of magnitude. 
The discrepancy on a quantitative level may be caused by the following reasons. First, the 
surface layers contribute to a certain extent to the dielectric susceptibility in the Sn2P2Se6 
crystal. Secondly, the coefficients η and В (taken from [11]) used for the calculations can be 
considered as estimates. Nevertheless the derived result indicates that the theory is able to 
describe the memory effect anomaly, and that the parameters used for the calculations are 
quite reasonable. 
7.4 Conclusions 
The memory effect in incommensurate systems has always been associated with a periodic 
modulation in the defect concentration (a defect density wave). However the nature of the 
defects, and consequently the mechanism of the formation of the defect density wave, is not 
entirely known. We have shown that charge carriers play a crucial role in the mechanism of 
the memory effect in S^PjSee- The memory effect is described by a model based on coupling 
of the 1С modulation to the defect density wave [2],[10]. The mechanism of the defect density 
wave formation is attributed to the recharging of ions in the crystal lattice. A quantitative 
agreement in the trapping level energy extracted from the memory effect anomaly and from 
dielectric dispersion measurements is obtained. Since the energy level of recharging ions is 
a quadratic function in the order parameter ( in our case of the polarization), it is evident 
that the charge carriers' spatial distribution is defined by the spatial distribution of the 
polarization. 
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Chapter 8 
Low tempera ture dielectric properties 
of incommensurate ferroelectrics 
(Pb2/Sn1_2/)2P2Se6 
Abstract 
The complex dielectric susceptibility e = e +ií of the incommensurate ferroelectrics (РЬуЭпі-^гРгЗев 
(at y > 0.4) has been studied at various frequencies (0.5 Hz - 100 kHz) in the temperature range 
from 10 mK to 200 K. Three different types of dielectric behaviour are distinguished in the in­
commensurate phase at low temperature. Below 500 mK typical glassy behaviour is observed 
according to the two-level system (TLS) model with a constant density of states. In the range 
from 0.5 К to 7 К the dielectric results are described in the TLS model with an energy dependent 
density of states and above 7 К the dielectric dispersion and associated maximum of 6 result from 
a thermoactivated relaxation. The latter is attributed to the freezing of the relaxation dynamics 
of the incommensurate modulation. 
M M Маюг, S A J Wiegers, Th Rasing, S W H Eijt, F С Penning, Yu M Vysochanskn, S F Motrja 
and H van Kempen, Proc ECAPD-3, Bled, Slovenia, (1996), Ferroelectrics, in press (1997) 
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8.1 Introduction 
There is a large variety of solids which freeze into a disordered phase. The mechanism of 
freezing effect manifests itself in an extreme slowing down of a relaxation process as the 
freezing temperature is approached. An extremely broad distribution of relaxation times 
is characteristic of such systems. In most cases this freezing effect is associated with a 
transition into a glassy phase. On the other hand the freezing process in orientational 
glasses can be considered as a relaxation phenomenon. Although the freezing transition in 
solids is a common phenomenon, its nature and mechanisms are not entirely known. 
Incommensurate systems exhibit a loss of translational symmetry along the wave vector 
of the incommensurate modulation, which renders the properties at low temperature close to 
those of glasses. Some crystals with a stable incommensurate phase at low temperatures [1, 2] 
exhibit a freezing effect, which is very similar to that observed in the crystals undergoing 
orientational freezing like (KBr) i_ I (KCN) I [3], R b 1 _ I ( N D 4 ) r D 2 P 0 4 [4] and ( N H 4 I ) r ( K I ) 1 _ I 
И-
Recently it has been shown that the crystals of (РЬуБпі-^гРгЭеб type exhibit very 
pronounced glassy behaviour of the dielectric properties in the incommensurate phase at 
very low temperatures (below 1 K) [6]. Most of the peculiarities of the dielectric behaviour in 
this temperature region are explained using the phenomenological two-level system tunneling 
model, assuming an energy independent density of states. A crossover from tunneling to a 
thermally activation mechanism is expected as the temperature increases. 
In this paper we study the freezing effect in the incommensurate system (Pbj,Sni_¡,)2P2Se6 
by measuring the dielectric behaviour of these mixed crystals at low temperatures, including 
the crossover temperature region, at low frequencies (0.5 Hz - 100 kHz). 
8.2 Experimental 
The complex dielectric constant was measured along the [100] axis in mixed crystals with 
y=0.40 and y=0.47, grown using a vapour transport technique. Samples with typical di-
mensions 4x4x0.7 mm3 and evaporated gold electrodes have been used. The measurements 
below 1 К were performed on (Pbo.4oSn0.6o)2P2Se6 compound using a dilution refrigerator. 
The measurement technique has been described in detail in Ref. [6]. 
At T > 4.2K the measurements were carried out in a flow cryostat in a quasi-static 
regime with a temperature variation rate of 0.1 K/min. In the temperature region between 
1.2 К and 4.2 К the measurements were performed using a bath cryostat. Low frequency 
measurements from 0.5 Hz to 100 Hz were done with a home-made bridge. The detailed 
description of the bridge design is presented in Ref. [7]. The measurements in the frequency 
range from 35 Hz to 100 kHz were carried out using a General-Radio 1615 capacitance bridge 
and a lock-in amplifier as phase null detector. 
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8.3 Results and discussion 
Figure 8.1 shows the temperature dependence of e in the temperature range from 10 mK 
to 100 К in the reduced form H- = ί ' ( τ ^ ' )
( τ
°
)
 for (Pb0.4oSn0.6o)2P2Se6 at 1 kHz. In the 
right part of the figure it is shown that with increasing temperature ε at first decreases, 
passes a minimum at about 25 mK and then rises again. Above the minimum —f- exhibits 
a logarithmic increase in the temperature range from 60 mK to 500 mK. For T > 500mK 
Щ- increases faster than logarithmic. The imaginary part e" reveals only a very slight 
temperature dependence below 500 mK. However, a substantial increase in e is observed 
above 500 mK, i.e. in the same region where e deviates from a pure logarithmic behaviour. 
Figure 8.2 shows that the temperature dependence of the real and imaginary part of the 
dielectric constant changes radically in the higher temperature range, and reveals a strong 
dispersion as function of frequency. The maximum of e (Τ) at T w l l 2 К corresponds to the 
paraelectric-incommensurate phase transition. At lower temperatures another cusp shaped 
maximum is observed, around which t exhibits a pronounced frequency dependence which 
is associated with a strong peak in с (Τ). The position of this peak in ε (Τ) shifts to higher 
temperatures with higher frequency, which is characteristic of the freezing behaviour as 
observed in glasses. 
In Ref. [6] it is discussed that the dielectric behaviour of (Pbo^sSno.ss^PîSee crystal 
shows glassy behaviour at very low temperatures (below 500 mK): a minimum in Щ- occurs 
which shifts with frequency and a logarithmic temperature dependence of =r- is observed on 
either side of the minimum. Analogous to amorphous materials the changes in the dielectric 
constant in (Pbo.45Sno.55)2P2Se6 with temperature and frequency at very low temperatures 
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have been explained using the tunneling two-level systems model. 
In our investigation, a similar behaviour of ε has been found in the mixed crystal with 
y=0.40 (figure 8.1) at very low temperatures. Here, we will restrict the discussion to the 
high temperature side of the minimum, where the temperature behaviour of Щ- in the TLS 
model is associated with relaxation scattering of electromagnetic waves by two-level systems. 
It can be described by the following relation [8, 9]: 
Δ ί \ а/л f ^ dxP(xkT) fHr
mal/rm,„) dS{l-e-sy/2 
ε Jo cosh2(x/2) Jo 1 + A4anh2(x/2)e2S(xT)-6 
1-RIA\ ( ^ dxP(xkT') Л < * " ~ ' т - > ¿5(1 - e-ψ2 
(
 ' 'Jo cosh2(x/2)Jo 1 + А М 2 < а п Л 2 ( х / 2 ) е 2 5 ( х Г ) - 6 
where the coefficients В = (-2n/27)j%(e + 2)2/c' and A = 2пк4р 2-у-2{к3,£
а
 ~
3)~1ш, ε0 
is the dielectric constant of free space, p 0 is the average microscopic dipole moment of the 
two-level states, η is the coupling constant characterizing the coupling of two-level states 
to phonons and v
a
 is the acoustic velocity for the three phonon polarizations a. For the 
conditions /ιω -С kT and wr
m i n <IC 1 (where r m t n is the minimal relaxation time) and an 
energy-independent density of states P(E)=Po equation (8.1) provides an approximately 
logarithmic increase with temperature 
{^rU ~ ln(T/T0) (8.2) 
ε 
The temperature dependence of Щ-(Т) for the crystal studied shows indeed a logarithmic 
behaviour above T
m m
 in a rather broad temperature range (fig. 8.1). 
In Ref. [6] it has been described that the imaginary part of the dielectric constant ε' 
shows a plateau at T
m i n < Τ < 500 mK and is frequency independent, as expected from the 
two-level systems model. This results from the fact that the number of two-level systems 
ignoring the condition Δο = kT (where Δο is the tunneling splitting) and ωτ — 1 remains 
constant. With an increase in temperature above 500 mK both ε and e deviate from this 
picture. 
In the temperature region where the conditions given above are satisfied the frequency 
dependence of e should obey the logarithmic law 
t ~ ln(T/u>) (8.3) 
The frequency dependences of e and £ at a fixed temperature Τ are shown in figure 8.3. 
It is interesting to note that even at temperatures up to about 7 Κ ε drops logarithmically 
with frequency (in agreement with eq. 8.3) and ε is almost frequency independent. This is 
expected from the tunneling two-level systems model [8] analogous to the case of very low 
temperatures. At higher temperatures ε (ω) deviates from the logarithmic behaviour and 
ε (ω) rises monotonous with frequency. With an increase in temperature above 500 mK 
ε (Τ) starts to rise, but remains frequency independent untili Τ « 7 К (Fig. 8.3). 
It should be noted that the step-like dielectric dispersion previously observed in a 
(Pbo.45Sn0.55)2P2Se6 crystal grown by Bridgman technique [1] in the kHz frequency range 
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is not found here. This dispersion is found not to be caused by a fundamental polarization 
mechanism but by the frequency dependence of the impedance of surface layers. 
The previous observations strongly suggest that quantum-mechanical tunneling is the 
primary mechanism for relaxation of the incommensurate modulation up to approximately 
7 K. The solid line in Fig. 8.1 shows the results of numerical integration of Eq. (8.1) using a 
quadratic form for P(E): P{E) = P 0 ( l + 5 · 10-3(£/Α;Γ)2). The experimental curve and the 
solid line from the numerical calculation are compared in figure 8.1, in which the absolute 
scale difference reflects the magnitude of the coefficient (B*Po) - 1 · It is evident from these 
results that the temperature dependence of e is adequately described by the tunneling model 
with an energy dependent density of states P(E) up to approximately 7 K. 
However, the increase in e as well as the faster than logarithmic decrease in e with 
frequency at T > 7 К (figure 8.3) indicates that a thermally activation mechanism in the 
relaxation becomes essential for higher temperatures. 
Further, the temperature dependence of the real and imaginary part of the dielectric 
constant at various measuring frequencies given in figure 8.2 shows a behaviour characteristic 
of the freezing behaviour as observed in glasses. A similar temperature behaviour of the 
complex dielectric constant is observed in all compounds with y>0.4, with a difference only 
at the high temperature maximum of с (Τ) associated with the paraelectric-incornmensurate 
phase transition. This transition shifts downwards in temperature as у increases. Figure 8.4 
shows the temperature dependence of e and f for (Pbo.47Sn0.53)2P2Se6 for comparison. It 
is clear from figures 8.2 and 8.4 that the shape and temperature of the maximum of ε (Τ) 
hardly depend on the concentration y. 
Analogously to orientational glasses, (PbySni_y)2P2See (y>0.4) crystals reveal a broad 
loss peak (figure 8.2), with a maximum at T
m a i which shifts upwards upon increasing the 
measuring frequency. However, in contrast to orientational glasses [3, 4, 5] the loss peak 
in the crystals studied is strongly asymmetric (Fig. 8.2 and 8.4). It is apparent from the 
previous discussion that this is the result of the crossover from the activated to the tunneling 
behaviour, which is not present near the maximum in the orientational glasses. 
Finally, the main relaxation rate, detected as the measuring frequency at temperature 
Tmax corresponding to the maximum in t (T), exhibits an Arrhenius-type behaviour 
ƒ = fo-exp( — Eb/kT) with barrier energy Еь/к=420 К and attempt frequency f0 = 5 · 101 2 
s
_ 1
 (Fig. 8.5). This demonstrates unambiguously that the relaxation dynamics is due to a 
thermally activated motion. 
The observations above 7 К can therefore all be described well by thermally activation 
processes. Therefore, the temperature of about 7 К can be considered as the crossover 
temperature between tunneling and thermally activation processes. 
What remains is the question on the nature of the thermally activated motion. We 
will argue that it is likely related to uncoupled "discommensurations". First of all, the Pb 
atoms in the cation sublattice can be considered as defects that act as pinning centers for the 
incommensurate modulation. Since the temperature of the maximum ine (Г) is independent 
on the concentration of Pb, it seems clear that the defect-discommensuration interaction does 
not influence the freezing effect. Moreover, a sharp decrease in e below the temperature 
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corresponding to the peak of e in the crystals with y>0.4 is observed in the ferroelectric 
phase in polydomain crystals with y<0.4. This demonstrates the analogy between the 
freezing effect occuring in the system of domain walls and discommensurations. The fact that 
the freezing temperature does not depend considerably on the defect concentration suggests 
that the relaxation occurs on a scale substantially smaller than the distance between defects, 
or that the defects induced by substitution in the cation sublattice in mixed crystals do not 
effect the domain wall or discommensuration configuration directly. That is, the so-called 
weak pinning case occurs [10]. 
In addition, the frequency dependence of e reveals no significant curvature in a double 
logarithmic scale. It can be described by a power law e = ÙJS with a small exponent 
5«0.02 that is only very slightly temperature dependent. This indicates that a description 
of the dispersion in terms of a distribution of relaxation times requires an extremely broad 
distribution function for r . In contrast to the molecular crystals like (KBr^KCN)! -^ [3], 
(NH4l) I(KI)i_ r [5] and R b i - ^ N D ^ j ^ P O . ! [4] in which the glass phase appears due to 
the freezing out of a certain degree of freedom for the molecular motion, the freezing effect 
results here from the freezing of the configurational state of the incommensurate modulation. 
The large variety of possible quasi-equilibrium configuration states of the incommensurate 
modulation gives rise to the observed very broad distribution of relaxation times. 
It should finally be mentioned that the drop of e'(T) in the low temperature region in 
the crystal studied is not completely caused by the shutdown of the relaxation mechanism 
of the polarization since the static dielectric constant e (ω=0) shows a similar behaviour 
(Fig. 8.2). It seems reasonable to say that the decrease in ε with decreasing temperature 
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results from freezing out of the relaxation polarization mechanism and a reduction of the 
polarizability of the crystal structure due to temperature dependence of the occupation of 
phonon states. 
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Chapter 9 
Summary 
In this thesis studies on type II incommensurate crystals are presented. In particular, 
the structure and dynamics of crystals of the SnîPîSee family of proper ferroelectrics is 
investigated by a variety of experimental methods. 
Modulated crystals form an interesting research area for the study of interatomic forces, 
which determine both the crystal structure and the lattice dynamics. Theory and experi-
ment have shown that the complicated incommensurate structure can stabilize because of 
frustration in competing interatomic forces. Ferroelectric transitions usually are anharmonic 
systems. They may result from a change in the balance of local forces, or from an instability 
in the balance between long range and short range forces. 
It is known since long that a close connection between structural phase transitions and 
instabilities in the lattice dynamics exists in many cases. A first experimental observation 
of a soft lattice vibration accompanying a transition appeared in 1929, in light scattering 
experiments on quartz. Since then, structural phase transitions have raised considerable 
interest, mainly related to its origins and the strong variation between the crystal properties 
of the phases, especially close to the transition. Recent interest has in particular focused on 
complicated systems such as quantum paraelectrics (БгТіОз) and glasslike transitions. 
In the last decade, it was discovered that the investigated crystal family has a number of 
interesting properties. The x-T composition-temperature phase diagram of Sn 2 P2(Si_ r Se x ) 6 
exhibits a Lifshitz point close to a tricritical point. Upon substitution of Sn by Pb, the 
ferroelectric and incommensurate phase transitions shift to low temperatures, changing the 
static and dynamic properties. We investigated structural properties of the prototype crystal 
Sn2P2Se6 and examined the origin of the phase transition sequences by a study of the lattice 
dynamical properties. 
The structure of SnjPjSee is studied by X-ray diffraction (chapter 2) and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR, chapter 3). The changes between the ferroelectric and paraelectric struc­
tures are mainly related to the movements of the Sn cations relative to the rigid PîSe6 group, 
resulting in a polarisation close to the α-axis in the ferroelectric phase. The movement is 
perpendicular to the modulation wave vector direction, showing the prime importance of 
the movements for the incommensurate phase formation. The NMR experiments show that 
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the tin atoms experience similarly large deviations in the incommensurate phase close to Tc 
from the paraelectric positions as in the ferroelectric phase. 
Comparison of the structures of Sn2P2Se6 and Sn2P2S6 shows that the movement is 
determined by a competition between long range dipolar forces and short range forces. The 
short ranges forces are stronger in S^PîSee, which in part can be related to the larger 
effective radius of Se compared to S. In the paraelectric phase, a disorder of the Sn atoms 
was resolved by X-ray structure refinement, and shown by NMR to correspond to a dynamic 
process. 
The structural evolution in the incommensurate phase was studied by elastic neutron 
scattering and NMR. The modulation wave vector decreases upon lowering the temperature. 
The intensities of the satellite Bragg reflections show a continuous increase upon entering the 
incommensurate phase, reflecting the growing-iii of the deformation. The incommensurately 
modulated environment of each atom results in continuum resonance frequency distributions 
with the typical edge singularity lineshape observed by 117Sn NMR. The edge singularities 
separate as function of temperature, following a power law with exponent /?=0.45±0.03, 
consistent with neutron and birefringence observations. The deviation from the critical 
exponent /3=0.35, expected in a 3d-XY system, shows that the incommensurate phase is 
only critical in a relatively small temperature range. A value of the exponent close to 1/2 is 
also observed in thiourea, another example of a type II incommensurate system. In contrast, 
NMR investigations have shown that the critical range of type I incommensurate phases is 
typically of the order of 20 K. 
The dynamics of Sn2P2Se6 and Sn2P2Ss is studied by inelastic neutron scattering (chap-
ter 4) and Raman spectroscopy (chapters 5 and 6). The transitions are mainly displacive, 
since soft phonons in both the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases are present. The in-
commensurate phase results from a condensation of a mixed optic-acoustic soft phonon. A 
Landau continuum model has been developed including the optic-elastic coupling, which 
covers the observed dispersion branches in the paraelectric phase of Sn2P2Se6. The model 
shows that the appearance of an incommensurate phase depends sensitively on the optic 
and elastic dispersion behaviour, and the strength of the interaction. This provides a good 
explanation of the appearance of an 1С phase in Sn 2 P 2 Se 6 , and not in Sn2P2S6 where the in­
teraction is not strong enough. The interaction indicates that the incommensurate structure 
has an elastic displacement wave component, similar to N a N 0 2 . 
The relative temperature dependence of the soft mode frequency below the transition 
compared to just above is quite large (R=-7.5±2.5 in Sn 2P 2Se and R=-8.5±2.5 in Sn2P2See). 
This points to an order-disorder contribution to the mainly displacive transition. A Raman 
study of the ferroelectric soft mode response showed a strong quasi-elastic contribution. 
An oscillator coupled to a relaxational degree of freedom model explains the spectral fea­
tures satisfactorily, consistent with the order-disorder effect. It is shown that Sn2P2Se6 
has a relatively larger order-disorder component than Sn 2 P 2 Se, which is in agreement with 
calorimetrie measurements. 
The modulation of the structure has a pronounced effect on the light scattering spectra. 
New modes appear, identified as folded acoustic modes belonging to q=±q¡c- An anomalous 
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frequency decrease of an optic mode of a symmetry different from the soft mode is observed 
in the paraelectric phase, which is caused by additional fluctuations allowed by the disorder. 
The dynamics of the phase transition sequence paraelectric-incommensurate-ferroelectric in 
БпгРгЗев follows a 'classical' pattern, in which a soft mode is observed in the paraelectric 
phase, which obeys a slower temperature dependence than the hardening of the amplitudon 
of the incommensurate phase. In addition, coupling between optic and elastic degrees of 
freedom plays an important role. 
Hard mode Raman and infrared spectroscopy show the effects of the local deformations 
on the dynamics of P2Se6 group, which turn out to be relatively independent from the other 
РгЭев groups. It can be used to study the relationship between structural deformations and 
local bonding properties. 
It is interesting to compare the properties of Sii2P2Se6 to two other type II incom­
mensurate systems, thiourea and NaNCb· The dynamics of NaNCb is characterised by a 
central relaxational component, which narrows critically upon approaching the paraelectric-
to-incommensurate transition. The relaxational dynamics extends broadly in q-space, and 
shows a typical order-disorder behaviour, in particular related to rotational disorder of the 
NO2 molecules. The dynamics of thiourea on the other hand is determined by a soft optic 
mode in the paraelectric phase. In both crystals, clear indications for interactions between 
the soft optic and the elastic degrees of freedom exists: neutron studies of thiourea revealed 
anomaleous soft mode responses, characteristic of mode interaction, and the incommensu­
rate structure of N a N 0 2 consists of an acoustic displacement wave besides a modulated 
occupational polarisation wave. 
Therefore, this thesis shows that Sn2P2Se6 is intermediate between both cases, but is 
mainly displacive with a small disorder compound, and thus more similar to thiourea. 
Finally, in the last two chapters 7 and 8, the influence of charge carriers and low tem­
perature on the properties of the incommensurate modulation is discussed. A study of 
the memory effect in the incommensurate phase of Sn2P2Se6 shows that anomalies in the 
dielectric function appear upon stabilisation of the temperature. They are caused by the 
formation of a modulated density of charge carriers on trap-levels in the band-gap, and 
not by crystal defects such as vacancies. A new phase inside the incommensurate phase is 
stabilised in the temperature range between the anomalies, in which the modulation wave 
vector is locked by pinning to the charge carriers. 
A similar temperature independence of the modulation wave vector occurs in the low 
temperature incommensurate phase of mixed compounds. At low temperatures (T<7 K), 
the dynamics is determined by tunneling between minima of a series of two-level systems 
(TLS), with a broad distribution in energy. At higher temperatures (T>7 K), a transition 
to thermal activation is observed in the dynamics, related to the relaxation of domain-wall 
or discommensuration movements. 
It is clear that the experimental results are useful for the interpretation of the more com­
plicated dynamics around the Lifshitz point and incommensurate phases at low temperature, 
where quantum mechanical effects are expected to play a role of importance. The Sn2P2See 
family is a model system to study order-disorder effects in mainly displacive transitions. 
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Chapter 10 
Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift worden studies naar type II incommensurabele kristallen beschreven. In 
het bijzonder is de structuur en dynamica van de S^PaSee-groep intrinsieke ferroëlektrica 
onderzocht, met behulp van elkaar aanvullende experimentele technieken. 
De incommensurabele fase in Sn2P2Se6 treedt op tussen een paraelektrische fase en een 
lage-temperatuur ferroëlektrische fase, zoals in andere gemoduleerde kristallen (NaNCb, 
BCCD, thiourea). Incommensurabel gemoduleerde kristallen vormen een interessant onder-
zoeksgebied voor de studie van interatomaire krachten in vaste stoffen. Deze interatomaire 
krachten zijn bepalend voor zowel de structuur als de dynamica van het kristalrooster. 
Zowel theorie als experiment hebben aangetoond dat de gecompliceerde incommensurabele 
structuur kan onstaan door frustratie in onderling wedijverende interatomaire krachten. 
De enigszins eenvoudigere ferroëlektrische faseovergangen zijn doorgaans gerelateerd 
aan anharmoniciteiten in de kristalpotentiaal. Ze kunnen veroorzaakt worden door ver-
anderingen in de balans van lokale krachten of door een verstoring van de balans tussen 
langeafstands- en korteafstandskrachten. 
Het is reeds lang bekend dat er een verband bestaat tussen structurele faseovergangen en 
een instabiliteit in de roosterdynamica. Een eerste experimentele waarneming van een softe 
roostertrilling gerelateerd aan een faseovergang vond plaats in 1929 in een lichtverstrooi-
ingsexperiment aan kwarts. Structurele faseovergangen zijn sindsdien intensief bestudeerd, 
met een nadruk op hun oorsprong en op de variatie in kristaleigenschappen, die dicht bij 
de faseovergang optreedt. Recentelijk is het onderzoek met name verrijkt door studie naar 
gecompliceerde systemen, zoals bijvoorbeeld quantum-paraelektrica (SrTiCb) en glasachtige 
faseovergangen. 
In het afgelopen decennium ontdekte men dat de onderzochte kristalgroep een aan-
tal interessante eigenschappen vertoont. Het x-T compositietemperatuur-fasediagram van 
Sn2P2(Si_ISex)6 vertoont een Lifshitzpunt, dat zich bovendien dicht bij een tricritisch punt 
bevindt. Vervanging van Sn (tin) door Pb (lood) veroorzaakt een verschuiving van de 
ferroëlektrische en incommensurabele overgangstemperatuur naar lage temperaturen, waar 
quantummechanische effecten de structuur en dynamica zullen beïnvloeden. 
Dit proefschrift presenteert onderzoek naar de structurele eigenschappen van het proto-
typekristal ЭпгРгЭеб en een analyse van de oorsprong van de serie faseovergangen op basis 
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van de roosterdynamica. 
De struktuur van Sn2P2Se6 is onderzocht met Röntgendiffractie (hoofdstuk 2) en kernspin-
resonantie (NMR, hoofdstuk 3). De structurele veranderingen tussen de ferroëlektrische en 
paraelektrische fase blijken voornamelijk gerelateerd aan verplaatsingen van de Sn-cationen 
ten opzichte van de rigide P2Se6-anion groep, waardoor een polarisatie in de ferroëlektrische 
fase ontstaat, die vrijwel in de richting van de α-as staat. De belangrijke observatie dat deze 
beweging loodrecht op de richting van de modulaticgolfvector staat, laat haar cruciale rol 
in de incommensurabele structurele vervorming zien. De kernspinresonantie-experimenten 
laten bovendien zien dat de tin-atomen in de incommensurabele fase verplaatsingen van de 
zelfde grootteorde vertonen als in de ferroëlektrische fase. 
De structuren en structurele veranderingen van Sn2P2Se6 en Sn2P2S6 zijn met elkaar 
vergeleken. De beweging van de tinatomen lijkt te worden bepaald door competitie tussen 
lange-dracht dipolaire krachten en korte-dracht repulsieve krachten. De korte-dracht re-
pulsieve krachten zijn sterker in Sn2P2Se6, hetgeen gerelateerd is aan de grotere effectieve 
straal van Se ten opzichte van S. In de paraelektrische fase is met de Röntgen-analyse 
aangetoond dat de Sn-atomen wanorde vertonen. Met behulp van NMR is getoond dat deze 
wanorde correspondeert met een dynamisch proces. 
Het verloop van de structurele veranderingen in de incommensurabele fase is bestudeerd 
met behulp van elastische neutronenverstrooiing en kernspinresonantie. De overgang naar de 
incommensurabele fase wordt gekenmerkt door het verschijnen van satelliet Bragg-reflecties, 
die een toename van de deformatie laten zien bij temperatuurverlaging. Typische 'edge-
singularities'-lijnvormen worden waargenomen met 117Sn NMR, veroorzaakt door de incom-
mensurabel gemoduleerde lokale omgeving van de atomen. De afstand tussen de singulari-
teiten als functie van temperatuur kan worden beschreven door een machtwet met exponent 
/3=0.45±0.03, consistent met bepalingen door middel van neutronen- en dubbelbrekingsex-
perimenten. De duidelijke afwijking ten opzichte van de kritische exponentwaarde /3=0.35 
(verwacht voor een 3d-XY systeem) laat zien dat de incommensurabele fase slechts kritisch 
kan zijn in een relatief klein temperatuurgebied. Een dergelijke exponentwaarde dicht bij een 
1/2 is ook waargenomen in thiourea, een ander voorbeeld van een type II incommensurabel 
systeem. Het kritisch gebied in type I incommensurabele fasen is echter meestal groter: in 
vele gevallen van de orde van 20 K. 
De dynamica van Sn2P2Se6 en Sn2P2S6 is bestudeerd aan de hand van inelastische neu-
tronenverstrooiing (hoofdstuk 4) en Raman-spectroscopie (hoofdstuk 5). De faseovergangen 
blijken hoofdzakelijk displasief te zijn, aangezien soft fononen waargenomen worden in zowel 
de paraelektrische als ferroëlektrische fase. De overgang naar de incommensurabele fase 
gaat samen met de condensatie van een gemengd optisch-acoustische fonon. Een Landau-
continuüm model met inbegrip van de optisch-acoustische koppeling is ontwikkeld, die de 
waargenomen dispersiecurven in de paraelektrische fase van Sn2P2Seß beschrijft. Variatie 
van de model parameters laat zien dat het optreden van een tussenliggende incommensura-
bele fase sterk afhangt van zowel de dispersie van de optische en acoustische fonontakken 
als van de interactiesterkte. Een goede verklaring voor het optreden van de incommensura-
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bêle fase in Sn2P2Se6 en de afwezigheid in З^РгЭб is verkregen met behulp van het model. 
De interactie suggereert dat de incommensurabele structuur niet uitsluitend uit een polari-
satiegolf bestaat, maar ook een elastische verplaatsingsgolfcomponent heeft (vergelijkbaar 
met N a N 0 2 ) . 
De relatieve temperatuurvariatie van de soft-fononfrequentie beneden de faseovergang 
in vergelijking met die boven de faseovergang is relatief groot (R=-7.5±2.5 in БпгРгЭб 
en R=-8.5±2.5 in ЗпгРгЭсб). Dit wijst op een orde-wanorde bijdrage in de hoofdzakelijk 
displasieve overgangen. Een andere aanwijzing voor orde-wanorde volgt uit een Raman-
studie van het ferroëlektrisch soft fonon, waarin een sterk quasi-elastische component wordt 
waargenomen. De spectrale vorm kan op bevredigende wijze beschreven worden met een 
model waarin de soft oscillator gekoppeld is aan een relaxerende vrijheidsgraad die de dy-
namica van de wanorde weerspiegelt. Aangetoond is dat een grotere orde-wanorde bijdrage 
optreedt in Sn2P2Se6 dan in Sn2P2S6. Dit is in overeenstemming met eerdere resultaten van 
calorimetrische metingen. 
De gemoduleerde structuur heeft een duidelijk effect op de lichtverstrooiingsspectra. 
Naast het Raman-actief worden van het amplitudon, treden additionele resonanties op, die 
geïdentificeerd zijn als gevouwen akoustische modes behorende bij q=±qic-
Een anomale frequentieverlaging van een fonon met symmetrie die verschilt van het 
soft fonon is waargenomen in de paraelektrische fase. Dit kan veroorzaakt worden door de 
aanwezigheid van additionele fluctuaties toegestaan door de wanorde. 
Samenvattend blijkt de dynamica van Sn2P2Se6 in de serie faseovergangen paraelektrisch-
incommensurabel-ferroëlektrisch een 'klassiek' verloop te vertonen, waarin een soft fonon 
wordt waargenomen in de paraelektrische fase, die een kleinere temperatuurafhankelijkheid 
vertoond dan de amplitudon in de incommensurabele fase. Naast het klassieke verloop speelt 
de koppeling tussen optische en elastische vrijheidsgraden een rol van belang. 
Hard mode Raman en infraroodspectroscopie laten de effecten van de lokale deformatie 
op de dynamica van de Рг5е 6 quasi-moleculaire groep zien, die relatief onafhankelijk blijken 
te zijn van andere P2See-groepen. Deze technieken zijn aangewend om de relatie tussen 
structurele vervormingen en lokale bindingseigenschappen te bestuderen. 
Het is interessant on de eigenschappen van Sn2P2Se6 te vergelijken met twee andere type 
II incommensurabele systemen, namelijk thiourea and NaNC>2. De dynamica van N a N 0 2 
vertoont een centrale relaxatiecomponent, die op kritische wijze vernauwt bij nadering van 
de overgang van de paraelektrische naar de incommensurable fase. De relaxatiedynamica, 
die zich uitstrekt over een groot gebied in de reciproke ruimte, laat een typisch orde-wanorde 
gedrag zien, met name gerelateerd aan de rotationele wanorde van de NO2 moleculen. 
De dynamica van thiourea wordt aan de andere kant bepaald door de aanwezigheid van 
een soft optisch fonon in de paraelektrische fase. In beide kristallen zijn duidelijk aanwijzing­
en voor interacties tussen de soft optische en de elastische vrijheidsgraden: neutronenonder-
zoek aan thiourea toont een anomale soft mode respons, typisch voor acoustisch-optische 
mode-interactie en de incommensurabele structuur van NaNCb bevat naast een gemod­
uleerde polarisatiebezettingsgolf een elastische verplaatsingsgolf. 
Deze studie laat zien dat Sn2P2Se6 een tussenliggend gedrag vertoont. De faseovergang 
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is voornamelijk displasief met een kleine wanorde component, en lijkt derhalve meer op 
thiourea dan op NaNCb. Ook in Sn2P2Se6 is de koppeling tussen elastische en optische 
vrijheidsgraden van belang. 
Tot slot wordt in hoofstuk 7 en 8 de invloed van ladingsdragers en lage temperaturen op 
de eigenschappen van de incommensurabele modulatiegolf besproken. Een studie van het 
geheugeneffect in de incommensurabele fase van ЭпгРгЭеб laat het optreden van anomaliën 
in de dielektrische functie zien als gevolg van temperatuurstabilisatie. Deze anomaliën wor-
den veroorzaakt door de vorming van een gemoduleerde bezettingsdichtheid van ladings-
dragers op trapping levels in de bandgap, en niet door kristaldefecten zoals vacancies. Een 
nieuwe fase binnen de incommensurabele fase is stabiel in het temperatuursgcbied tussen de 
anomaliën, gekarakteriseerd door een geblokkeerde modulatiegolfvector. 
Een soortgelijke temperatuuronafhankelijke modulatiegolfvector treedt op in de lage-
temperatuur incommensurabele fase van gemengde kristallen (Pbj,Sni_¡,)2P2Se6. Voor de 
laagste temperaturen (T<7 K) wordt de dynamica bepaald door tunnelen tussen de minima 
van een serie twee-niveau systemen (TLS), die een brede energiedistributie hebben. Voor 
hogere tempera-turen (T>7 K) is een overgang waargenomen naar een dynamica bepaald 
door thermische activatie, die gerelateerd is aan de relaxatie van domeinwanden of discom-
mensuraties. 
Het is duidelijk dat de experimentele resultaten van belang zijn voor de interpretatie van 
de gecompliceerdere dynamica rond het Lifshitzpunt en van incommensurabele fasen bij lage 
temperaturen, waar quantummechanische effecten een belangrijke rol kunnen spelen. De 
S^PïSee groep is een modelsysteem voor het bestuderen van de effecten van orde-wanorde 
in een voornamelijk displasief systeem. 
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